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Summary

The objective of the thesis is to provide an advanced and a deeper mechanical char-
acterization of the lime mortars commonly used in the restoration field, which would be
helpful for the numerical simulations of historical masonry structures. For the purpose,
several aspects concerning the fracture and deformability behavior of lime mortars have
been studied.

In the first place, it is found that there is still a lack of standardization on the dosage
methodology of lime mortars. Thus, seven types of natural hydraulic and aerial lime
mortar were fabricated and five factors which have an influence on their properties have
been studied, in particular the water/lime ratio, the mold material, the aggregate size and
type and the different curing conditions. Furthermore, an advanced mechanical character-
ization has been performed on these mortars, including the measurement of the fracture
energy. Finally, some empirical equations for determining the relationships between these
mechanical properties were proposed, which could be helpful when simulating the numer-
ical models of historical constructions.

In the second place, the analysis of the time effect on the properties of lime mortars at
early ages (up to 7 days) is analyzed. It is especially relevant the study of the deformability
of lime mortars at early ages as it enables accommodation movements of masonry before
cracking. However, the references focusing on the measurement of such property at early
ages are inexistent. Then, in the thesis a novel technique developed recently for cement
based materials is applied for the first time to natural hydraulic lime mortars. It is named
as Elastic Modulus Measurement through Ambient Response Method (EMM-ARM) and
it allows the automatic and continuous evaluation of the elastic modulus immediately after
casting without demolding the specimen. For the purpose, various sealing and compacting
procedures were studied through flexural and compressive strengths, density, ultrasound
pulse velocity, open porosity, etc., in order to compare the procedure adopted for EMM-
ARM (sealed and vibrated) with the standard one (unsealed and compacted). The range
of elastic modulus obtained among the different mortars was between 2.5 and 4.1 GPa on
day 7, which shows feasible potential of application of EMM-ARM to natural hydraulic
lime mortars at early ages (under 3-7 days). It was also found that sealed specimens led to
50% and 25% lower compressive and flexural strengths, respectively, compared to unsealed
ones.

Related to the previous aspect, it is also studied the time effect on the properties of
natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars in the long-term. This is of relevance because
it is known that the flexural and compressive strengths of lime mortars continue evolv-
ing beyond 28 days as they require higher periods of time than cement-based materials
to reach their maximum strengths. However, to our knowledge, there are no studies fo-
cusing on the measurement of the fracture energy, the splitting tensile strength or the
static elastic modulus in the long-term in such materials. Thus, the third purpose of the
thesis is to study the time effect in the mechanical properties of lime mortars. Moreover,
these measurements are related to the evolution of the carbonation depth through the
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phenolphthalein method on prisms to study the influence of the carbonation process on
both lime mortars. The results show that there is a faster increase of the mechanical
properties in both mortars up to 56 days, which ranges between 60% and 90% of their
corresponding values at an age of 448 days depending on the mechanical property and
type of mortar. After this age, there is a more moderate but progressive evolution up to
224 days. However, from this age to 448 days, the evolution of the mechanical properties
is very slow for the aerial lime mortar and shows a slight increase for the natural hydraulic
one. Furthermore, some empirical equations of such behaviors with time are proposed for
both mortars.

The forth objective of the thesis is to analyze the loading rate effect on the fracture
properties of lime mortars. This aspect is getting more attention recently as many historic
masonry structures are situated in zones of seismic activity. For the purpose, three-
point bending tests are performed on both natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars
under three various loading rates (loading-points displacement rates, 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s,
5.0 × 10−1 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s). The results show that the peak load and
the fracture are rate sensitive. The maximum dynamic increase factors (the ratio of the
dynamic properties to their corresponding quasi-static values) of the peak load are 1.4 and
1.6 for the natural hydraulic and the aerial lime mortars, respectively, whereas it is 1.9
for the fracture energy for both mortars. Moreover, six specimens were dried and tested
under the lowest and highest loading rates to study the phenomena of the rate sensitivity.
It is found that it is mainly due to viscous effect of free water in the natural hydraulic lime
mortar. However, for the aerial lime mortar, the rate effect is related chiefly to the crack
growth and velocity. Moreover, through scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis, it
is observed intergranular failure.

Finally, among the mechanical properties measured on the natural hydraulic lime mor-
tars, it was found a significant difference between the compressive strengths of standardized
prisms (with 40 mm in depth) and cylinders (with 150 mm in height). Our hypothesis
was that this difference was due to geometry and size effects. Then, in the thesis a numer-
ical simulation of the compressive test on prisms is performed but assigning as intrinsic
material compressive strength the one of the cylinders. The obtained numerical curves fit
very well with the experimental ones, which means that the difference in the compressive
strength of prisms and cylinders is due to geometry and size effects and that the com-
pressive strength from the cylinders is roughly the intrinsic compressive strength of the
material. Furthermore, two more numerical models were performed by doubling the size
of the standard prisms once and twice. With the peak loads of the three models, it is pos-
sible to obtain the size effect laws of two natural hydraulic lime mortars. Furthermore, a
cohesive simulation of the three-point bending test on such mortars is performed to verify
that they behave as cohesive materials.

To conclude, this thesis provides improvements in the techniques to measure the me-
chanical properties of lime mortars. The analyses performed could be useful to define with
more realism and precision the numerical simulation of masonry structures built with lime
mortars. The techniques proposed in this research could also be applied to other cohe-
sive materials of the civil and architectural patrimony, such as compressed earth blocks,
rammed earth, stones or bricks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Motivation and objectives

Most of the civil and architectural patrimony present nowadays has been built with
masonry structures. The intervention on such structures requires a deep knowledge of the
characteristics of their components, mainly the stones, the blocks and the mortar that
joins them. Recently, thanks to the effort made by researchers on the topic [1–5], some
advanced computation models have been used to analyze the behavior and movements of
such structures. These models are normally based on an advanced measurement of the
mechanical properties of the masonry components.

It is well-known that the design of a good restoration intervention requires the usage
of compatible materials so that the new ones do not cause neither spalling on the preex-
istent components nor further decay. In this sense, lime mortars are extensively used for
restoration interventions due to their high compatibility with ancient masonry structures
[6–9]. However, the references that characterize these materials often focus on their miner-
alogical and chemical behaviors, which is of great importance, but lack of a comprehensive
analysis of their mechanical aspects. Then, when preparing a numerical model to simulate
the behavior of a masonry structure, it is often to adopt highly simplified hypotheses and
strong suppositions as for the mechanical parameters that define the component materials,
especially when lime mortars are concerned. As a result, the validity and precision of such
computational models are often compromised.

This thesis emerges from the need of an advanced and a deeper mechanical character-
ization of lime mortars with the objective of improving the material properties required
for the numerical simulations of historical masonry structures. In view of such a need,
several aspects have been studied regarding their effects on the mechanical properties of
lime mortars.

1. In the first place, it was observed that the dosage methodologies of lime mortars
are not so well defined as the ones of other important construction materials like
concrete. In this sense, it is often observed that the amount of water required
to fabricate the mortar is not always indicated, which has a relevant influence on
the resulting mechanical properties. Other aspects, such as the raw component
properties (like the density), are neither mentioned. For this purpose, the first
objective of this thesis is to study the effect of different factors of the dosage and
fabrication process of lime mortars on their resulting mechanical properties. These
factors are the water/lime ratio, the material of the mold, the aggregate type and
size and the curing conditions. Furthermore, some empirical relationships among
the mechanical properties of the different mortars obtained are established.
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2. In the second place, it is well known that lime mortars present such a deformability at
early ages that it enables the accommodation movements of masonry before cracking
[10]. However, to our knowledge, the references studying the early age behavior of
lime mortars with especial focus on their deformability are inexistent. The second
objective of the thesis is to study the mechanical and physical properties of lime
mortars at early ages with especial attention to the evolution of their elastic modulus.

3. Moreover, it is well known that the flexural and compressive strengths of lime mortars
change with time but there is little knowledge as for the evolution of other important
mechanical properties such as the splitting tensile strength, the fracture energy or
the static elastic modulus. With this respect, the third objective of the thesis is to
analyze the evolution of such mechanical properties in the long term and to infer
empirical relationships of such behaviors with time when possible.

4. Furthermore, most of historical masonry structures are situated in zones of seismic
activity. However the dynamic mechanical behavior of lime mortars is not so studied
as for other construction materials such as steel and concrete, especially as for the
fracture energy in bending. For this reason, the fourth objective of the thesis is to
study the loading rate effects in the fracture behavior of lime mortars.

5. Finally, two more aspects are studied. On the one hand, the fact that some mechan-
ical tests performed in the laboratory, such as the standardized compression tests on
prisms, are affected by size effects and the strength provided by them do not coincide
with the intrinsic one of the material. Thus, the objective of this thesis is to analyze
the possible geometry and size effect on the compressive strength of prisms. For the
purpose, a numerical simulation of such tests with specimens of three different sizes
is performed in order to obtain the size effect law for natural hydraulic lime mortars.
On the other hand, these materials are supposed to present a cohesive behavior.
The last objective of the thesis is to perform a numerical model of the three-point
bending test on prismatic specimens of lime mortars to demonstrate their cohesive
behavior.

With these purposes, the thesis is intended to provide a further contribution to the
development of experimental and numerical techniques for the characterization of materials
of the civil and architectural patrimony, such as lime mortars. An advanced mechanical
characterization of new lime mortars, which reproduce the historical ones of old masonry
structures, is performed. For this purpose, mechanical tests are performed to measure
not only the flexural and compressive strengths, but also other important mechanical
properties, not normally measured, such as splitting tensile strength, fracture energy and
static elastic modulus. This contribution will be of great help for future works involving the
mechanical behavior of historical masonry structures built with lime mortars; especially for
the preparation of the numerical simulations that analyze their behavior. The techniques
proposed in the thesis could also be applied to other cohesive materials of the civil and
architectural patrimony, such as compressed earth blocks, as done in a recent work [11].

1.2. State of the art

According to the standard EN 459-1 [12], lime is a binding material formed by calcium
oxide and/or hydroxide, and calcium-magnesium oxide and/or hydroxide produced by
the calcinations (thermal decomposition) of calcium carbonate (such as limestone, chalk,
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shells) or calcium magnesium carbonate (like dolomitic limestone, dolomite). The lime
products can be classified as hydraulic or air ones (see Figure 1.1).

Among the hydraulic lime, there are several sub-families, such as natural hydraulic lime
(NHL), formulated lime (FL) and hydraulic lime (HL). The first one is formed by burning
argillaceous or siliceous limestones without additions. The second one is mainly composed
by air lime and/or natural hydraulic lime with hydraulic and/or pozzolanic material. The
last one is formed by lime and other materials such as cement, blast furnace slag, fly ash,
limestone filler and some other constituents in very small proportions [12].

There also exist various types of air limes (commonly known as aerial ones). Among
them, one can differentiate between calcium lime (CL) and dolomitic lime (DL). The
former is mainly composed by calcium oxide and/or calcium hydroxide while the latter
mainly by calcium magnesium oxide and/or calcium magnesium hydroxide; both of them
without any hydraulic or pozzolanic additions. Likewise, these two types of aerial limes
can be in the form of quicklime (Q) or as hydrated lime. The former is mainly in the
oxide form and reacts exothermically with water; the second is mainly in the hydroxide
form produced by slaking of quicklime. This last one can be formed as powder (S), putty
(S PL) or slurry or milk of lime (S ML).

In this work it was used a natural hydraulic lime (NHL) and an aerial calcium lime
(CL) in the hydroxide form slaked as powder (S). The former is classified according to
its compressive strength at 28 curing days as: NHL 2 (2 MPa ≤ fc ≤ 7 MPa), NHL 3.5
(3.5 MPa ≤ fc ≤ 10 MPa) and NHL 5 (3.5 MPa ≤ fc ≤ 15 MPa)[12]. The latter can
be classified according to their (CaO + MgO) content into CL 90-S (with a proportion
higher than 90%), CL 80-S (with corresponding proportion higher than 80%) and CL 70-S
(with corresponding one higher than 70%). The work of this thesis focuses on a NHL 3.5
and a CL 90-S (Figure 1.1). From a mineralogical point of view, both limes are composed
by portlandite, Ca(OH)2, in a proportion higher than 80% for the aerial lime mortar and
around 30% for the natural hydraulic lime, according to their respective technical sheets.
They can also contain some amount of calcite, CaCO3, produced by the transformation
of portlandite with the carbon dioxide, CO2, from the atmosphere [13]; NHL, instead,
also presents calcium silicates (C2S in a much higher proportion than C3S) [13–16]. The
mortars produced with both types of lime differ in the way of hardening. Both of them can
harden by the reaction of portlandite with carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, named
as “carbonation”; while natural hydraulic limes also harden by hydration of its mineral
compounds, mainly dicalcium silicates, C2S, with water to produce C-S-H and portlandite
[8, 17]. These processes can be better understood within the cycle of each lime, see Figures
1.2 and 1.3, respectively, for the aerial and the natural hydraulic limes and the mortars
produced with corresponding limes.

The cycle of the aerial lime (Figure 1.2) [18] implies the transformation of the limestone
into calcium oxide (quicklime), CaO, when it is burned at high temperatures (around
900◦C) in the limekiln. In this process, carbon dioxide and water vapor are emitted to the
atmosphere. Then, the quicklime can be slaked with water. There exist several slaking
procedures [19], such as water spraying, water immersion or just spreading the lime in the
ground and leave it to react in contact with the vapor of the atmosphere. The slaking of
the quicklime, also called, hydration, produces hydrated lime, mainly calcium hydroxide,
Ca(OH)2. As mentioned previously, such a lime can be in the form of powder, putty,
slurry or milk of lime depending of the amount of water used in the slaking process. Thus,
this calcium hydroxide can be mixed with sand and water to fabricate aerial lime mortar.
As already explained, such a mortar hardens by air drying and by carbonation, which
is the reaction of the Ca(OH)2, also called portlandite, with the carbon dioxide from
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Figure 1.1: Classification of the different types of lime according to EN 459-1 [12].
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Limestone
CaCO3

CaCO3	à CO2 +	CaO

Quicklime
CaO

BURNING
(900∘C)

CaO +	H2O	à Ca(OH)2

Hydrated lime	
(powder,	putty,	slurry or

milk of	lime)
Ca(OH)2

CO2

LIME	SLAKING	
(HYDRATION)

H2O

MORTAR
PREPARATION

Sand +	H2O

Aerial lime	mortar
Ca(OH)2

CARBONATION	OF	
FREE	LIME

H2O

CO2

H2OCa(OH)2 +	CO2 à CaCO3 +	H2O

Figure 1.2: Cycle of aerial lime adapted from [18].
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Siliceous limestone
CaCO3 +	SiO2·H2O

CaCO3	+	SiO2·H2O	à CO2 +	CaO +	SiO2 +	H2O

2CaO	+	SiO2 à CaO +	CaO·SiO2

Quicklime and	reactive	
silicates
CaO +	C-S

BURNING
(900-1100∘C)

CaO +	CaO·SiO2	+	H2O	à Ca(OH)2 +	CaO·SiO2

Natural	hydraulic
lime

Ca(OH)2 +	C-S

CO2

LIME	SLAKING	
(HYDRATION)

H2O

MORTAR
PREPARATION

Sand +	H2O

2(2CaO·SiO2) +	4H2O	à 3CaO·2SiO2·3H2O	+	Ca(OH)2

Ca(OH)2	+	CO2	à CaCO3 +	H2O	

Natural	hydraulic lime	
mortar

C-S-H	+	Ca(OH)2

CARBONATION	OF	
FREE	LIME

H2O

CO2 H2O

Figure 1.3: Cycle of natural hydraulic lime adapted from [8, 17, 18, 20].

the atmosphere to produce calcite, CaCO3, and water. In this process, carbon dioxide
is absorbed from the atmosphere. For this main reason, lime mortars are considered as
eco-efficient materials. Afterwardas, the cycle can start again.

The cycle of the natural hydraulic lime (Figure 1.3) [8, 17, 18, 20] is similar to the
one of the aerial lime with the difference that now the limestone can be a more or less
argillaceous or siliceous one [12]. With the burning process, the siliceous limestone trans-
formes into calcium oxide (quicklime) and reactive silicates, C-S. Then, the hydration
of the material produces the natural hydraulic lime, NHL, which is mainly formed by
portlandite, Ca(OH)2, and calcium silicates, mainly belite, C2S. The mixture of the NHL
with sand and water originates the natural hydraulic lime mortar. Such a mortar hardens
by carbonation and hydration. With the former process, the portlandite transforms into
calcite by the reaction of the carbon dioxide of the atmosphere. With the hydration, the
calcium silicates, mainly (belite), transforms into calcium silicates hydrates (C-S-H) and
portlandite. As time passes, the process continues.

Considering the aplicability of both lime mortars, it is relevant their use to join stones
and blocks in structural masonry walls [7, 14, 17, 21–26]. The natural hydraulic lime
mortars are usually adopted when early strength gain and faster setting time are necessary
[6] or when it is required to present better behavior under soluble salts or under high humid
conditions [27]. Instead, the aerial lime mortars are also used as renders and plasters to
protect walls from water and impacts, to bond material for mosaics and ceramic tiles or
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for decorative purposes [7]. In any case, the use of both lime mortars is increasing for
restoration works due to their high compatibility with the substrate material in terms of
chemical, physical and mechanical performance [6–8]. Furthermore, both lime mortars
are eco-efficient materials as they require low amount of energy during their production
process, generate reduced carbon dioxide emissions and absorb carbon dioxide during
carbonation [6]. For all these reasons, their study results fundamental.

Particularly, knowledge on the mechanical properties of mortar is crucial to ensure
a good performance of masonry structures [28]. According to Binda et al. [29], there
exist different ways to test old mortars. On the one hand, there are on-site tests, such as
the pointing hardness test and the penetration test. The former is a non-destructive test
(NDT) intended for cement mortars so it requires new calibration for lime based ones. The
latter can be considered as a NDT or as a minor destructive test (MDT) as the damage
induced in the masonry wall is minimal. It provides a value of penetration force of the
drill along certain distance from the surface of the masonry wall [26]. On the other hand,
there are the laboratory-based tests on sample mortars. In this group, one can find the
compression tests on thin sampled joints or the so-called double punch test (according to
DIN 18555-9 [29, 30]). It can be performed with new mortar joints reproducing the old
ones or with on-site samples and in both cases the test does not require the standardized
specimen thickness of 40 mm. A scheme of the double punch test from DIN 18555-9 [29, 30]
is presented in Figure 1.4. This test provides the compressive strength of the mortar in
the joints [23]. There also exist the standardized flexural and compression tests, according
to EN 1015-11 [31], on new mortar specimens of 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm. These two
last tests are well extended among researchers of lime mortars [6–9, 15, 25, 32].

Figure 1.4: Scheme of the double punch test from DIN 18555-9 [29, 30].

However, there is a need of measuring other important mechanical properties such as
the splitting tensile strength, the elastic modulus and the fracture energy. In this sense,
Marastoni et al. [23] proposed a method to estimate the material’s strength envelope by
representing the mortar’s state of failure on the Mohr’s plane. Experimental data were
obtained from Brazilian tests on core drilled masonry samples with one diametral mortar
joint and from double punch tests on extracted mortar joints. They pointed out that the
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compressive strength from the latter type of tests was 10% higher than that obtained from
standard tests on prisms, mainly due to the different boundary conditions of the two types
of tests.

The direct measurement of quasi-static elastic modulus of lime mortars is not so well
documented. Maravelaki-Kalaitzaki et al. [33] studied the modulus of elasticity in NHL
mortars with pozzolanic additions and Drougkas et al. [21] obtained indirectly the elastic
modulus of lime based mortars from the masonry and brick characteristics. They also
derived relations between the compressive strength and the elastic modulus and compared
their results with those in the standards. They observed discrepancies among the results
obtained from various types of specimens and recommended using cylinders to measure
mechanical properties, provided proper curing throughout the specimen was achieved.
Others, like Rosell and Cantalapiedra [34] measured the dynamic Young’s modulus by us-
ing ultrasonic impulse velocity and the static Young’s modulus by performing conventional
bending tests in lime and cement mortars. Nežerka et al. [35] studied the dynamic Young’s
modulus of lime based pastes using the resonance method, Pozo-Antonio [36] measured
the dynamic Young’s modulus in lime based and lime-cement based mortars with pure
limestone aggregate and Veiga [7] gathered some references about air lime mortars with
different measurements of dynamic elastic modulus.

Regarding the study of the fracture energy of pure lime mortars, especially through
the three-point bending test, there is hardly any research so far, despite of the fact that
it is an important parameter to characterize the ductility and fracture behavior of the
material. Pereira et al. [37] studied the fracture energy of lime-cement mortars produced
with different binders and sands. They concluded that the fracture energy was higher for
artificial sand mortars for all classes and all types of binders. Also, Pereira and Lourenço
[38] measured the compressive fracture energy of a pre-mixed mortar and Asprone et al.
[39] measured the fracture energy of NHL mortar with siliceous fine aggregate through a
Hydropneumatic machine and a Modified Hopkingson bar.

All things considered, we can say that there are several aspects concerning the me-
chanical characterization of lime mortars, especially regarding their fracture behavior and
deformability, that require further analysis in order to improve the comprehension of their
role within masonry structures. These aspects comprise the effect of different produc-
tion and dosage factors on the physical and mechanical properties of lime mortars with
especial attention to properties not normally measured such as fracture energy, splitting
tensile strength and static elastic modulus. Furthermore, it is also relevant to know the
time effect on mechanical properties of lime mortars at early ages and in the long-term, as
well as the loading rate effect on the fracture properties of lime mortars, which can hap-
pen under dynamic loads such as earthquakes, wind gust or impacts. Finally, the study
of the size effect on the compressive strength of lime mortars as well as the verification of
their cohesive behavior are relevant matters for the mechanical role of the material within
masonry structures. The state of the art concerning all these topics is analyzed as follows
to understand better to what extent each aspect requires further analysis.

1.2.1. The effects of production process and dosage on the physical and
mechanical properties of lime mortars

Nowadays there is no a strong dosage methodology for lime mortars like the one present
for other important building materials such as concrete. In many occasions relevant aspects
such as the amount of water used or the densities of the raw materials are neither indicated.

Referring the lime/aggregate ratio, many researchers, such as Moropoulu et al. [40,
41] coincide that the appropriate ratio for lime mortars used in restoration could be 1:3
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by volume. More specifically, for NHL mortars, Lanas et al. [8] studied the influence
of lime/aggregate ratios and aggregate attributes on the mechanical properties of NHL
mortars. They prepared five different lime/aggregate ratios from 1:1 to 1:5 in terms of
volume and four different types of aggregates. The consistencies ranged from 128 mm to
159 mm of diameter in the flow-table test by varying the water/lime ratio. They observed
that specimens with more lime content had higher compressive and flexural strengths
and, additionally, the highest strengths were reached with limestone aggregates. Kalagri
et al. [6] investigated the effect of aggregate size and the lime type on microstructure
and mechanical properties, the water/lime ratio by weight was between 0.49 and 0.61,
the consistency was 160 mm of diameter for all the mixes. The experimental results
showed that the inclusion of coarse aggregates (in that case a 0/6 mm grain size aggregate)
enhanced the compressive and flexural strengths, increased the packing density, decreased
the water demand and consequently, reduced the open porosity. They also proposed an
equation in regard to the compressive strength and the median pore radius.

As for the aerial lime mortars, Lanas and Alvarez [9] prepared various of these mor-
tars with different lime/aggregate ratios, ranging from 1:1 to 1:5 by volume and studied
their influence on the mechanical properties. In order to obtain normal consistency and
good workability, the corresponding water/lime ratios were ranged from 0.5 to 1.2. They
observed a correlation between lime amount and mortar strength. However, in the case of
high lime contents, the increase in voids led to strength reduction. They also concluded
that angular limestone improved the strength of the mortar. Gameiro et al. [42] studied
the influence of lime/aggregate ratio on the physical and chemical properties of air lime-
metakaolin mortars. The water/lime ratios were also varied to get adequate workability
(consistency range: 129 mm -144 mm, from dry to plastic lime mortars). They found
that mortars with low lime/aggregate ratio (1:3 by volume) seemed to develop carbona-
tion sooner and therefore reach their highest strength relatively early while mortars with
higher lime/aggregate ratio (1:1) presented lower carbonation rates. The latter is not
appropriate for use in conservation works due to its high shrinkage and strong mechanical
properties, which is incompatible with substrate material. Referring the aggregate type
and shape, it has been pointed out that the limestone aggregates present a structure sim-
ilar to the calcitic binder matrix which leads to a reduction of the discontinuities between
the lime matrix and the aggregates [9, 43], moreover, calcitic particles growing over the
limestone grains increase also the crystallographic continuity between limestone aggregates
and the lime matrix [44, 45]. These facts cause strength increase in the aerial lime mortars
when using limestone aggregates in comparison to siliceous ones [9, 43]. Furthermore, the
shape of aggregates contributes to the strength as well; angular aggregates produce better
cohesion degree between the aggregate surface and binder, thus, the strength increases
[43]. As for the grain size of the aggregates, it has been explained that the best aggregate
is a well-graded sharp sand (medium to coarse sand) that generates a good interlocking
[46]. Stefanidou and Papayianni [47] showed that the inclusion of coarse aggregates was
advantageous for long term strength. They observed that at later ages, cracks appeared to
be blocked by the coarse aggregates [47] and the highest strength values were reached with
lime mortars of low lime/aggregate ratio and aggregates of 0/4 mm of maximum grain size
in the long term. They recommended that compaction was necessary when using coarse
aggregates to reduce the voids and the bond between the lime paste and the pebbles.

Considering the influence of the water content, a general tendency was observed by
Papayianni and Stefanidou [32] on lime pozzolan mortars and Xu et al. [48] for NHL
pastes. As the water/lime ratio increases, the porosity increases and as a consequence, the
mechanical properties decrease, that is to say, the material becomes weaker. Considering
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the influence of the water/lime ratio on the mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars,
the references are scarcer. For example, Lawrence and Walker [49] showed that aerial lime
mortars did not follow Abrams’ rule, which is applicable to cement mortars and states
that when a cement mortar is fully compacted, its strength is inversely proportional to
the water/cement ratio [50]. They reported that the water/lime ratio has a minimal effect
on the mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars compared with the influence of lime and
aggregate types. They tested aerial lime mortars with different water/lime ratios, ranging
from 0.500 to 0.875 by volume, at curing ages of 28, 56 and 91 days. They observed
that the compressive strength of the mortars decreased with the water/lime ratio but this
decrease was neither linear nor so abrupt as for the natural hydraulic lime mortars with
similar consistencies; and even for high water/lime ratios, the compressive strength seemed
to be almost constant. Moreover, they proposed an equation to predict the compressive
strength based on a relationship among the form of lime, type of aggregate, water/lime
ratio and age of the mortar. They also urged on the need for more work to understand
the mechanisms producing differences in the compressive strength of aerial lime mortars.
Raposo Pacheco Algarvio [51] measured flexural and compressive strength of five aerial
lime mortars with different water/lime ratio, ranging from 1.48 to 1.68, which provided
a range of consistencies between 144 mm and 188 mm, respectively. They observed that
both the flexural and the compressive strengths decreased with the water/lime ratio. The
flexural and compressive strengths were between 0.26 MPa and 0.33 MPa, 0.73 MPa and
0.79 MPa, respectively, corresponding to the lowest and highest water/lime ratios.

Furthermore, there are other aspects, such as the material of the molds used and the
different curing conditions, which also affect the fabrication process of lime mortars. No
research has been performed on the former. However, for the latter, Lanas et al. [52]
fabricated aerial and hydraulic lime-based mortars and subjected them to different en-
vironments. They concluded that, in general, higher relative humidity (RH) increased
the mechanical properties of NHL mortars. Grilo et al. [25] studied the mechanical and
mineralogical properties of natural hydraulic-metakaolin mortars under different curing
conditions. They observed that lower humid conditions favored a carbonation reaction
(which governed aerial lime mortars), while high humid curing aided a hydration reaction
(which partially governed NHL mortars). Thus, they concluded that humid conditions
(95% ± 5%) favored compound hydration reactions, which were relevant for the develop-
ment of mechanical properties of NHL mortars. Grilo et al. [53] also agreed that higher
RH curing regimes benefited these processes and also contributed to void infilling.

Moreover, some researchers have coincided on the great influence of the curing con-
ditions on the carbonation process of the aerial lime mortars and therefore on their me-
chanical properties. It is known that the carbonation process is highly influenced by the
CO2 concentration, moisture content and permeability of the material [54]. Achieving an
adequate moisture content is determinant for the development of the carbonation process.
For example, Moorehead [54] observed that for cement lime mortars, the adequate mois-
ture content of the sample to maximize carbonation was when 50% of their pore volume
was filled with water. Van Balen and Van Gemert [55] showed for lime mortars that the
carbonation was retarded when the specimen was saturated with water as the diffusion of
CO2 is prevented and therefore, a first phase of drying was required. At the same time, a
certain level of moisture content was required for the dissolution of CO2 with the water to
form carbonic acid so that later the lime could react with it [54, 56, 57]. They pointed out
that the optimum water content for carbonation is the one that corresponds to “maximum
adsorption on the surface of the pores before capillary condensation”. Other authors have
also outlined the influence of moisture on the carbonation of aerial lime mortars [58–62].
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The thesis of Oliveira [62], at University of Minho, studies the relationship between car-
bonation progress and humidity diffusion and proposes a numerical model to study both
phenomena on quicklime aerial lime mortars. In relation to this, Ferretti and Bažant [63]
had created a similar model for masonry towers on moisture diffusion and carbonation
reaction. They found that both processes influenced the behavior of multiple-leaf ancient
masonry walls, producing during centuries a redistribution of stresses that could induce
long-time damage of some ancient masonry walls [63]. Concerning the influence of the
curing conditions on the carbonation process, it is also known that the temperature has
an impact on it. Increasing temperatures of the CO2: reduces the solubility of this gas in
water and then the reaction slows down, the concentration of CO2 decreases at constant
pressure and hot CO2 may help evaporation of free water in the pores, which can reduce
the amount of water necessary for the diffusion of CO2 inside the material [54, 58].

However, the influence of all these aspects on the fracture properties of lime mortars,
like fracture energy, splitting tensile strength and characteristic length are not studied yet,
even though they are important properties to define the ductility and fracture behavior of
the material. Therefore, further studies with such a concern are still required.

1.2.2. Time effect on the physical and mechanical properties of lime
mortars at early ages; stiffness evolution

From the mechanical point of view, lime mortars are also very suitable for restoration
works because they are able to accommodate minor differential movement of masonry
over time without cracking [10]. However, despite awareness of the importance of the
early age conditions of application, curing and stiffness build-up in the actual behavior of
lime mortars, little research is found about the behavior of these mortars at early ages. For
instance, Lanas et al. [8] performed flexural and compression tests and thermogravimetric
analyses (TGA) on mortars with NHL type 5 at 3 and 7 days. Arandigoyen and Alvarez
[44] tested aerial lime mortars with cement in bending and compression after 3 and 7
days. However, we did not encounter any study focused on the stiffness evolution of lime
mortars at early ages, particularly including the first 48 h of hardening. This is of crucial
importance because the behavior of lime mortars at early ages has a direct influence
on the supporting capability and ability to accomodate movements of masonry during
construction or repairing operations. This behavior is especially relevant for interventions
in historic structures, where an appropriate large deformation before failure of the new
additions helps to avoid brittle breakage when restrained by preexistent elements.

1.2.3. Time effect on the physical and mechanical properties of lime
mortars in the long-term

In the long-term, the research of the mechanical properties of lime mortars is also
important because it is known that they require higher periods of time than cement-based
materials to reach their maximum strengths [21]. It is well known that the carbonation
and hydration processes of natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars can be long lasting
[9, 58, 64] and it is therefore frequent that their strengths at early ages is lower than
the corresponding ones in the long term. For this reason, there is an urgent need for
quantifying the corresponding increase of important mechanical properties such as the
fracture energy, the splitting tensile strength or the elastic modulus with time.

With this respect, Drougkas et al. [21] measured the flexural and compressive strengths
of one natural hydraulic and an aerial lime mortars at different curing ages, from 7 up to
49 days in the case of the former and from 14 up to 49 days for the latter. They obtained
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that the flexural strength increased around 87% for the natural hydraulic lime mortar
while it was around 75% in the case of the aerial one within the corresponding testing
periods. Regarding the compressive strength from prisms, the increase was of 22% for
the natural hydraulic lime mortar and of 50% for the latter. Furthermore, they provided
logarithmic adjustments for them and also observed that the increase between 28 and 49
days for lime mortars was significant in comparison to Portland cement based materials.

Kalagri et al. [6] obtained flexural and compressive strengths, dynamic modulus of
elasticity (through ultrasonic pulse velocity method), open porosity and mean pore radius
on four types of mortars fabricated with NHL 5 and NHL 3.5-Z (with pozzolanic or ce-
mentitious additives up to 20%). The mortars presented a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:2.3 by
weight. They counducted tests at 28, 90 and 270 days and established some relationships
between the aforementioned parameters.

Karaveziroglou-Weber and Papayianni [65] studied the evolution of flexural and com-
pressive strengths and dynamic modulus of elasticity determined by ultrasonic pulse ve-
locity method of eighteen mortars and ten grouts up to 1540 days. The results show that
the compressive strength of mortars without ceramic material or cement presented an in-
crease in their compressive strength with time, while it decreased slightly after one year;
the flexural strength gained up to 60% from 28 days to one year, the modulus of elasticity
followed almost the same tendency as the compressive strength.

Stefanidou and Papayianni [47] analyzed the role of aggregates on the structure and
properties of aerial lime mortars at different ages up to 730 days. They observed that the
aggregates of 0/4 mm of particle size distribution had a positive impact on the strength
in the long-term and coarse aggregates improved volume stability of aerial lime mortars.

Lanas et al. [17] measured compressive strengths on different mortars fabricated with
aerial and natural hydraulic limes up to 365 days. They discovered different stages of
hardening in the mortars with the two types of limes. Aerial lime mortars presented two
main stages: one at early ages characterized by the water excess loss, the other consisting
on the carbonation process. These phenomena was also observed in the reference [9].
However, in the case of the natural hydraulic lime mortars, they presented three phases
of hardening as a function of their chemical composition, according to the reference [17].
The first one, up to 28 days of age with the hydration of several hydraulic compounds
that formed hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H) and an increase of the strength due to
the presence of C3S; secondly, up to 182 days approximately with a slight increase of the
strengths as C3S was almost finished and, finally, up to 365 days with an increase of the
long-term strengths due to the carbonation process and the contribution of C2S. In the
reference [8], Lanas et al. measured flexural and compressive strengths of several mortars
fabricated with NHL 5 with different lime/aggregate ratios. They observed that NHL
mortars with high lime/aggregate ratios, such as 1:1 and 1:2 followed the three stages
of hardening as mentioned previously, while in mortars with lower lime/aggregate ratios,
such as 1:3, 1:4 and 1:5, the last stage presented lower increase of the strength as the
carbonation process and the presence of C2S were lower.

Manita and Triantafillou [66] studied the compressive strength of mortars with lime,
pozzolana, cement and brick fragments up to 1095 days. They checked that some fluctu-
ations may appeared in the long-term in the compressive strength of mortars with time,
resulting in an increase, stabilization or decrease of the strength. They explained that this
behavior depended mainly on the amount of portlandite, Ca(OH)2, that stayed uncarbon-
ated. Lanas et al. [8, 9] also observed a similar behavior for pure lime mortars.

Likewise, there is still a need for measuring the evolution of other important properties
such as the fracture energy, the splitting tensile strength and the static elastic modulus.
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1.2.4. Loading rate effect on the fracture properties of lime mortars

Recently, the dynamic mechanical behavior of lime mortars [38, 39, 67–69] is getting
more attention due to the fact that many historic masonry structures are situated in zones
of seismic activity, such as Lisbon (Portugal), L’Aquila (Italy), Lorca (Spain), Kathmandu
(Nepal) and Nairobi (Kenya). Compared with the extensive research on the rate effect
on steel and concrete [70–76], such information on lime mortars is limited. For example,
Apostolopoulou et al. [27] studied the compatibility criteria of masonry mortars to resist
better under earthquakes. They explained that restoration mortars, even the ones with
low compressive strength, could achieve an improvement in terms of possible damage
occurrence in the case of an earthquake and that this improvement was higher with the
increase of damage severity.

Pereira and Lourenço [38] studied the dynamic compressive behavior of masonry spec-
imens, clay brick and mortar prisms by using a drop-weight tower. The corresponding
strain rate range was from 2 s−1 to 200 s−1. A commercial ready-mix mortar (MAPEI
MAPE-ANTIQUE MC) was used for the fabrication of masonry and mortar specimens.
A Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF, a ratio of the dynamic response over the corresponding
quasi-static one) of 2.73 was obtained for the compressive fracture energy of the mortar
specimens.

Asprone et al. [39] analyzed the tensile behavior of a basalt fiber-reinforced natural
hydraulic lime mortar at medium and high strain-rates, using a Hydro-pneumatic machine
and a Modified Hopkinson bar apparatus, respectively. The DIF for tensile strength was
5.11 at the strain rate of 90 s−1.

For bending behavior, Chan and Bindiganavile [67] studied the strain rate sensitivity
of plain and fiber-reinforced hydraulic lime mortar by adopting a universal testing machine
and a drop-weight impact machine at strain rate range from 10−6 to 10 s−1. Impact tests
on notched beams with dimensions of 100 mm × 100 mm × 350 mm were conducted,
the notch depth was 12.5 mm and 2 mm in width and the span was 300 mm. For plain
hydraulic lime mortar, the results show that the DIF for modulus of rupture was 12 at the
drop height of 500 mm (corresponding to strain rate 10 s−1), while it was 53 for fracture
toughness. Moreover, the flexural behavior of hydraulic lime mortar is more sensitive to
strain rate than fiber reinforced hydraulic lime mortar. Later, the bond behavior between
the stone masonry block and the plain and fiber-reinforced hydraulic lime mortar was
also investigated by Bindiganavile et al. [68, 69]. The results show that there was an
improvement in the bond strength due to polypropylene micro-fibers (20 mm in length) but
a difference in the fracture performance between the Portland cement-lime and hydraulic
lime mortars. Whereas with the former, the fibers promoted failure through fracture in
the stone block especially under dynamic loading conditions, with the latter, the fibers
moved the failure plane from the interface to within the bulk mortar.

However, the studies on the dynamic mechanical behavior of lime mortars are scant,
especially for fracture energy, though it is an important parameter to characterize the
ductility and fracture behavior of the material.

1.2.5. Geometry and size effects on the compressive strength of lime
mortars

Finally, it is well known that for other quasi-brittle materials like concrete, the com-
pressive strength is affected by geometry and size effects and the results of some mechanical
tests do not represent the real compressive strength of the material. Therefore, size effect
implies that the nominal strength of a structure depends on its size (dimension) when
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compared to another geometrically similar structure [77, 78].

Geometry and size effect was also found among compression results for cement-lime
mortars [28, 79]. Particularly, Haach at al. [28] used a cement mortar with NHL type 5.
They measured compressive strength from standardized prisms (measuring 40 mm× 40 mm
× 160 mm) and also from cylinders (with 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length). They
found that the ratio of compressive strength obtained from both tests could reach 1.9. To
our knowledge for pure NHL mortars such phenomenon is not already analyzed and further
research is required to obtain the corresponding size effect laws.

On the other hand, lime mortars are supposed to present a cohesive behavior. This
would imply that there is a zone, referred as Fracture Process Zone (FPZ), in which
damage is generated and related to the crack propagation. Such zone would be governed
by a softening law that is a constitutive function relating the tension transmission across
the lips of the crack with the crack opening. The validation of such cohesive behavior on
NHL mortars through a numerical model would allow the applicability of a softening law
for this material [80].

1.3. Contents of the thesis

In this thesis an advanced mechanical characterization of natural hydraulic and aerial
lime mortars is presented. Several mechanical tests are performed to measure the flexu-
ral, compressive and splitting tensile strengths, the fracture energy and the static elastic
modulus. Different influencing aspects on such an advanced mechanical characterization
are analyzed.

Chapters 2 and 3 study the influence of five factors affecting the dosage methodology
and fabrication process of natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars, respectively, on sev-
eral mechanical properties. The factors analyzed are the water/lime ratio, the material of
the mold, the aggregate type and size and the curing conditions. Results of other phys-
ical tests both in fresh and in harden state, such as consistency, apparent density, water
retention capacity, capillary water absorption coefficient and open porosity by hydrostatic
methods and Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP), are included as well. Furthermore,
some empirical relationships were obtained among some resulting mechanical properties
and the standardized compressive strength from prisms for the first time.

Chapter 4 focuses on the early age behavior of three NHL mortars, with different
water/lime ratios. Special attention is paid to the evolution of the elastic modulus since
casting through a novel technique proposed recently by Azenha et al. [81], named as
Elastic-Modulus Measurement through Ambient Response Method (EMM-ARM). With it,
it is possible to record the early age stiffness and kinetics of evolution of the three mortars.
These results show good comparability with the ones obtained with cyclic compression
tests on cylinders. Furthermore, some empirical relationships are stablished concerning
the evolution of flexural and compressive strengths with time of the different mortars up
to 7 curing days. Different fabrication and curing methods are studied in order to compare
standard procedures with the ones followed in EMM-ARM. Results of other tests, such
as Ultrasound Pulse Velocity (UPV), density, open porosity by hydrostatic methods and
thermodravimetric analysis (TGA) are also related to better characterize the material at
early ages. This research was performed during a research stay at University of Minho
under the supervision of Prof. Paulo B. Lourenço and Dr. Miguel Azenha. As already
explained, this Chapter focuses on three NHL mortars with different water/lime ratios.
We decided not to use aerial lime mortars, as the technique of EMM-ARM involves the
specimens to be sealed inside PVC tubes, and therefore, carbonation of such mortars will
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not be allowed, as explained in detail in Chapter 4. Anyhow, there is another ongoing
research focused on the early age characterization of the stiffness evolution of blended
aerial lime mortars with cement [82]. Further research on the possibilities of application
of the technique of EMM-ARM to pure aerial lime mortars will be of interest.

Chapter 5 analyzes the evolution of several mechanical properties, such as flexural,
compressive and splitting tensile strengths, fracture energy and elastic modulus, which
are not normally measured, with time up to 448 curing days. One natural hydraulic and
an aerial lime mortars with plastic consistencies were studied. Furthermore, empirical
formulas are proposed to describe the mechanical behavior of such materials with time up
to 448 days. The evolution of such mechanical properties is related to the development of
density and carbonation depth by means of the phenolphthalein method.

Chapter 6 studies the loading rate effect on the fracture properties of one natural
hydraulic lime mortar and an aerial one. For this purpose, three different loading rates
(loading-point displacement rates), from the quasi-static one, 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s to rate
sensitive ones, 5.0 × 10−1 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s were applied by using a servo-
hydraulic testing machine up to its maximum rate range. The results show that the peak
load and the fracture energy are rate sensitive, which is mainly due to the viscous effect
caused by the presence of free water in the porous structure. Furthermore, empirical
equations are proposed to describe such rate dependent behavior of lime mortars. Also,
the nature of failure (intergranular or transgranular) is analyzed by means of pictures of
the crack surface and SEM analyses.

Finally, in view of the difference found in the compressive strength from standardized
prisms (measuring 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) and cylinders (with 75 mm of diameter
and 150 mm length) in the NHL mortars, in Chapter 7 of the thesis, a numerical simulation
of the compressive test on prisms is performed to verify that such difference is mainly due
to geometry and size effects. Two different NHL mortars with dry and fluid consistencies,
respectively, are simulated with prism of three different sizes (40 mm × 40 mm × 80 mm,
80 mm × 80 mm × 160 mm and 160 mm × 160 mm × 320 mm). The results show
that the material is affected by geometry and size and that the compressive strength
of the cylinders is close to the intrinsic compressive strength of the material. Further-
more, another numerical simulation of the three-point bending test on prisms measuring
40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm is performed to demonstrate the cohesive behavior of NHL
mortars. This chapter does not include the analysis of the size effect on aerial lime mortars
as this material will presumably be affected by the different possible carbonation process
between prisms and cylinders. Further research with the objective of creating a model to
analyze geometry and size effects on pure aerial lime mortars in combination with effect of
carbonation process and humidity diffusion will be of interest. Other researchers [62, 63]
have already proposed similar models for the analyses of quicklime mortars and masonry
towers, respectively.

It is concluded that the advanced mechanical characterization of lime mortars per-
formed in the thesis will be helpful to define with more realism and precision the numerical
simulations of historical masonry structures built with such materials.

1.4. Work plan

The thesis includes the following tasks and procedures. They are mainly shown in the
work plan (see Figure 1.5).

1. Revision of the bibliography concerning different aspects of lime mortars: fabrication
procedures, dosage, raw materials, etc. and the advance mechanical characterization
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of materials of the civil and architectural patrimony. Revision of theses and articles
in scientific journals. This task is performed during the whole period of the thesis
extension so it is not included in the work plan for simplicity.

2. Design of the experimental techniques: loading systems, instrumental tools, acces-
sories, etc., to be used in the different experimental campaigns of the thesis. This
was performed mainly for the first three months of the thesis with the help of the
research group of Solid Mechanics of the University of Castilla-La Mancha in Ciudad
Real (Spain) as most of the techniques were adapted from previously validated ones
for concrete.

3. Selection of the necessary materials for the fabrication of the mortars: different types
of limes (aerial and natural hydraulic) and different types of aggregates (crushed
limestone one and silica sand). Analysis of the different possible dosage, fabrication
procedures and characterization of the component materials (aggregates grading
curve, water content, physical characterization of the limes). This was mainly per-
formed during the first two months of the thesis and it is not included either on the
work plan for simplicity.

4. Development of the different experimental campaigns to analyze the corresponding
different aspects already mentioned. Each one is marked with an “X” and a different
color in the work plan.

5. Development of the numerical simulation of the compression tests of mortar prisms
with different sizes to study the size effect on lime mortars. Also, numerical simula-
tion of the three-point bending test to confirm the cohesive behavior of lime mortars
(indicated in the work plan).

6. Writing of the different articles, each one corresponding approximately with a chapter
of the thesis. And, finally, preparation of the document of the thesis.
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Figure 1.5: Work plan of the thesis.
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Natural Hydraulic Lime (NHL) mortars are well-extended in restoration works presently.
However, there is still a lack of standardization on their dosage methodology. Thus, seven
types of mortar were fabricated and five factors which have an influence on their properties
have been studied, in particular the water/lime ratio, the mold material, the aggregate
size and type and the different curing conditions. Furthermore, an advanced mechanical
characterization has been performed on these mortars, including the measurement of the
fracture energy. Finally, some empirical equations for determining the relationships be-
tween these mechanical properties were proposed, which could be helpful when simulating
the numerical models of historical constructions.

Keywords: NHL mortar, Dosage, Mechanical Characterization, Fracture Energy, Empirical equa-
tions.

2.1. Introduction

The study of the influence of the factors affecting the dosage methodology of lime mortars
on their mechanical properties, such as, fracture energy and characteristic length is not so well-
documented. In addition, there are no empirical equations for the mechanical properties of these
mortars as the ones proposed by FIB Model Code [73] and ACI Building Code [83] for concrete.
Thus, the aim of the chapter is to determine the influence of different factors (water/lime ratio,
type and size of the aggregates, curing conditions and materials of the molds) affecting the dosage
and fabrication process of NHL mortars on the mechanical properties, including the compressive
strength of prisms and cylinders, the flexural strength, the splitting tensile strength, the elastic
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modulus and the fracture energy. Furthermore, some empirical formulas determining a relationship
between these properties and the compressive strength are proposed for the first time. Such
formulas could be useful for the numerical simulations of masonry structures presenting natural
hydraulic lime mortars.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the experimental
procedure. In Section 2.3 a thorough analysis of the results and discussion are provided in addi-
tion to formulas which establish relationship between the mechanical properties of NHL mortars.
Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 2.4.

2.2. Experimental procedure

2.2.1. Raw materials

The binder used for all seven types of NHL mortar was a commercial lime of class NHL 3.5,
in accordance with EN 459-1 [12] and was supplied by “Socli, Italcementi Group” (France). It had
a density of 2580 kg/m3 and an apparent density of 850 kg/m3. Both chemical and mineralog-
ical analyses of the lime were performed by corresponding X-ray fluorescence (XRD) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analyses. It was used for each test a Philips (PANALYTICAL) Magis Pro X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer, and a Philips (PANALYTICAL) X’Pert MPD diffractometer, respec-
tively. The results show that the NHL presents a content of portlandite higher than 30%, see Table
2.1 and Figure 2.1. Moreover, the laser particle size distribution curve of the NHL (Figure 2.2)
was obtained by means of a PSD Mastersizer 3000 from Malvern Instruments.

Table 2.1: Chemical and mineralogical compositions of the natural hydraulic lime, NHL
3.5.

Chemical composition (%)

Na2O 0.125

MgO 3.078

Al2O3 2.051

SiO2 13.606

P2O5 0.044

SO3 0.990

K2O 0.456

CaO 59.949

TiO2 0.132

MnO 0.014

Fe2O3 0.994

NiO 0.014

CuO 0.007

ZnO 0.004

SeO2 0.002

Rb2O 0.003

SrO 0.169

CO2 18.365

Mineral phases (%)

Portlandite, Ca(OH)2 40-45

Calcite, CaCO3 40-45

Calcium silicates 5-10

Different aggregates were used as well. The common one was a commercial crushed limestone
with a maximum grain size of 4 mm. In addition, crushed limestone with a maximum grain size
of 2 mm and river sand with a maximum grain size of 4 mm were also used in the fabrication
of various mortars. The particle-size distribution curve of aggregates, determined according to
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Figure 2.1: X-ray diffraction patterns of the natural hydraulic lime, NHL 3.5. CH =
portlandite, CC = calcite, CS = calcium silicates, Qtz = quartz.

Figure 2.2: Laser particle size distribution curves of the natural hydraulic lime, NHL 3.5.

EN 1015-1 [84] (Figure 2.4a), is presented in Figure 2.3.

The apparent particle density and the apparent density of each type of aggregate are listed
in Table 2.2, in accordance with the standards EN 1097-6 [85] (Figure 2.4 b) and EN 1097-3 [86]
(Figure 2.4 c), respectively.

Table 2.2: Apparent particle density and apparent density of each type of aggregate.

Apparent particle
density (kg/m3)

Apparent density
(kg/m3)

Standards EN 1097-6 [85] EN 1097-3 [86]

Crushed limestone 0/4 mm 2680 1820

Crushed limestone 0/2 mm 2740 1810

River sand 0/4 mm 2590 1460
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Figure 2.3: Aggregates grading curves.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4: Test setup to obtain: (a) the grading curves, (b) the apparent particle densities
and (c) the apparent densities of the aggregates.

2.2.2. NHL mortar preparation

In total, seven types of NHL mortar were prepared and tested (see Table 2.3). First, as a refer-
ence material, a NHL mortar with a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 by volume was fabricated according
to the traditional treatises and the recommendations of the references mentioned in the Introduc-
tion [25, 32, 40, 87]. A water/lime ratio of 0.9 by volume for the mortar was selected to obtain a
plastic consistency from 140 mm to 200 mm, determined by the flow table test, in accordance with
the standards EN 1015-3 [88] and EN 1015-6 [89]. It should be noted that the volume proportions
of the compounds were converted to weight in order to obtain a convenient measurement for the
mixing process. In addition, a crushed limestone aggregate with a maximum grain size of 4 mm
and a metallic mold were used. For purpose of simplification, this benchmark NHL mortar was
labeled H09C04M, where “H” stands for hydraulic. The other mortar compositions were obtained
by modifying an aspect of this material. For instance, H08C04M and H11C04M were achieved by
changing the water/lime ratio of the benchmark to 0.8 and 1.1, respectively. Thus, dry, plastic
and fluid mortars were obtained.

In order to disclose the influence of the type and size of sand, materials of mold and curing
conditions on the mechanical properties of mortars, the water/lime ratio was kept constant as 0.9
to isolate and quantify the function of each factor. It is worth noting that we did not follow the
conventional ideas for studying the effect of the type and size of sand, that is, maintaining the
consistencies of mortars approximately constant by varing the water/lime ratios [6, 8, 9, 42, 52].
H09C04W was fabricated in wooden (plywood) molds (see Figure 2.5) instead of the metallic one
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Table 2.3: Characteristics of the seven mortar compositions.

Mortar
composition

Water/lime
ratio (by
volume)

Type of
aggregate

Maximum
grain size
(mm)

Material of
the mold

Curing
conditions

H09C04M 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 56 days at HC

H08C04M 0.8 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 56 days at HC

H11C04M 1.1 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 56 days at HC

H09C04W 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Wooden 56 days at HC

H09C02M 0.9 Crushed
limestone

2 Metallic 56 days at HC

H09R04M 0.9 River sand 4 Metallic 56 days at HC

H09C04MA 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 7 days at HC
and 49 days at
AC

Note. HC: Humid chamber (RH: 97 ± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C), AC: Ambient laboratory conditions (RH: 50 ±
10%, 23 ± 3◦C)

required by the standard EN 1015-11 [31]. H09C02M had the same type of crushed limestone
aggregate, but with a maximum grain size of 2 mm. H09R04M was prepared with river sand.
H09C04MA had the same composition as H09C04M, but was cured under the ambient laboratory
conditions (RH of 50 ± 10% and 23 ± 3◦C) until the day of testing, after an initial seven days curing
period in a humid chamber at RH of 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C by following recommendations in
the standard EN 1015-11 [31]. The remainder were cured in the humid chamber until the day of
testing.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Different types of molds for the fabrication of mortar: (a) metallic mold, (b)
wooden mold

Prior to the mixing process, the aggregates were heated at 105◦C for 24 hours and then cooled
down to room temperature so as to remove any moisture content.The mixing process was then
performed according to the standard EN 1015-2 [90]. For the purpose, a vertical axis mortar mixer
with sufficient capacity was used so as to cast one batch per mortar type within this chapter. For
each NHL mortar, 18 prisms (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) and 6 cylinders (75 mm in diameter and
150 mm in height) were fabricated, followed by 126 prismatic specimens and 42 cylinders in total.
All the molds were previously lubricated with mineral oil to prevent the mortar from adhering
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to the mold walls. The mortar was poured in two layers when using the prismatic molds and in
three layers instead when using the cylindrical ones and each was compacted with 25 strokes of the
tamper. All the specimens were removed from the molds in two days after the fabrication following
the standard EN 1015-11 [31].

2.2.3. Test of the NHL mortar in a fresh state

In a fresh state, the apparent density was measured following the standard EN 1015-6 [89]
(Figure 2.6 a). The water-retention capacity was obtained according to the standard EN 459-2 [91]
(Figure 2.6 b),which was determined as the percentage of water that remained in the mortar after
a suction time of 5 minutes on ten layers of filter paper model “Resma” of 73 g/m2. In addition,
the consistency was measured using the method mentioned in Section 2.2.2 by the flow diameter
test (Figure 2.6 c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.6: Test of mortar in fresh state for: (a) apparent density, (b) water retention
capacity and (c) consistency.

2.2.4. Mechanical tests on the NHL mortars

All the specimens were weighed and measured prior to testing so as to obtain the apparent
density of the material. The flexural, compressive and splitting tensile strengths, the elastic mod-
ulus and fracture energy were obtained through various types of tests as shown in Figure 2.7, at
an age of 56 days.

Flexural and compressive strengths

The flexural and compressive strengths were determined according to the standard EN 1015-11
[31] by using an Instron 1011 testing machine. The flexural strength was measured by a three point-
bending test on three beams (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) at a loading rate of 10 N/s and a span
of 100 mm, see Figure 2.7 a. It is worth noting that the beam rests on two rigid-steel cylinders
placed on two supports which permit rotation out of the plane of the beam and rolling along the
longitudinal axis of the beam with negligible friction. That is, the anti-torsion supports were used
for the test, which is specially important for quasi-brittle materials, like NHL mortars.

The compressive tests were conducted on the six half-prisms remaining from the bending tests
at a loading rate of 50 N/s, as shown in Figure 2.7 b. The load was centered in the middle of
the longest side by using a steel plate (40 mm × 40 mm × 10 mm). Moreover, an individualized
ball-and-socket joint over the steel plate was used to reduce the eccentricity during the loading
process.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.7: Tests for: (a) flexural strength, (b) compressive strength, (c) elastic modulus
and compressive strength, (d) fracture energy, (e) splitting tensile strength. (f) Crack
pattern after splitting tensile test.

Compressive strength on cylinders and elastic modulus

In order to study the size and shape effects on compressive strength, compressive tests were
also carried out on four cylinders (75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height) at a loading rate of
10 N/s by using an Instron 8805 testing machine. In addition, the elastic modulus was measured
in accordance with the principles of the standard EN 12390-13 [92], see Figure 2.7 c. Two clips
(strain gauge extensometers Instron 2630) centered on opposite generatrices were used to measure
the axial deformation. The clips were placed covering a span of 50 mm so that local constrictions
caused by the friction between the steel platens and the cylinder surface did not influence the
measurement of the elastic modulus. Two rubber layers with 2 mm thickness each were used
between the upper surface of the sample and the steel platen to avoid contact problems due to the
irregular roughness of the sample. In order to obtain a stable value, five repeat monotonic tests
were conducted up to 30% of the maximum load; the mean of the last three values measured were
taken as the elastic modulus. After measuring the elastic modulus, the specimens were broken to
obtain the compressive strength.

Fracture energy

The fracture energy, GF , was measured by a three-point bending test following the procedure
recommended by RILEM [93] and the improvements proposed by Planas, Guinea and Elices [94–
96]. For sake of convenience, the prisms were the same size as those used for the flexural tests. A
pre-cast notch in the middle of the specimens was introduced by using a cardboard piece (2 mm
thickness and 20 mm in depth) during the fabrication. Four tests were conducted for each mortar.

The tests were performed by using an Instron 8805 testing machine as shown in Figure 2.7 d.
GF was obtained as:

GF =
Wm +Wum

B (D − a)
(2.1)
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Figure 2.8: Determination of the fracture energy.

where Wm, measured energy, is the area under the experimental load–displacement curve (Pm –
δm), and Wum is the unmeasured energy that corresponds to the portion of the ligament that is
still unbroken when the test is stopped. B and D are the specimen width and depth, respectively.
a is the notch depth.

We assume that the crack propagation obeys a cohesive model, which leads to a hyperbolic
tail in the P − δ curve when displacement is very large and the ligament is very short [95, 97, 98].
Figure 2.8 shows the process used to obtain complete fracture energy, where δu and Pu correspond
to the termination point of the bending test. It should be emphasized that the kinetic energy of
the specimen is very small and insignificant compared with the fracture energy in our tests [98].
The procedure described above allows getting a size independent value for GF [97, 99].

The weight-compensation technique was followed during the test in order to obtain complete
failure information from the specimen, i.e. rubber bands were used to hold the specimen at all
times, as shown in Figure 2.7 d. The specimen was placed over two rigid steel cylinders that could
roll along the longitudinal axis of the specimen over supports that permit rotation out of the plane
of the specimen. These supports were affixed to a steel beam attached to the machine frame. The
loading point displacement in relation to this steel beam was measured by using two LVDTs (linear
variable differential transducers) affixed to it. The tests were performed in position-control at a
loading rate of 5.0× 10−4 mm/s until a displacement equal to 0.3 mm and at 2.5× 10−3 mm/s
during the rest of the test (until reaching a displacement of 3 mm in total).

In addition, an extensometer (strain gauge extensometer Instron 2620) attached to the lower
surface of the beam was used to obtain the crack-mouth opening displacement (CMOD). For
span/depth (S/D) ratios (β) between 2.5 and 16, the elastic modulus obtained from prisms (Epr)
could be calculated by general Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) according to the reference [100].

Epr = 6
Sa

CiBD2
υβ(α) (2.2)

υβ(α) = υβ(a/D) = 0.8− 1.7α+ 2.4α2 +
0.66

(1− α)2
+

4

β
(−0.04− 0.58α+ 1.47α2 − 2.04α3) (2.3)

where Ci is the initial compliance determined from Load-CMOD curve, υβ(α) is a dimensionless
shape function depending on β and the relative notch/depth ratio α. The other parameters of the
beam have been previously defined.

It is worth noting that Eq. (2.3) changes to Eq. (2.4), which is recommended by RILEM TC
89-FMT [101] for calculating the shape parameter when the span/depth ratio β equals 4.

υ4(α) = υ4(a/D) = 0.76− 2.28α+ 3.87α2 − 2.04α3 +
0.66

(1− α)2
(2.4)
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Splitting tensile strength

Splitting tensile strength (indirect tensile strength) was measured through quasi-static splitting
tensile tests (Brazilian tests) on four prismatic halves resulting from the preceding bending test
for measuring fracture energy, in accordance with the procedures recommended by the standard
EN 12390-6 [102]. To perform the test, the Instron 1011 testing machine was used, and the loading
rate was set at 50 N/s. The proportion between the load-bearing width and the height of the
specimens was maintained as low as 1/10 following the recommendations in [103–105]. The bearing
strips were made of plywood, and they were placed in the middle of the longest side of the halves.
The observed fracture mechanisms are indicative of the test validity and they can be studied
through the crack pattern, which is a single crack [106] (Figure 2.7 f). The splitting tensile
strength is obtained as:

ft =
2F

πBD
(2.5)

where ft is the splitting tensile strength, F is the maximum load, B and D are the specimen width
and depth, respectively, as mentioned previously.

Characteristic length

Once splitting tensile strength (ft), elastic modulus (E) and fracture energy (GF ) are obtained,

the characteristic length, lch, can be calculated according to Eq. (2.6). It is a parameter
proposed by Hillerborg et al. [107] for fracture behavior. It is related to the length of the
Fracture Process Zone and could be used to predict the brittleness of a material. As it
decreases, brittle nature dominates and vice versa [107].

lch =
EGF

f2t
(2.6)

2.2.5. Porosity and capillary water absorption measurements

Porosity is a key parameter for the evaluation of compatibility between original and
restoration materials due to the fact that it mainly affects water movement and evaporation
[108]. In the study, the open porosity at an age of 56 days was measured by a hydrostatic
method following the standard UNE 83980 [109]. In such a test, the dry weight of the
samples m1, the weight after two days of water immersion m2, the weight after 5 hours
of water saturation by boiling m3 and the apparent weight with a hydrostatic scale m4,
were obtained respectively.
Then, the open porosity, OP , is expressed in percentage as:

OP =
m3 −m1

m3 −m4
100 (2.7)

Note that in Eq. 2.7, m2 is not used. Standard UNE 83980 [109] includes the procedure
to obtain such a parameter to calculate latter the absorption after immersion, which is
not included in this study.

Furthermore, by means of the Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) method, the pore-
size distribution was obtained by using a Micromeritics 9500 Poresizer mercury porosime-
ter (Figure 2.9). This technique is based on the principle that a sample surrounded by
mercury, a non-wetting liquid, fills its pores with mercury by applying pressure. The
volume of the intruded mercury is subsequently recorded. At the lowest filling pressure,
intrusion is considered zero and no pore volume of interest is filled. The volume of mer-
cury required to fill all accessible pores is considered the total pore volume [110]. The
percentage of porosity, P , is obtained as Eq. (2.8).
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P = 100

(
VPt

V

)
(2.8)

where V is the bulk volume of a sample (obtained from the bulk density) and VPt is the
total intrusion volume [110]. Moreover, the pore size ranging from 0.005 to 360 µm can
be detected by the MIP method [111].

Figure 2.9: Micromeritics 9500 Poresizer mercury porosimeter.

The capillary water-absorption coefficient was measured according to the standard EN
1015-18 [112] (Figure 2.10). This test consists of drying halves of the prismatic samples,
then, painting the four lateral surfaces with paraffin wax, and finally, immersing the cut
surface in water for a period of time. Thus, the water-absorption coefficient, C, can be
calculated according to Eq. (2.9):

C = 0.1(M2−M1) (2.9)

where M1 and M2 are the mass in grams of the sample after 10 and 90 minutes of
immersion, respectively. The unit of C is kg/(m2min0.5).

Figure 2.10: Test to measure capillary water absorption coefficient.

2.3. Results and discussion

In this section the results of the experimental campaign described in Section 2.2 are
presented. Table 2.4 provides a comparison between some of the experimental results
obtained from other researchers and the results of this chapter. Table 2.5 exhibits the
properties of NHL mortars in a fresh state, while Table 2.6 presents the mechanical and
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physical properties of the seven NHL mortars in a hardened state. Std. Dev. is the
standard deviation, and CV is the coefficient of variation.

Before analyzing the results, it was checked that they were repeatable; it was obtained a
difference up to 5% on the compressive strengths of mortars belonging to different batches.
Although, as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, it had been used a vertical axis mortar mixer
with sufficient capacity so as to cast one batch per mortar type within mortars used in this
chapter and avoid then repeatability inconveniences. On Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, mortars
of the same types as those presented in this chapter were fabricated and repeatability was
then checked among natural hydraulic lime mortars belonging to different chapters.

From Table 2.4, it is important to note that the experimental results are similar among
mortars which resemble one another in composition. For instance, the mortars tested by
Drougkas et al. [21] and the mortar H09C04MA in the current work, were both mainly
cured under ambient laboratory conditions. For the former, the flexural strength and the
compressive strength are 0.8 MPa and 1.9 MPa, respectively, while they are 0.91 MPa and
2.4 MPa for the latter. Only a small difference is observed, which could be due to the
different curing conditions during the first 7 days of maturation. In our case, it was cured
in a climate chamber instead of under laboratory conditions. Moreover, similar mechanical
properties were obtained by Grilo et al. in [25] compared with H09R04M in the current
work, both of which had the same type of siliceous river sand. Furthermore, Maravelaki-
Kalaitzaki et al. [33] prepared and tested a NHL mortar with pozzolanic additions by
reproducing the original mortars from a historic masonry in Crete, Greece. The overall
similarities obtained on the mechanical and physical properties of H09C04M may show
that the fabricated mortar is also suitable for repairing historic masonry.

From Table 2.6, it is obvious that there is considerable difference between the compres-
sive strength from prisms and cylinders. For example, for H09C04M, they are 3.2 MPa
and 2.0 MPa, respectively. The ratio between prism and cylinder strengths is 1.6, which
is much larger than that of concrete [78]. The variations of density and open porosity of
both specimens are around 1% and 0.4%, respectively, which confirms that the fabrica-
tion process should not result in a such large difference. In Chapter 7 of the thesis, it
is shown that this difference is mainly due to geometry and size effects [78, 80]. Similar
tendency was also observed by Haach et al. [28] for cement-lime mortars, the ratio could
reach 1.9. Moreover, for H09C04M, the elastic moduli are 5.0 GPa and 5.2 GPa measured
from cylinders and prisms, respectively. The variation of both measurements is only 4%.
However, for H11C04M, the difference is greater(2.8 GPa versus 3.8 GPa),which may be
mainly due to the quality or imperfections of the pre-notches. Nevertheless, they are still
of the same order.

Regarding open porosity, due to the different ranges of pore-size detected, the values
obtained by using the hydrostatic method are always greater than the ones measured by
using the MIP method as presented in [14].

2.3.1. Effect of the water/lime ratio

Three types of mortars were tested in order to study the influence of the water/lime
ratio on mechanical properties (H08C04M, H09C04M and H11C04M, with corresponding
water/lime ratios of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.1). Their consistencies were dry, plastic and fluid, as
shown in Table 2.5. In addition, the apparent density in a fresh state and the water-
retention capacity increase as the water/lime ratio decreases. For example, for H08C04M,
the apparent density and water-retention capacity are 2290 kg/m3 and 90.9%, respectively,
compared with 2240 kg/m3 and 76.7% for H11C04M. In Table 2.6, it is observed that as the
water/lime ratio increases, the open porosity increases as well, which causes a weakening
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Table 2.4: Comparison of experimental results.
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2.3. Results and discussion

Table 2.5: Properties of NHL mortars in a fresh state.

H09C04M
(benchmark)

H08C04M
(water/lime:
0.8)

H11C04M
(water/lime:
1.1)

H09C02M
(maximum
grain size:
2 mm)

H09R04M
(river sand)

Flow
diameter
(consistency)
(mm)

150-155 130-135 238-240 120-125 180-187

Category
(consistence)

Plastic Dry Fluid Dry Plastic

Apparent
density
(kg/m3)

2250 2290 2240 2250 2110

Water
retention (%)

83.5 90.9 76.7 91.6 78.7

Figure 2.11: Pore-size distribution of NHL mortars as measured by MIP.

of the material structure and its mechanical properties. This is attributed to the fact that
both the carbonation rate of calcium hydroxide and calcium silicates hydrates in NHL
paste present a downward tendency with an increase in the water/lime ratio [48].

Figure 2.11 shows the pore-size distribution of seven types of NHL mortars measured
by MIP. It is obvious that most of the mortars present a single narrow peak between
0.5 and 2 µm. A shift of the pore-size distribution towards a finer diameter is observed
in mortar H08C04M, while in mortar H11C04M, there is a shift towards a larger one.
Namely, with an increase in the water/lime ratio, the median pore radius also increases as
shown in Table 2.6. This results in an increase of the capillary water-absorption capacity,
which is the main controlling factor for determining service life. The higher the capillary
absorption coefficients, the more vulnerable they are to the effect of ambient water and
soluble salts [113, 114].

In Figure 2.12 it is observed the pore-size distribution of the seven NHL mortars by
means of bar charts (representing percentage of pore area). The classification of the pore
size range is given in [43], where gel pores are between 0.005 µm and 0.01 µm, medium
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Table 2.6: Properties of NHL mortars in a hardened state at an age of 56 days.

H09C04M
(benchmark)

H08C04M
(water/
lime: 0.8)

H11C04M
(water/
lime: 1.1)

H09C04W
(wooden
mold)

H09C02M
(maximum
grain size:
2 mm)

H09R04M
(river sand)

H09C04MA
(ambient
curing)

Apparent density
from prisms,
ρpr (kg/m3)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

2050
20
1

2091
3
0.2

1964
30
1.5

2070
8
0.4

2016
15
0.7

1856
10
0.5

2003
8
0.4

Apparent density
from cylinders,
ρcy (kg/m3)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

2054
5
0.3

2113
10
0.5

1983
4
0.2

- 1994
12
0.6

1869
8
0.4

2014
5
0.3

Flexural strength,
fflex (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

1.3
0.1
8

1.3
0.1
7

0.89
0.04
5

1.7
0.1
6

1.1
0.1
10

0.96
0.06
6

0.91
0.02
2

Compressive
strength from
prisms,
fcpr (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

3.2
0.1
3

4.2
0.3
6

1.7
0.1
4

3.5
0.1
4

3.2
0.2
6

2.3
0.1
6

2.4
0.1
5

Compressive
strength from
cylinders,
fccy (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

2.0
0.2
9

2.7
0.3
12

1.4
0.1
8

- 2.0
0.1
7

1.5
0.1
8

1.5
0.1
3

Fracture energy,
GF (N/m)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

12
3
22

13
1
9

4.9
0.8
17

- 12
1
10

10
2
19

8
1
10

Splitting tensile
strength,
ft (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

0.39
0.02
6

0.51
0.01
1

0.24
0.03
12

0.57
0.05
9

0.49
0.05
11

0.38
0.03
7

0.34
0.03
9

Elastic modulus
from cylinders,
Ecy (GPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

5.0
0.2
4

5.4
0.6
10

2.8
0.7
25

- 4.6
0.2
4

4.2
0.2
6

2.8
0.4
7

Elastic modulus
from prisms,
Epr (GPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

5.2
0.5
11

6.0
0.2
3

3.8
1.0
27

- 5.1
0.6
11

4.4
0.4
8

3.2
0.6
18

Characteristic
length lch (mm)

390 260 240 - 220 280 190

Capillary water
absorption
coefficient
(kg/(m2min0.5))

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

1.36
0.06
4

0.95
0.07
7

1.70
0.07
4

1.83
0.03
1

1.84
0.03
1

1.69
0.07
4

1.57
0.06
4

Open porosity
(hydrostatic) (%)

- 27.7 25.0 29.9 24.1 27.8 29.4 29.0

Open porosity
(MIP) (%)

- 23.4 19.7 24.3 22.5 24.8 24.0 23.8

Median pore
radius (MIP)
(µm)

- 0.36 0.28 0.66 0.39 0.31 0.66 0.52
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Figure 2.12: Pore-size distribution of NHL mortars as measured by MIP (percentage of
pore area)

capillaries or large mesopores range between 0.01 µm and 0.05 µm, large capillary pores or
macropores between 0.05 µm and 10 µm, and finally, air voids are bigger than 10 µm. The
predominant pore size range is the one corresponding to large capillary pores or macropores
(0.05 µm and 10 µm) [43, 115–117]. This pore range influences the strength and transport
processes [115–117]. It is followed by the medium capillaries or large mesopores (range
between 0.01 µm and 0.05 µm), which affect strength and permeability trough the mortar
structure [43]. Moreover, gel pores (below 0.01 µm) are present in H09C04M (benchmark
mortar), H08C04M (with a water/lime ratio of 0.8) and H09C04MA (cured in the ambient
conditions). Such pores are formed inside the binder crystal lattice and influence the
hydration rate [43, 110]. Finally, It is remarkable that H09R04M present a quite small
amount (around 0.20%) of air voids (larger than 10 µm), while they are almost negligible
for the rest of the NHL mortars.

2.3.2. Effect of the material of the molds

In order to determine the influence of the material of the mold on the properties, a
comparison was made between H09C04M and H09C04W mortars, fabricated with metallic
and wooden molds respectively. The elastic modulus and the compressive strength of
cylinders were not measured, as we did not make cylindrical wooden molds. In general,
H09C04W exhibits a better mechanical behavior, see Table 2.6. For example, it has a
flexural strength of 1.7 MPa and a compressive strength from prisms of 3.5 MPa. However
for H09C04M they are instead 1.3 MPa and 3.2 MPa, respectively. This difference could be
due to the fact that wooden molds absorb the excess of water from the mortar. Accordingly,
the water content of the specimens decreases compared with metallic molds. Thus, as
mentioned in section 2.3.1, H09C04W has higher mechanical properties. Moreover, the
median pore radius (measured by MIP) is 0.39 µm for H09C04W (inside wooden molds),
while 0.36 µm for H09C04M (benchmark mortar). Considering that the sample for MIP
is taken from the inner of the specimen, this difference could probably be associated with
the fact that the water absorption of the wooden molds is local and non-uniform resulting
in a drier material in the borders than in its core.

Moreover, due to the demolding process for the wooden molds (see Figure 2.5), the
nuts had to be removed from the steel wires, which caused damage in all the notched
specimens. Thus, the fracture energy and the elastic modulus from prisms were not
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measured. Furthermore, all these molds were only used once for the fabrication of NHL
mortars, as they supposedly change their absorption capability with each use, and therefore
this would affect the comparison. Nevertheless, the influence of the material of the mold
on the properties of mortars needs further study in order to examine the type of plywood
used, the improvement of the demolding system and the possibility of reusing the molds.

2.3.3. Effect of the maximum aggregate size

Mortars H09C04M and H09C02M were prepared with the same composition but dif-
ferent maximum aggregate size (4 mm and 2 mm, respectively). The water/lime ratio was
maintained at 0.9 for both. Thus, mortar H09C02M had a lower consistency (see Table
2.5) and a higher water demand in a fresh state, due to the fact that small aggregates
could absorb more water during the fabrication process, i.e., it induces higher capillary
water absorption coefficients in a hardened state [6, 118] (Table 2.6). The influence of
the aggregate size is coupled with the effect of the water/lime ratio. According to refer-
ence [6], larger coarse aggregates (in that case a 0/6 mm grain size aggregate) improve
the resistance in a comparison among mortars with similar consistencies. However, this
is achieved by means of adding water to mortars with smaller aggregates, as they have
a higher water demand, which modifies the water/lime ratio. In our case, this propor-
tion has been kept for H09C04M and H09C02M mortars, which results, respectively, in
a plastic and a dry consistency in a fresh state (see Table 2.4). As both have similar
mechanical properties, this could be explained by the positive effect of a lower water/lime
ratio offsetting the possible lower capacity of smaller aggregates. Moreover, if more water
were added to H09C02M to obtain a plastic mortar instead of a dry one, the mechanical
properties should be weaker.

2.3.4. Effect of the aggregate type

The influence of two types of aggregate was studied by comparing H09C04M (the
benchmark mortar) and H09R04M, fabricated with crushed limestone and river sand,
respectively. In a fresh state, H09R04M has a higher consistency (180-187 mm) than
H09C04M (150-155 mm) for the same water/lime ratio. In addition, H09R04M has a
lower apparent density and water-retention in a fresh state, see Table 2.5.

In a hardened state (see Table 2.6), H09R04M also presents lower mechanical properties
than H09C04M. Moreover, the open porosity and the mean pore radius are higher for the
former. Furthermore, H09R04M shows a high dispersion of the pore-size distribution
with a broad curve (see Figure 2.6) and presents the highest content of pores larger than
0.05 µm as well (see Figure 2.12). These differences in the mechanical behavior and the size
of the pores are mainly due to the interlocking of aggregate particles. Crushed limestone
aggregates exhibit better interlocking behavior than river sands with round particles [9].
Undoubtedly, if less water were added to H09R04M to get similar consistency as H09C04M,
the mortar would be stronger.

2.3.5. Effect of the curing conditions

The influence of the curing conditions has been studied between mortars H09C04M,
cured in the humid chamber (RH: 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C), and H09C04MA, cured
under the ambient laboratory conditions (RH: 50 ± 10% and 23 ± 3◦C). It is observed in
Table 2.6 that high RH favors lime hydration, which results in higher mechanical prop-
erties. H09C04MA shows 25% less compressive strength and 30% less flexural strength
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compared with those of H09C04M. Moreover, it has higher open porosity and median
pore radius, between 5% or 2% (depending on the method) and 31%, respectively. Similar
tendencies are also found in [25, 52, 53].

2.3.6. Characteristic length

As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, characteristic length is an indicator of brittleness of
quasi-brittle materials. The shorter it is, the more brittle the material is. For all mortars
studied in this chapter, their range is from 190 mm to 390 mm, which is quite similar
to the one of normal strength concrete (250 mm to 300 mm). Moreover, maximum grain
size has a great impact on the parameter. For example, H09C04M and H09C02M, which
have different maximum grain sizes (4 mm and 2 mm, respectively), present characteristic
lengths of 390 mm and 220 mm, see Table 2.6. It is obvious that the smaller the aggregate
size, the more brittle the mortar. Furthermore, using river sand in fabrication and curing
under ambient laboratory conditions also make the mortar more brittle.

2.3.7. Empirical equations among mechanical properties

For the principal construction material, concrete, there are some recognized codes,
such as the FIB Model Code [73] and ACI Building Code [83], which present empirical
formulas relating compressive strength to other mechanical properties. These equations
are quite helpful for numerical simulation and structural design when only compressive
strength is measured due to the convenience of conducting the test, although relative error
may be as high as 90% [119]. To our knowledge, there are still no empirical equations on
mechanical properties of lime mortar, thus, according to the experimental results of seven
types of mortar several equations are proposed as follows, see Eq. (2.10) and corresponding
coefficients on Table 2.7. It should be emphasized that the compressive strength of prisms
is used as the basis of all empirical equations as it is a normalized property in lime mortars
and easier to be measured.

Y = efgcpr (2.10)

Table 2.7: Coefficients of Equation (2.10).

Y e g

fccy 0.76 0.85

fflex 0.60 0.62

ft 0.18 0.78

GF 4.19 0.82

Ecy 1.89 0.75

Epr 2.46 0.61

The determination coefficient, R2, is calculated according to Eq.(2.11), where yi is the
ith value of the variable to be predicted, xi is the ith value of the explanatory variable,
f(xi) is the predicted value of yi and y is the mean.

R2 = 1−
∑

i (yi − f(xi))
2∑

i (yi − y)2
(2.11)
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In most cases, R2 is over 75% while, for the flexural strength, it is only 56%, due to
the fact that the result of the specimens fabricated in the wooden mold does not follow
the trend.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.13: Relationship between the compressive strength from prisms and other me-
chanical properties: (a) compressive strength from cylinders, (b) flexural strength, (c)
splitting tensile strength, (d) fracture energy, (e) elastic modulus from cylinders and (f)
elastic modulus from prisms.

Figure 2.13 shows the relationship among the mechanical properties, such as the com-
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pressive strength from cylinders, flexural strength, tensile strength, fracture energy and
elastic modulus with respect to the compressive strength from prisms. It is worth noting
that only the flexural strength and the splitting tensile strength are included for the mortar
H09C04W, the specimen fabricated with wooden molds, as the rest were not measured.

2.4. Conclusions

This work studied the influence of five factors affecting the dosage and fabrication
process of NHL mortars on their physical and mechanical properties, such as water/lime
ratio, wooden or metallic molds, aggregate type and size and curing condition. In total,
seven types of NHL mortars have been fabricated and tested to obtain their mechan-
ical properties, i.e., compressive strength from prisms and cylinders, flexural strength,
elastic modulus from cylinders and prisms, fracture energy and splitting tensile strength.
Moreover, some physical properties were also measured, such as open porosity, pore size
distribution and capillary water absorption.

The experimental results show that high water/lime ratios produce structural weaken-
ing, increase the open porosity and reduce mechanical properties. High relative humidity
(97 ± 0.5%) is more suitable than ambient laboratory conditions for the hydration of the
compounds of NHL mortars and for the increase of its ductility. Moreover, it has been
shown that the mortars fabricated with wooden molds obtain higher mechanical properties
due to the fact that the molds absorb the excess of free water. However, this results in
a non-homogeneous material, since the beneficial effect can be restricted to the material
close to the mold surface.

When the water/lime ratio is fixed instead of maintaining the consistencies approx-
imately constant by varying the water/lime ratios, the influence of type and size of ag-
gregate on mechanical properties would be isolated and quantified. The mortar with an
aggregate size of 2 mm has a lower consistency in a fresh state and smaller pore-sizes in
a hardened state compared with the one with an aggregate size of 4 mm, due to the fact
that small aggregates are more water demanding. Mortars with river sand have lower
mechanical properties, higher pore radius and open porosity in comparison with the ones
with crushed limestone aggregates. Undoubtedly, if the water/lime ratios varied as well,
the tendency could be different.

Furthermore, some empirical equations which describe the relationship between the
mechanical properties of the mortars and the compressive strength of the prisms are pro-
posed. They are helpful for the characterization of lime mortars with a lime/aggregate
ratio of 1:3, as one of the main components of masonry, when simulating the mechanical
behavior of historical constructions and monuments.
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This chapter studies the influence of five different factors affecting the dosage and
fabrication process of seven types of aerial lime mortars on their physical and mechanical
properties. Such factors comprise the water/lime ratio, the aggregate type and size, the
material of the mold and the curing conditions. Moreover, some mechanical properties, not
usually measured on aerial lime mortars, are obtained, such as splitting tensile strength,
fracture energy and elastic modulus measured through prisms. Furthermore, empirical
equations showing the relationship of the mechanical properties are proposed, which could
be useful for numerical simulations of historical constructions with aerial lime mortars.

Keywords: Aerial lime mortar, Dosage, Mechanical Characterization, Fracture Energy, Empirical
equations.

3.1. Introduction

The study of the influence of the dosage factors on the properties of aerial lime mortars is
still scarce, especially, considering elastic modulus, splitting tensile strength and fracture energy.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is to quantify the effect of five various factors affecting the dosage
process of aerial lime mortars on their physical and mechanical properties. As studied for natural
hydraulic lime mortars in Chapter 2, such factors are the water/lime ratio, aggregate type and
size, curing conditions and material of the molds. Moreover, empirical equations relating these
mechanical properties are proposed for these mortars similar to the ones presented by FIB Model
Code [73] and ACI Building Code [83] for concrete. The results could be helpful for the numerical
simulations of masonry structures with aerial lime mortars.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the experimental
procedure. Section 3.3 proposes a thorough analysis of the results and discussion in addition to
formulas which establish relationships between the mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars.
Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 3.4.
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3.2. Experimental procedure

3.2.1. Raw materials

The lime used for the seven types of mortars was a commercial aerial one of class CL 90-S,
according to EN 459-1 [12] and was supplied by “Calcasa, Calcinor” (Spain). It had an apparent
density of 490 kg/m3. Chemical and mineralogical analyses of the lime were performed as indicated
in Chapter 2. The results are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. The laser particle size distribution
curve is presented in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1: X-ray diffraction patterns of the aerial lime, CL 90-S. CH = portlandite, CC
= calcite.

Figure 3.2: Laser particle size distribution curves of the aerial lime, CL 90-S

The aggregates used were commercial crushed limestones with a maximum grain size of 4
mm and 2 mm, respectively, a river sand with a maximum grain size of 4 mm. The particle-size
distribution curves of the aggregates are shown in Chapter 2, see Figure 2.3, while the corresponding
apparent particle density and apparent density, determined according to EN 1097-6 [85] and EN
1097-3 [86], respectively, are listed in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2.
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Table 3.1: Chemical and mineralogical compositions of the aerial lime, CL 90-S.

Chemical composition (%)

Na2O 0.070

MgO 0.545

Al2O3 0.336

SiO2 0.944

P2O5 0.020

SO3 1.022

Cl 0.006

K2O 0.039

CaO 70.609

TiO2 0.029

V2O5 0.017

Fe2O3 0.164

NiO 0.017

CuO 0.009

Br 0.002

SrO 0.034

CO2 26.137

Mineral phases (%)

Portlandite, Ca(OH)2 90-95

Calcite, CaCO3 5-10

3.2.2. Aerial lime mortar preparation

Similar to the procedure followed for NHL mortars in Chapter 2, seven types of aerial lime
mortars were prepared and tested, which are listed in Table 3.2, where “A” stands for the aerial lime
mortar. Mortar A09C04M is the benchmark one. It had a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 by volume
and a water/lime ratio of 0.9 that provided a consistency from 140 mm to 150 mm according to EN
1015-3 [88] and EN 1015-6 [89]. The aggregate used was a crushed limestone one with maximum
grain size of 4 mm as indicated in Table 3.2. Also a metallic mold was adopted. The other mortars
were obtained by modifying one aspect of this benchmark. All mortars were cured for seven initial
days in the humid chamber and the rest 49 days in the ambient laboratory conditions (RH: 52 ±
12%, 22 ± 3◦C) except for A09C04MC, which was cured 56 days in the humid chamber (RH: 97
± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C).

As done in Chapter 2, the water/lime ratio was kept constant to disclose the influence of the
type and size of sand, material of the mold and curing conditions on the mechanical properties,
instead of maintaining the same consistency by varying the water/lime ratio at the same time as
presented in the references [9, 42, 43]. In this way, the effect of each factor could be isolated and
quantified.

The mixing process was performed according to EN 1015-2 [90]. For the purpose, a vertical axis
mortar mixer with sufficient capacity was used so as to cast one batch per mortar type within this
chapter. For each type of aerial lime mortar, 18 prisms measuring 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm were
fabricated; in total 126 prismatic specimens. All the specimens were removed from the molds in
five days after the fabrication as established by EN 1015-11 [31] for such mortars. We decided not
to fabricate cylindrical specimens as the possible different carbonation processes of both specimens
could presumably have a significant effect in aerial lime mortars in comparison to the natural
hydraulic ones of Chapter 2.

3.2.3. Tests of the aerial lime mortars in a fresh state

Different tests were performed on the aerial lime mortars in a fresh state: the apparent density
according to EN 1015-6 [89] (Figure 2.6 a), the water-retention capacity following EN 459-2 [91]
(Figure 2.6 b), which was determined as the percentage of water that remained in the mortar after
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of the seven mortar compositions.

Mortar
composition

Water/lime
ratio (by
volume)

Type of
aggregate

Maximum
grain size
(mm)

Material of
the mold

Curing
conditions

A09C04M 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A08C04M 0.8 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A11C04M 1.1 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A09C04W 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Wooden 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A09C02M 0.9 Crushed
limestone

2 Metallic 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A09R04M 0.9 River sand 4 Metallic 7 days in HC
and 49 in AC

A09C04MC 0.9 Crushed
limestone

4 Metallic 56 in CC

Note. HC: Humid chamber (RH: 97 ± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C), AC: Ambient laboratory conditions (RH: 52 ±
12%, 22 ± 3◦C).

a suction time of 5 minutes on ten layers of filter paper, and the consistency in accordance with
EN 1015-3 [88] and EN 1015-6 [89] through the flow table test (Figure 2.6 c).

3.2.4. Mechanical tests on the aerial lime mortars

Various types of mechanical tests were performed at an age of 56 days to obtain the flexural,
compressive and splitting tensile strengths, fracture energy and elastic modulus measured through
prisms. All these mechanical tests were performed according to the procedures indicated in Chapter
2 for natural hydraulic lime mortars, see Section 2.2.4.

Characteristic length

As explained in Chapter 2, the characteristic length, lch, is a parameter proposed by Hillerborg
et al. [107] for fracture behavior. It is calculated according to:

lch =
EGF
f2t

(3.1)

where E in this study refers to the elastic modulus measured through prisms, Epr, as we did not
fabricate cylinders.

3.2.5. Porosity and capillary water absorption measurements

The open porosity was measured by hydrostatic method according to UNE 83980 [109] and
by Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) method with a Micromeritics 9500 Poresizer mercury
porosimeter, as done for natural hydraulic lime mortars in Chapter 2, see Section 2.2.5.

Finally, the capillary water-absorption coefficient was also measured as indicated in Chapter 2
by following standard EN 1015-18 [112] (see Figure 2.10).

3.3. Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the experimental campaign described in the previous one are
presented. Table 3.3 shows a comparison between some of the experimental results obtained from
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other researchers and the ones of this work. Table 3.4 presents the properties measured in a fresh
state, while Table 3.5 exhibits the mechanical and physical properties of the seven aerial lime
mortars in a hardened state. In this Table, Std. Dev. is the standard deviation, and CV is the
coefficient of variation.

From Table 3.3, it is observed that the experimental results of mortars are similar where
the components are comparable. For example, the mortar tested by Margalha [7, 120] and the
benchmark A09C04M in the current work present flexural strengths of 0.52 MPa and 0.54 MPa,
and compressive strengths of 1.33 MPa and 1.30 MPa, respectively. Moreover, one of the mortars
fabricated by Lanas and Alvarez [9], with a limestone of 2 mm of maximum grain size, shows similar
mechanical properties as the mortar A09C02M of the current work with similar type of aggregate.
Furthermore, the mortar with river sand tested by Ramalho [7, 121] also has comparable properties
as A09R04M of this work. In addition, the comparison confirms that the mortars fabricated in the
current work are also suitable for repairing historic masonry.

In Tables 3.4 and 3.5, it is observed that the apparent density of the mortars, measured in
the fresh state at the fabrication moment and at 56 days in hardened state, respectively, decreases
due to the water evaporation of the material during samples air drying process [55, 58]. As for the
results of open porosity shown in Table 3.5, it is clear that the values from the hydrostatic method
are always greater than the ones obtained by the MIP method. This is mainly due to the different
ranges of pore-size detected by both methods [14, 41], as it was also observed for natural hydraulic
lime mortars in Chapter 2.

3.3.1. Effect of the water/lime ratio

The influence of the water/lime ratio was studied through three mortars: A08C04M, A09C04M
and A11C04M, corresponding to the water/lime ratios of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.1, respectively. As shown
in Table 3.4, their consistencies were dry, plastic and fluid. As also observed for NHL mortars
in Chapter 2, the apparent density in a fresh state and the water-retention capacity increase as
the water/lime ratio decreases. For example, they are 2290 kg/m3 and 90.9%, respectively, for
A08C04M while 2160 kg/m3 and 75.3% for A11C04M instead. In hardened state, see Table 3.5,
the results show that with an increase in the water/lime ratios, the mechanical properties decrease.
The same tendency was also observed by Raposo Pacheco Algarvio [51]; however, to verify that
aerial lime mortars do not follow exactly Abrams’ rule, as found by Lawrence and Walker [49],
more different mortars with varying water/lime ratios should be tested. From Table 3.5, it is
also observed that the porosity and mean pore radius increase for mortars with higher water/lime
ratios. For example, the porosity measured by MIP is 19.7% and 24.3%, respectively, for mortars
A08C04M and A11C04M, while their mean pore radius are, respectively, 0.28 µm and 0.66 µm.

Figure 3.3 shows the pore-size distribution of the seven aerial lime mortars. Most of them
present two peaks similar to findings in the reference [43]: the first one between 0.5 and 2 µm
and the second one between 7 and 11 µm. This is quite different to that of natural hydraulic lime
mortars, as observed in Chapter 2 and the reference [41], where all the mortars, except the one
with river sand, presented only a single narrow peak. However, as it also happened for natural
hydraulic lime mortars, there is a shift of the pore-size distribution towards a finer diameter for
mortar A08C04M, while in mortar A11C04M it is towards larger diameter.

Figure 3.4 shows the pore size distribution as means of bars charts (representing percentage
of pore area) of the seven aerial lime mortars of the current work. The classification of the pore
size range is the same one followed for the NHL mortars in Chapter 2 and the given in [43]. Such
a classification comprises gel pores (between 0.005 µm and 0.01 µm), medium capillaries or large
mesopores (between 0.01 µm and 0.05 µm), large capillary pores or macropores (between 0.05 µm
and 10 µm), and finally, air voids (bigger than 10 µm). The pore size distribution of the aerial lime
mortars seem to be more uniform than that of NHL mortars. The predominant pore size range is
the one corresponding to large capillary pores or macropores (0.05 µm and 10 µm) [43, 115–117],
which influences the strength and transport processes as mentioned in Chapter 2 [115–117]. It
is followed by the medium capillaries or large mesopores (range between 0.01 µm and 0.05 µm),
which affect strength and permeability trough the mortar structure [43]. Moreover, it is observed
that A09R04M present a quite small amount (around 0.91%) of air voids (larger than 10 µm),
similar to what happened for H09R04M of Chapter 2, while they are almost negligible for the rest
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Table 3.3: Comparison of experimental results.
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3.3. Results and discussion

Table 3.4: Properties of aerial lime mortars in a fresh state.

A09C04M
(benchmark)

A08C04M
(water/lime:
0.8)

A11C04M
(water/lime:
1.1)

A09C02M (max-
imum grain size:
2 mm)

A09R04M
(river sand)

Flow diameter
(consistency)
(mm)

140-150 120-125 210-215 120-125 150-155

Category
(consistency)

Plastic Dry Fluid Dry Plastic

Apparent den-
sity (kg/m3)

2230 2290 2160 2230 2060

Water reten-
tion (%)

84.2 90.9 75.3 84.3 83.1

Table 3.5: Properties of aerial lime mortars in a hardened state at an age of 56 days.

A09C04M
(benchmark)

A08C04M
(water/
lime: 0.8)

A11C04M
(water/
lime: 1.1)

A09C04W
(wooden
mold)

A09C02M
(maximum
grain size:
2 mm)

A09R04M
(river sand)

A09C04MC
(humid
chamber)

Apparent density
from prisms,
ρpr (kg/cm3)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

2000
7
0.4

2000
4
0.2

1944
11
0.6

1983
30
1.5

1960
6
0.3

1786
4
0.2

1984
8
0.4

Flexural strength,
fflex (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

0.54
0.01
2

0.55
0.09
17

0.34
0.02
7

0.58
0.04
6

0.44
0.03
6

0.31
0.02
5

0.23
0.05
23

Compressive
strength from
prisms,
fcpr (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

1.30
0.03
2

1.49
0.07
4

0.64
0.01
2

1.43
0.08
6

1.23
0.08
6

0.63
0.02
3

0.64
0.02
4

Fracture energy,
GF (N/m)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

3.2
1.2
36

4.5
0.3
6

2.8
0.8
27

- 2.7
0.3
10

1.8
0.3
15

2.1
0.6
30

Splitting tensile
strength,
ft (MPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

0.18
0.01
6

0.20
0.02
9

0.10
0.01
10

0.19
0.01
7

0.18
0.02
13

0.11
0.01
10

0.08
0.01
4

Elastic modulus,
Epr (GPa)

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

2.7
0.3
12

2.6
0.2
7

2.2
0.2
8

- 2.3
0.5
20

1.8
0.3
15

1.5
-
-

Characteristic
length, lch (mm)

261 281 611 - 190 239 485

Capillary water
absorption
coefficient
(kg/(m2min0.5))

Mean
Std. Dev.
CV (%)

1.27
0.03
2

1.15
0.07
6

1.38
0.07
4

1.55
0.05
4

1.58
0.04
3

1.38
0.04
3

1.37
0.08
6

Open porosity
(hydrostatic) (%)

- 25.7 25.0 27.7 25.3 27.5 29.4 26.9

Open porosity
(MIP) (%)

- 20.2 19.6 21.0 20.6 22.7 21.7 21.4

Mean pore radius
(MIP) (µm)

- 0.39 0.33 0.58 0.40 0.40 0.56 0.37

of the aerial lime mortars. It is also remarkable that gel pores (below 0.01 µm) are not common
among aerial lime mortars as they are in hydraulic lime ones, as they influence the hydration rate
[43, 110].
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Figure 3.3: Pore-size distribution of the seven aerial lime mortars measured by MIP.

Figure 3.4: Pore-size distribution of seven aerial lime mortars measured by MIP (percent-
age of pore area).

3.3.2. Effect of the material of the molds

In order to determine the effect of the material of the mold on the properties of the aerial lime
mortars, a comparison was made between A09C04M and A09C04W, fabricated with metallic and
wooden molds, respectively. The fracture energy and the elastic modulus could not be measured
as the prismatic notch specimens were damaged due to the demolding system of the wooden molds
[41]. Observing the rest of the mechanical properties, the results show that they are higher for
A09C04W than for the benchmark mortar. For example, the flexural strength is 0.58 MPa for the
former and 0.54 MPa for the latter, while the compressive strengths are 1.43 MPa and 1.30 MPa
instead, respectively. This difference could be due to the fact that the wooden molds absorb the
excess of free water from the mortar. In general, the water content of the mortar decreases in
comparison to the mortars with metallic molds and therefore, as mentioned before, with lower
water content the mechanical properties increase. Regarding the mean pore radius, it is observed
that it is slightly higher for A09C04W in comparison to A09C04M (0.40 µm against 0.39 µm).
This is due to the fact that the mortar with wooden molds presents its second narrow peak at
around 10 µm instead of at around 8 µm of the benchmark mortar (see Figure 3.3). Considering
that the sample for MIP is taken from the inner of the specimen, this difference could probably be
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associated with the fact that the water absorption of the wooden molds is local and non-uniform
resulting in a drier material in the borders than in its core as it was also observed for the natural
hydraulic lime mortars of Chapter 2.

It is also remarkable that the molds were used only once as the degree of absorption would
change with each use. Therefore, the influence of the material of the molds, as commented for the
NHL mortars in Chapter 2, needs further research as for the effect of reusing the molds, the type
of wooden mold used or the improvement of the demolding system [41].

3.3.3. Effect of the maximum aggregate size

Two types of aerial lime mortars, A09C04M and A09C02M, were prepared with the same
composition but different maximum aggregate sizes (4 mm and 2 mm, respectively). As indicated
by their names, both have the same water/lime ratio: 0.9 by volume. As mortar A09C02M was
fabricated with finer aggregates, it presented a higher water demand in a fresh state [47] and
therefore lower consistency for the same water/lime ratio (120 – 125 mm versus 140 – 150 mm of
the benchmark mortar, see Table 3.4). In a hardened state, the use of finer aggregates induces
higher capillary water absorption coefficient (1.58 kg/(m2min0.5) against 1.27 kg/(m2min0.5), see
Table 3.5. As for the mechanical properties, it is observed that they are slightly higher for A09C04M
in comparison to A09C02M, although this difference is within the margin of error for most of the
mechanical properties. For example, their compressive strength are, respectively, 1.30 ± 0.03 MPa
and 1.23 ± 0.08 MPa (Table 3.5). Stefanidou and Papayianni [47] observed that mortars with a
lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 fabricated with aggregates of sizes of 0/4 mm provided higher mechanical
properties than the ones with aggregates of 0/2 mm in the long term (around 730 curing days; at
earlier ages they were very similar). In their case, they did not keep a constant water/lime ratio
but maintained similar consistencies by adding more water to the mortar with finer aggregates.
Obviously, if more water were added to mortar with finer aggregates to reach a similar consistency
with the benchmark mortar, the mechanical properties would be different.

3.3.4. Effect of the aggregate type

The effect of two different types of aggregate was analyzed by comparing aerial lime mortars
A09C04M and A09R04M, which were fabricated with crushed limestone and river sand, respec-
tively. In a fresh state, see Table 3.4, A09R04M presents larger consistency (150-155 mm) than
that of A09C04M (140-150 mm) for the same water/lime ratio. Moreover, A09RC04M, in compar-
ison to the benchmark mortar, has lower apparent density (2060 kg/m3 versus 2230 kg/m3) and
water-retention in a fresh state (83.1% versus 84.2%).

In a hardened state (see Table 3.5), A09R04M shows lower mechanical properties than A09C04M.
For example, their compressive strengths are, respectively, 0.63 MPa and 1.30 MPa. In addition,
their open porosity and mean pore radius are higher for the former (29.4% in comparison to 27.7%
and 0.66 µm with respect to 0.36 µm). From Figure 3.3, it is also observed that A09R04M presents
a broad peak at the pore size of around 11 µm, and it is the mortar presenting the higher content
of air pores (around 0.9%) (Figure 3.4). All these observations are in agreement with the findings
of the references mentioned in the Introduction. That is to say, in general, aerial lime mortars
fabricated with crushed limestone aggregates present higher strength than mortars with round
river sand [9, 43], due to the fact that the limestone aggregates present a structure similar to the
calcitic binder that reduces the discontinuities between the lime matrix and the aggregates [9, 43]
and also the calcitic particles grow over the limestone grains increasing the crystallographic conti-
nuity between them [43–45]. In addition to this, angular aggregates improve the cohesion degree
between the aggregate surface and the binder reducing the porosity and increasing the strength of
the mortars [43]. It is obvious that if the water content of the mortar with river sand is decreased
to reach similar consistencies, the tendency would be different.

3.3.5. Effect of the curing conditions

In this current work, based on the references mentioned in the Introduction and standard EN
1015-11 [31], it was decided to cure the benchmark aerial lime mortar for 7 initial days in the
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humid chamber and later for 49 curing days in the ambient laboratory conditions (RH 52 ± 12%
and 22 ± 3◦C) until the moment of testing. This is different to the procedure followed for NHL
mortars of Chapter 2, where most of them were cured for 56 days in the humid chamber. Then,
the benchmark aerial lime mortar was compared with A09C04MC, cured in the humid chamber
(RH: 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C) for the entire time. From the comparison of their results in
Table 3.5, it is observed that the mechanical properties of the aerial lime mortar cured in the
humid chamber, under high humid conditions, are lower than the ones of the mortar cured under
ambient laboratory conditions (the flexural and compressive strength decrease around 57% and
51%, respectively). This is due to the fact that there is an optimum humid condition that favors
carbonation of aerial lime mortar [55]. It is known that in a first phase, aerial lime mortars harden
by drying the excess of water of the material. This allows, once the material is not saturated in
water, the diffusion of CO2 inside the mortar. At the same time, it is required a certain level of
moisture so that the CO2 can be dissolved with water inside the pores of the material [56, 57].
Considering all these facts, it is concluded that high humid conditions (like the ones inside the
humid chamber) are not favorable owing to the fact that the aerial lime mortars require a first
phase of drying. Meanwhile, too low humid conditions (below 40% [56]) are not favorable either
as it could prevent the CO2 from being dissolved with the water. Some other authors, such as
Paulina Faria and Ana Martins [59, 60] have also observed that aerial lime mortars cured under
20◦C and 50% and under 20◦C and 65% provided corresponding compressive strengths at the age
of 60 days 20% higher for the latter. Also Cyzer [61] found that hydration was enhanced under
moist conditions for natural hydraulic lime mortars, while carbonation was improved under dryer
conditions (in that case at 60% RH) for the aerial ones.

3.3.6. Characteristic length

As presented in Section 2.2.4, characteristic length is an indicator of brittleness of quasi-brittle
materials. The shorter it is in a material, the more brittle the material is. In the current work,
their values range between 190 mm and 611 mm, which is a bit wider than that of normal strength
concrete (250 mm to 300 mm) and NHL mortars of Chapter 2 (190 mm to 390 mm). However,
as observed for NHL mortars, the characteristic length decreases with mortars containing finer
aggregates. For example, A09C02M and A09C04M, with maximum grain sizes of 2 mm and 4 mm,
respectively, present corresponding values of 190 mm and 261 mm, see Table 3.5. Obviously, the
former mortar is more brittle. Moreover, curing under high humid conditions or using river sand
in the fabrication also make the aerial lime mortar become more brittle.

3.3.7. Empirical equations among mechanical properties

As explained in Chapter 2, for other building materials, such as concrete, there exist some
recognized codes, such as FIB Model Code [73] and ACI Building Code [83], that present empirical
equations among the mechanical properties of the material. These formulas are quite useful for
structural design and numerical simulations when only the compressive strength is measured,
although the relative error might be as high as 90% [119]. In this work similar equations relating
some mechanical properties of the aerial lime mortars to their compressive strength from prisms are
proposed, see Equation 3.2 and Table 3.6. It should be highlighted that the compressive strength
is used as the basis of all empirical formulas as it is a normalized property in masonry mortars and
easier to be obtained.

Figure 3.5 shows the relationship among the mechanical properties, such as the flexural (fflex)
and splitting tensile strengths (ft), fracture energy (GF ) and elastic modulus measured through
prisms (Epr) with respect to the compressive strength of prisms. As presented in Section 3.3.2,
the results of fracture energy and elastic modulus measured through prisms do not include the
corresponding value of the mortar fabricated with wooden molds due to the fact that the specimens
were damaged during the demolding process. It is also worth noting that in most cases, the
correlation coefficient R2, is around 75% or even higher, except for the case of the fracture energy
(Figure 3.5c) (with R2 equal to 52%), where the standard deviation (error bars) of each mortar is
also larger.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.5: Relationship between the compressive strength from prisms and other me-
chanical properties: (a) flexural strength, (b) splitting tensile strength, (c) fracture energy
and (d) elastic modulus.

Table 3.6: Values of parameters in Equation (3.2).

Y h j

fflex 0.44 0.64

ft 0.15 0.77

GF 3.04 0.54

Epr 2.33 0.31

Y = hf jcpr (3.2)

3.3.8. Comparison between aerial and natural hydraulic lime mortars

Figure 3.6 and Table 3.7 show a comparison of the physical and mechanical properties between
aerial and natural hydraulic lime mortars of Chapter 2. As a general observation, it is obvious that
the mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars are much lower than that of natural hydraulic
lime mortars. As it will be explained in Chapter 5, this is mainly due to the different mineralogical
compositions and hardening processes of both materials. Aerial lime mortars are mainly composed
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by portlandite and harden by carbonation. However, besides portlandite and carbonation, natural
hydraulic lime ones are also composed by calcium silicates and harden by hydration. Furthermore,
the open porosity measured by hydrostatic methods and by MIP is, in general, higher for the aerial
lime mortars, although their mean pore radii (measured by MIP) are not always like that.

Moreover, the influence of each factor for both materials is different in most cases as well.
For example, the effect of the water/lime ratio on aerial lime mortars is less than that of natural
hydraulic ones, see Table 3.7 and Figure 3.6 a-e. It is obvious that the compressive strength from
prisms diminishes approximately 60% in the natural hydraulic lime mortars with water/lime ratios
of 0.8 and 1.1, while for the aerial lime mortars it decreases approximately 38%. Observing the
fracture energy, it diminishes around 62% and 38% for the natural hydraulic and the aerial lime
mortars, respectively. A similar tendency was also observed by Lawrence and Walker [49] when
comparing the compressive strength of both natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of mechanical properties between aerial and natural hydraulic
lime mortars: (a) flexural strength, (b) compressive strength from prisms, (c) fracture
energy, (d) splitting tensile strength, and (e) elastic modulus.
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Table 3.7: Properties of aerial and natural hydraulic lime mortars in a hardened state at
an age of 56 days.

Type of
lime mortar

Benchmark Water/
lime: 0.8

Water/
lime: 1.1

Wooden
mold

Aggregate
0/2 mm

River
sand

Curing
conditions

Apparent density from
prisms, ρpr (kg/cm3)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

2000
2050

2000
2091

1944
1964

1983
2070

1960
2016

1786
1856

1984
2003

Flexural strength,
fflex (MPa)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

0.54
1.3

0.55
1.3

0.34
0.89

0.58
1.7

0.44
1.1

0.31
0.96

0.23
0.91

Compressive strength
from prisms, fcpr (MPa)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

1.30
3.2

1.49
4.2

0.64
1.7

1.43
3.5

1.23
3.2

0.63
2.3

0.64
2.4

Fracture energy,
GF (N/m)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

3.2
12

4.5
13

2.8
4.9

-
-

2.7
12

1.8
10

2.1
8

Splitting tensile
strength, ft (MPa)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

0.18
0.39

0.20
0.51

0.10
0.24

0.19
0.57

0.18
0.49

0.11
0.38

0.08
0.34

Elastic modulus from
prisms, Epr (GPa)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

2.7
5.2

2.6
6.0

2.2
3.8

-
-

2.3
5.1

1.8
4.4

1.5
3.2

Characteristic length,
lch (mm)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

261
390

281
260

611
240

-
-

190
220

239
280

485
190

Capillary water
absorption coefficient
(kg/(m2min0.5))

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

1.27
1.36

1.15
0.95

1.38
1.70

1.55
1.83

1.58
1.84

1.38
1.69

1.37
1.57

Open porosity (hydro-
static) (%)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

25.7
27.7

25.0
25.0

27.7
29.9

25.3
24.1

27.5
27.8

29.4
29.4

26.9
29.0

Open porosity (MIP) (%) Aerial
Natural hydraulic

20.2
23.4

19.6
19.7

21.0
24.3

20.6
22.5

22.7
24.8

21.7
24.0

21.4
23.8

Mean pore radius (MIP)
(µm)

Aerial
Natural hydraulic

0.39
0.36

0.33
0.28

0.58
0.66

0.40
0.39

0.40
0.31

0.56
0.66

0.37
0.52

Concerning the influence of using wooden molds instead of metallic ones, a similar effect is
observed in both natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars. The mechanical properties of the
mortars fabricated with wooden molds are higher than that of mortars with metallic ones. For
instance, the compressive strength increases 10% and 9%, respectively in both aerial and natural
hydraulic lime mortars. Moreover, the open porosity remains similar or decreases slightly in mortars
with wooden molds, while the mean pore radius increases in both materials (from 0.39 to 0.40 µm
in the aerial lime mortars and from 0.36 to 0.39 µm in the natural hydraulic ones). As explained
in Chapter 2, this could be due to the fact that the material is not homogenous when the wooden
molds are used and it presents higher water content inside the specimen than that fabricated with
the metallic molds.

Regarding the effect of using different aggregate sizes, the reference [46] explain that the best
aggregates are those with a well-graded particle size. Furthermore, adding aggregates with higher
grain size improves the compressive strength on natural hydraulic lime mortars, which is also
related to the packing density of the aggregates, according to Kalagri et al. [6]. For aerial lime
mortars, Stefanidou and Papayianni [47] observed that mortars with a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3
and aggregates of sizes of 0/4 mm provided higher mechanical properties in the long term than the
ones with aggregates of 0/2 mm. They varied the water/lime ratio to achieve similar consistencies.
In this research a similar phenomenon is observed for the aerial lime mortars when maintaining
constant water/lime ratio; their compressive strength can decrease by 5% when using aggregates
with maximum grain size of 2 mm. However, in this case this difference seems to be within the
margin of error in most of the mechanical properties. For the natural hydraulic lime mortars of
Chapter 2, the effect of using aggregates with smaller grain size seems to be coupled with the
influence of different consistencies due to the fact that the water/lime ratio id fixed as 0.9. Thus,
the obtained mechanical properties are almost constant. Concerning the characteristic length, a
clear tendency is observed for both aerial and natural hydraulic lime mortars: the ones with smaller
aggregates size are more brittle than those with aggregates containing higher grain size.

As for the shape and nature of the aggregates, it is shown in this research that using river
sand provides lower mechanical properties than those with limestone aggregates. For example, the
compressive strength and the fracture energy decrease approximately 52% and 44%, respectively
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for aerial lime mortars, while they diminish approximately 28% and 17% for natural hydraulic
lime mortars [41]. For both materials such influence is due to the better cohesion among the
particles of crushed angular limestone aggregates. Moreover, in the case of the aerial lime mortars
the effect is more pronounced due to the similar calcitic nature of the lime and the aggregates,
which improves the crystallographic continuity and enhance even more the mechanical properties
[9, 43–45]. Obviously, if less water was added to the mortars with river sand to achieve similar
consistency, the mechanical properties would be improved.

Finally, the curing condition affect in a very different way to both aerial and natural hydraulic
lime mortars. For the aerial ones, the compressive strength and the fracture energy decrease
approximately 51% and 34%, respectively, when comparing a mortar cured for seven initial days in
the humid chamber and the rest under ambient laboratory conditions (RH 52 ± 12% and 22 ± 3◦C)
with a mortar cured the entire time inside the humid chamber (RH: 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C).
However, in the case of the natural hydraulic lime mortars, the compressive strength and the
fracture energy decrease by 25% and 33% [41], respectively, when comparing a mortar cured inside
the humid chamber with another cured for seven initial days in the humid chamber and the rest
under ambient laboratory conditions. This also proves that the carbonation process of the aerial
lime mortar is favored under relative humidity conditions ranging between 40% and 80% according
to Saetta et al. [56]; meanwhile, for the natural hydraulic lime mortar, higher humid conditions
favour the hydration of their mineral compounds [41, 53].

3.4. Conclusions

This work aims at the analysis of the effect of five factors, such as water/lime ratio, wooden
or metallic molds, aggregate type and size and curing conditions on the physical and mechanical
properties of seven aerial lime mortars. Different physical properties, such as: open porosity,
pore size distribution, capillary water absorption; and mechanical ones: flexural, compressive and
splitting tensile strengths, fracture energy and elastic modulus measured through prisms were
measured at the age of 56 days.

The results show that under the three different water/lime ratios tested, the material experi-
ences a structural weakening, an increase of the open porosity and a reduction of the mechanical
properties with increasing water/lime ratios, although this effect is not so pronounced as for natu-
ral hydraulic lime mortars. Contrary to observances for NHL mortars, ambient curing conditions
(RH: 52 ± 12%, 22 ± 3◦C) were more favorable for aerial lime mortars than high humid ones (RH:
97 ± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C), as the former favored carbonation process of this material. Moreover,
it is observed that fabrication with wooden molds provided higher mechanical properties as they
absorbed the free water, although this effect was probably local and resulted in a non-homogenous
material.

As performed in Chapter 2, in order to study the type and size of the aggregates on the
mechanical properties, the water/lime ratio was fixed instead of maintaining similar consistencies
to isolate and quantify the effect of each factor. The results show that the aerial lime mortar
with aggregate size of 2 mm had lower consistency in a fresh state as finer sands were more water
demanding. The mechanical properties of this mortar were slightly lower than those of mortar
with aggregate sizes of 0/4 mm. Furthermore, using limestone aggregates improved the continuity
between the lime and the matrix. This fact resulted in higher mechanical properties of the mortars
with limestone aggregates in comparison to those with river sand when maintaining the same
water/lime ratios.

Finally, some empirical formulas are proposed relating some mechanical properties, such as
the flexural and splitting tensile strengths, fracture energy and elastic modulus with the compres-
sive strengths. They could be helpful for the numerical simulations of masonry structures with
aerial lime mortars presenting a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 as ones of the most widespread in the
restoration field.
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This chapter focuses on the mechanical characterization of the early age behavior of three
NHL mortars with different water/lime ratios. A vibration-based technique with continuous data
recording (Elastic Modulus Measurement through Ambient Response Method - EMM-ARM) was
used to measure stiffness of the different mortars that were found to range between 2.5 and 4.1 GPa
on day 7. Other physical and mechanical properties such as strength and density were measured
as a function of sample preparation protocols: vibrated, compacted, sealed and unsealed. After
7 days, sealed specimens led to 50% lower compressive strength and 25% lower flexural strength
compared to unsealed specimens.

Keywords: Natural Hydraulic Lime (NHL) mortars, Elastic Modulus Measurement through Am-
bient Response Method (EMM-ARM), Stiffness evolution, Ultrasonic pulse velocity test (UPV),
Sample preparation.

4.1. Introduction

The study of the stiffness evolution of NHL mortars at early ages, particularly including the
first 48h of hardening is of crucial importance because the behavior of NHL mortars at early
ages has a direct influence on the supporting capability and ability to accommodate movements
of masonry during construction or repairing operations. This behavior is especially relevant for
interventions in historic structures, where an appropriate large deformation before failure of the
new additions helps to avoid brittle breakage when restrained by preexistent elements.

For these reasons, the objective of this research is to study the behavior of three NHL mortars
at early ages (same binder, with three distinct water/lime ratios). An exhaustive mechanical
and physical characterization of these mortars was performed, including the measurement of the
elastic modulus through two methods: Elastic Modulus Measurement through Ambient Response
Method (EMM-ARM) [81], and conventional compression test (CC) on cylinders. Furthermore,
the following tests and property assessments have also been deployed: penetration resistance test
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to study the initial setting time of the mortars; density and normalized flexural and compressive
strength tests on prisms at days 2, 4 and 7; open porosity and, finally, thermogravimetric analysis
on the corresponding lime paste to study the evolution of portlandite, Ca(OH)2, content that
results from the hydration of the NHL compounds, mainly C2S [8].

One of the most striking novelties of this research lies on the pioneering application of the
EMM-ARM technique to NHL mortars. This test allows automatic and continuous evaluation
of the elastic modulus immediately after casting without demoulding the specimen. EMM-ARM
is based on the continuous evaluation of the resonance frequency of the tested specimen (simply
supported composite beam), which can in turn allow direct evaluation of the tested material
through application of the dynamic equation of motion of the system [81, 122–125]. For further
comprehension of the early age behavior of NHL mortars, some relations were established among
the results of the several conducted tests. In such way, EMM-ARM was compared with the results
of CC on one reference mortar and penetration resistance tests on the three NHL mortars. Due
to the nature of the EMM-ARM testing adopted, as well as its principles of operation, the test
specimen is relatively slender (50.5 cm long cylinder), and the specimen needs to be kept within the
mould during testing, in order to keep the same mechanical boundary conditions and avoid mass
losses. These experimental requirements of EMM-ARM led to the need for application of vibration
in the preparation of EMM-ARM samples (due to the long and thin mold), and the specimens
were constantly sealed. These vibrated/sealed conditions do not match the fabrication/curing
conditions required in the standards for NHL [31], which include compaction with 25 strokes of
the tamper and unsealed curing conditions. Also, keeping the specimens sealed hinders the process
of carbonation, that plays a role in the hardening of NHL mortars as well. For that reason,
EMM-ARM, as performed herein, was limited to the maximum age of 7 days, during which the
effects of carbonation would presumably still have been minor as in the case of unsealed curing.
Anyhow, it was important to ascertain the impact of fabrication (compaction/vibration) and curing
(sealed/unsealed) conditions in the studied NHL mortars so as to allow further conclusions to be
drawn from the obtained results. Density, flexural and compressive strength tests were carried out
on samples with different preparation and curing methods: the standard one (compacted with 25
strokes of the tamper and unsealed), the one followed in the preparation of EMM-ARM specimens
(vibrated and sealed) and an additional one (compacted and sealed). In such a way, it was possible
to relate the results of such tests implying stiffness and strength measurements. Furthermore, some
relations were also established among the results of density, ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) and
open porosity of the three mortars to better understand the interplay of these properties on the
behavior of NHL mortars at early ages. Finally, the evolution of free portlandite content of one
reference NHL paste was related to the compressive strength of the corresponding mortar through
the performance of thermogravimetric analysis.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 describes the materials and experimen-
tal procedure, whereas Section 4.3 pertains to the discussion of attained results, with conclusions
being drawn in the last Section (4.4).

4.2. Experimental program

4.2.1. Raw materials

The three mortars were prepared with the same commercial natural hydraulic lime as the one
used in the mortars of Chapter 2, which was of class NHL 3.5, according to EN 459-1 [12]. It was
supplied by “Socli, Italcementi Group” (France) and had a density of 2580 kg/m3 and an apparent
density of 850 kg/m3. Chemical and mineralogical analyses and laser particle size distribution
curve of the natural hydraulic lime, NHL 3.5, are provided in Chapter 2, see Table 2.1 and Figures
2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

The sand used was commercial crushed limestone of maximum grain size of 4 mm and has
a particle size distribution curve as the one presented in Chapter 2, see Figure 2.3 determined
according to EN 1015-1 [84]. It had an apparent particle density of 2680 kg/m3 according to EN
1097-6 [85] (Figure 2.4b) and an apparent density of 1820 kg/m3 according to EN 1097-3 [86]
(Figure 2.4c).
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4.2.2. Mortar composition and preparation

Three mortar compositions were prepared with different water/lime ratios: 0.8, 0.9 and 1.1 by
volume, corresponding to the mortars already presented in Chapter 2 as H08C04M, H09C04M and
H11C04M, respectively. In this chapter, they will be named as H08, H09 and H11, respectively,
for simplicity. The lime/aggregate ratio used for the three mortars was 1:3 by volume. Volume
proportions of compounds were converted into weight so as to minimize effects of measurement
imprecision in the mixing process, see Table 4.1. Depending on the water/lime ratio used, three
values of consistency were obtained: 130-135 mm (H08 - dry), 150-155 mm (H09 - plastic) and
238-240 mm (H11 - fluid), determined by flow table test according to the standards EN 1015-3
[88] and EN 1015-6 [89]. As considered in Chapter 2, mortar M09 (in each of the three different
compaction/sealing conditions, S, V and C, as explained as follows) has been regarded as the
reference for all tests conducted and properties evaluated in this research work. The mixing process
was performed according to EN 1015-2 [90] by following the procedure for small bowl mixers (in
this case with a capacity of 5 dm3). Different batches of the same mix were cast and repeatability
was then checked for each test.

Table 4.1: Mortar compositions for each NHL mortar.

Mortar Lime/aggregate
ratio by volume

NHL
(g)

Aggregate
(g)

Water
(cm3)

Water/lime
ratio by
volume

Water/lime
ratio by
weight

H08 1:3 525.2 3367.3 494.3 0.8 0.94

H09 1:3 514.5 3298.6 544.7 0.9 1.06

H11 1:3 494.3 3169.2 639.7 1.1 1.29

Different sizes of specimens, compacting methods and curing conditions were used depending
on the test to be applied (Table 4.2). The reason for the distinct fabrication methods employed has
been given in the Introduction of this chapter. In this way, standard mortars were compacted with
25 strokes of the tamper and cured unsealed inside a humid chamber at RH 95% and 20◦C. This
humidity is recommended by EN 1015-11 [31] and is reported to favor the hydration of NHL mortars
[25, 41, 52]. These mortars were tested to measure UPV, flexural and compressive strengths and
open porosity. In the table, the column “Type of Mortar” includes the nomenclature H08, H09 and
H11, with an additional suffix that clarifies the fabrication/curing conditions: suffix “S” for the
standard situation that has just been described; suffix “V” for vibrated (with a vibration table)
and sealed (inside the PVC tubes of the EMM-ARM samples or covered with two plastic bags
in the case of the rest of the samples); suffix “C” for compacted (with 25 strokes of the tamper)
and sealed (by following the same aforementioned procedure). All the mortars remained in humid
chambers with corresponding curing conditions as indicated in Table 4.2. The days at which the
different specimens were removed from their corresponding molds are also referred to in Table 4.2.
Furthermore, a lime paste specimen has been prepared for TGA testing, with a single water to
lime ratio of 0.9: P09.

4.2.3. Test procedures

Elastic Modulus Measurement through Ambient Response Method (EMM-
ARM)

The EMM-ARM is a methodology proposed by Azenha et al. [81] for cement-based materials.
It has been widely validated for cement pastes [123, 126–128], cement mortars [123], concrete
[81, 129] and recently for aerial lime-cement mortars [82]. In this chapter, it was applied for
the first time to the study of NHL mortars. This method allows the automatic and continuous
evaluation of the elastic modulus immediately after casting and it has two fundamental differences
compared to conventional resonant frequency methods (e.g. impact-resonance methods): (i) the
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Table 4.2: Sizes of specimens, compacting methods and curing conditions of the NHL
mortars.

Tests Specimen shape
and dimensions
(mm)

Type of
mortar

Curing
conditions

Compacting
method and
sealing
conditions

Day of
demolding

EMM-ARM Cylinder �44 mm
× 505 mm

H08V,
H09V,
H11V

20◦C
- sealed

Vibrated
and sealed

No demolding

CC Cylinder �75 mm
× 150 mm

H09S 20◦C –
RH 95%

Standard At day 2

CC Cylinder �75 mm
× 150 mm

H09V 20◦C –
RH 95%

Vibrated
and sealed

Before testing

UPV (discrete measure-
ments) – flexural and
compression

Prisms 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm

H08S,
H09S,
H11S

20◦C –
RH 95%

Standard At day 2

UPV (discrete measure-
ments) – flexural and
compression

Prisms 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm

H08V,
H09V,
H11V

20◦C –
RH 95%

Vibrated
and sealed

At day 2

Flexural and compres-
sion

Prisms 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm

H08C,
H09C,
H11C

20◦C –
RH 95%

Compacted
and sealed

At day 2

Open porosity Prisms 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm

H08S,
H09S,
H11S

20◦C –
RH 95%

Standard At day 2

Open porosity Prisms 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm

H08V,
H09V,
H11V

20◦C –
RH 95%

Vibrated
and sealed

At day 2

TGA N/A (Sample
sample of less
than 20 mg)

P09 20◦C –
RH 95%

Sealed Before testing
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Figure 4.1: EMM-ARM setup.

resonant frequencies are much lower, well below 1kHz (thus more similar to quasi-static testing);
(ii) the specimen is not demolded during testing [128]. The methodology is based on continuous
modal identification of the first flexural resonant frequency of a composite beam that is placed
horizontally, simply supported at both ends in the case of concrete and some mortars (in contrast
with the cantilever beam configuration used for pastes). A typical setup adopted during the present
experimental program is shown in Figure 4.1. At mid-span of the beam, vertical accelerations
resulting from forced vibration with a non-contact magnetic actuator are measured. With this, it
is possible to perform modal identification and evaluate the first flexural resonance frequency of
the beam. This resonant frequency of the beam is related to the increasing elastic modulus of the
tested material by applying the dynamic equation of motion of the system (all variables known
except for the elastic modulus, which can be directly computed). In this way it is possible to
obtain a real-time curve of elastic modulus against time [130].

The specimens used in this study were prepared with a PVC tube with inner/outer diameter
of 44 mm/50 mm, 550 mm length and with a span of 500 mm between supports. Two specimens
per mortar mix were cast and tested (Figure 4.1). The mortar was always vibrated as it was
introduced in the tubes. After casting, the acceleration measurements could start within a period
of less than 30 minutes since the mixing of lime and water. The samples remained sealed in the
mold during the whole test for seven days.

Conventional compression (CC) tests on cylinders

Conventional compression (CC) tests were made on cylindrical specimens to measure the elastic
modulus at ages of 2, 4 and 7 days on the reference mortars, H09S and H09V, and compared with
the results obtained with EMM-ARM. The specimens had a diameter/height of 75 mm/150 mm.
A hydraulic actuator with 25 kN capacity was used for load application, and three Linear Variable
Differential Transducers (LVDTs), supported by 2 centered steel rings were attached to the spec-
imens at 120◦ intervals, with a reference measuring span of 50 mm [128]. The test protocol was
similar to the one followed in previous chapters and in [41, 80]. In order to obtain a stable value,
five repeat monotonic tests were conducted up to 30% of the maximum load; the mean of the last
three values measured were taken as the elastic modulus. The displacement rate of each test was
0.7 mm/min (in displacement control to better perform the test at such early ages). After each
test, the specimens were broken in compression at 10 N/s to evaluate the compressive strength.

Penetration resistance tests

Penetration tests were applied on the three mortar compositions, H08V, H09V and H11V,
according to standard ASTM C-403 [131] for concrete as a reference. A penetrometer by Controls,
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model 54-C0145, was used. The purpose of this test was to obtain the initial setting time of the
mixes and compare it with the early singularities of continuous monitoring provided by EMM-
ARM. Cubic molds of 150 mm edge length were used. The time of initial setting is measured as
the moment when the penetration resistance, measured by the shank of a needle, equals 3.5 MPa.

Ultrasound pulse velocity tests (UPV)

The UPV test is a method that consists in generating a pulse on one side of the sample, which is
transmitted through the material and received on the opposite side of the sample. The time delay
between the generated and received signals is recorded to obtain the wave travel time through the
material. The velocity of the (P) wave, Vp, can be related to the elastic properties of the medium
(the dynamic Poisson’s ratio, υdyn, and the dynamic elastic modulus, Edyn) and the density, ρ,
through equation (4.1), which is applicable for homogeneous and isotropic media [128, 132].

VP =

√
(1− υdyn)Edyn

(1 + υdyn) (1− 2υdyn) ρ
(4.1)

UPV was measured in some specimens at discrete times in the transverse direction (Figure 4.2),
particularly in the specimens used for flexural and compressive strength tests. UPV was measured
just before the actual mechanical tests. The ultrasound probes had 25 mm diameter and operating
frequency of 150 kHz. Probe of this diameter was considered adequate, as it was larger than the
largest expected heterogeneity of the mortar. The spacing between the probes was set as 40 mm,
longer than two wavelengths at the selected operating frequency [128].

Figure 4.2: UPV setup. Discrete measurement in the lateral direction.

Flexural and compressive strength tests

Flexural and compressive strengths were measured at 2, 4 and 7 days. The standard EN 1015-
11 [31] was observed. Flexural strength was measured by three-point bending on three 40 mm ×
40 mm × 160 mm specimens applying a displacement rate of 0.2 mm/min. Compressive strength
tests were conducted on six of the resulting remaining six half-prisms from the flexural strength
tests, also in displacement control at 0.7 mm/min. These were the same displacement rates as the
ones adopted in [25], instead of the ones set by the standard and the ones followed in the other
chapters, to better control the tests at such early ages.

Open porosity

Open porosity was measured by the hydrostatic method on the three mortar mixes, particularly
H08S, H09S and H11S and H08V, H09V and H11V, at day 7, according to UNE 83980 [109]. The
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procedure is the same as the one explained in Chapter 2, see Section 2.2.5 and Eq. 2.7, with the
exception that now m3, which is the weight after water saturation, was obtained by using a vacuum
pump instead of a boiling pan. Note that this standard allows both approaches depending on the
device available.

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA)

In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), a material sample is submitted to a defined rate of
temperature change until a maximum value is reached [133, 134]. The mass of the sample is
monitored through the temperature range, and a resulting graph can be plotted with weight vs.
temperature – TGA curve [133–135].

In this study, thermogravimetric analyses were performed on the lime paste of the correspond-
ing reference mortar, P09, at day 0, 2, 4 and 7 to study the evolution of hydration by means of
free portlandite, Ca(OH)2, content, see Eq. (4.2).

2(2CaO · SiO2) + 4H2O→ 3CaO · 2SiO2 · 3H2O + Ca(OH)2 (4.2)

For this purpose, the samples remained sealed until the moment of testing. Before testing, the
technique of hydration stoppage with isopropanol according to [136] was applied. Then a sample of
less than 20 mg was placed in an aluminum crucible. During the test, a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min
from ambient temperature up to 1000◦C was applied so as to allow direct measurement of hydroxide
and carbonate compounds at hydroxylation and decarboxylation ranges, respectively [62, 134–
136]. According to [64, 134], dehydroxylation, which is the process of decomposition of calcium
hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, typically occurs in the range 300-550◦C, meanwhile the decomposition of
calcium carbonate, CaCO3, termed as decarboxylation, occurs in the range 650-950◦C.

Once the test is finished, the quantity of calcium hydroxide that is decomposed can be obtained
through Eq. (4.3) [136]:

MP,m = WLP
mP

mw

Per 100 g paste : MP,n =
MP,m

W600(1 + w/b)

(4.3)

where MP,m is the free portlandite measured, WLP is the weight loss of the portlandite in the
sample, mP and mw are the molecular masses of portlandite (mP = 74 g/mol) and water (mw =
18g/mol), respectively, MP,n is the normalized free portlandite measured in the paste, W600 is the
weight of the sample at 600◦C and w/b the water/lime ratio.

4.3. Experimental results and analysis

4.3.1. Comparison between monitoring methods

First of all, the results of EMM-ARM are shown for the three mortars, H08V, H09V and H11V
(Figure 4.3). For the reference mortar, M09, they were compared to the ones obtained through
CC. Results from all three mortars were compared with the initial setting time measured through
penetration resistance test.

EMM-ARM

EMM-ARM curves obtained for the three mortars tested, H08V, H09V and H11V, and com-
parison with CC for the reference mortars, H09V and H09S, are shown in Figure 4.3. It is worth
mentioning that a wide range of elastic modulus was obtained throughout the curing process of the
NHL mortars, ranging from ∼0 GPa to ∼4 GPa within the testing period. Furthermore, all elastic
modulus evolution curves seem to be plausible, showing a short initial dormant period (with elastic
modulus close to 0 GPa), after which elastic modulus evolved significantly for all tested mortars.
Then, after around one day, the slope of elastic modulus evolution curves decreased with time
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Figure 4.3: Results of EMM-ARM of the three mortars tested, comparison with CC for
the reference mortar and initial setting time by means of penetration resistance test.

within the testing period. From the zoom of graph in Figure 4.3, it can be seen that mortar H08V
(specimen 1) presented some initial stiffness in the early curing hours in comparison to mortars
H09V and H11V. Such initial stiffness is likely to be due to the low viscosity of the mortar stem-
ming from its low water/lime ratio and low value of consistency (130-135 mm). Mortars H09V and
H11V, with higher water/lime ratios, did not present such initial stiffness as they were more fluid.

Two samples per mortar mix were tested as shown by the two curves of each mortar in Fig-
ure 4.3. It is possible to verify the good coherence of the two curves obtained for each mortar,
demonstrating adequate repeatability of EMM-ARM. Mortar H08V presented especially good re-
peatability as its elastic modulus curves differed less than 0.17% at day 7. Furthermore, it is also
possible to observe that the reduction of the water/lime ratio increases early hydration rates and
leads to higher values of elastic modulus. For example, at day 7, the values of ∼4 GPa, ∼3 GPa
and ∼2 GPa were obtained respectively, for H08V, H09V and H11V.

Table 4.3: Comparison of EMM-ARM and CC tests for the NHL mortars and correspond-
ing initial setting times.

Mortar
type

Curing
days

Elastic modulus
from CC (GPa)

Elastic modulus from
EMM-ARM (GPa)

Initial setting
time (h)

H09 H08 H09 H11 H08 H09 H11

2 1.5 (-)

S 4 2.8 (0.7)

7 3.8 (1.1)

1.50 2.25 14.00

2 1.5 (-)
2.2 1.7 1.0

2.1 1.8 1.2

V 4 2.4 (0.2)
3.1 2.4 1.5

3.1 2.5 1.7

7 3.3 (1.3)
4.1 3.3 2.1

4.1 3.4 2.4

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

The comparison between the results of elastic modulus obtained by EMM-ARM and by CC for
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the reference mortar H09V is also shown in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3 (where the notation S refers to
standard conditions [31] i.e. compacted and unsealed, the notation V refers to vibrated and sealed
specimens (see Section 4.2.2) and the two values shown for EMM-ARM correspond to each sample).
Additionally, results of CC tests of mortar H09S are included. It can be observed that the values
obtained from EMM-ARM are similar to those obtained from CC tests in terms of magnitude and
shape of the curve for the reference mortar vibrated and sealed, H09V. Results of both tests in the
case of H09V only differ by only 1.5% at day 7 (comparing results from CC with the average of the
two samples from EMM-ARM). For the standard mortar, H09S, the stiffness is higher from day
2, when the specimens were demolded, reaching a difference of 14% at day 7 . However, attention
is paid to the standard deviation of the CC measurements (error bar in Figure 4.3 and values
in parenthesis in Table 4.3), it can be observed that they are very high, especially at early ages
when they can reach up to 40% (at day 2 only one specimen per mortar type was measured), in
comparison to later testing when they normally reach 20% [41, 80]. Therefore, in spite of the fact of
H09S seeming to be above H09V in a systematic manner, this might not be a meaningful difference
as both measurements are within the margin of error. A possible reason for this relatively small
difference (14% at day 7) can be due to carbonation reaction with CO2 from the ambient exposure
that is allowed to happen in H09S as opposed to the sealed condition of H09V, which would not
allow carbonation. However, previous works [8, 61] have reported that carbonation does not play
a significant role until later curing ages (e.g. 14 days onwards) and the main hardening mechanism
in the early ages is actually hydration. Further research, therefore, is needed to study the cause
of this difference. All things considered, it is therefore inferred that EMM-ARM can be used for
very early age testing (e.g. before 2-3 days) for assessment of early kinetics. If longer periods of
testing are intended, during which carbonation is expected to play a role, then the current set up
of EMM-ARM would require adaptations that involve the actual demoldmolding of the specimen.
This was not an objective of the present research and was thus not pursued further.

Moreover, initial setting times of the three mortars are shown in Figure 4.3 (vertical dash lines
in the zoom). In view of the available data, a relation between elastic modulus as obtained by
EMM-ARM and the setting time, as obtained by the penetration test was sought. For the reference
mortar M0.9V, the initial setting happens at 2.25 hours after casting and the corresponding elastic
modulus is 0.10 GPa. For the mortar M0.8V, the initial setting time is at 1.50 hours after casting
(Table 4.3) and at that moment elastic modulus is around 0.46 GPa measured from the EMM-ARM
curve. For mortar M1.1V, the initial setting time is recorded as 14.00 hours and the corresponding
elastic modulus is 0.39 GPa. From previous studies, elastic modulus obtained for cement-based
materials (pastes) at the moment of setting was found to range between 0.10 and 0.18 GPa [137].
This seems to be coherent with the value obtained for the reference mix M0.9V – 0.10 GPa.
However, the values of 0.46 GPa and 0.39 GPa are relatively more dispersed, and the explanation
proposed is as follows. The mortar M0.8V appears to have an inherent initial stiffness at time zero,
possibly due to the its relatively low water/lime ratio, which increases the expected stiffness at
the setting time measured. In the case of the mortar M1.1V, it is so fluid (238-240 mm) that the
setting time is delayed quite a bit in addition to which it is also relatively weak. Therefore, in the
time interval of 0-14 hours, the mortar had to gain some amount of stiffness before it could offer
adequate resistance to penetration. More investigation is needed in order to better understand the
range of elastic moduli that should be expected from NHL mortars at the instant of setting.

4.3.2. Influence of sample preparation and sealing conditions

In order to be able to relate elastic modulus measurements (through EMM-ARM and CC)
of NHL mortars with density, flexural and compressive strength tests, and open porosity, the
latter were performed on prismatic specimens prepared and cured according to standard proce-
dures (compacted and unsealed) and according to the ones adopted for EMM-ARM (vibrated and
sealed). Also, specimens compacted and sealed were tested to analyze better the influence of each
preparation method. The following sub-sections describe the main findings in such concern.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Evolution of: (a) flexural, (b) compressive strengths with time.

Flexural and compressive strength tests

Flexural and compressive strength were assessed at 2, 4 and 7 days of age on the three mortar
mixes with different preparation methods: standard (compacted with 25 strokes of the tamper and
unsealed), vibrated and sealed, and compacted and sealed. In Figure 4.4, the results of the mixes
prepared/cured with standard procedures (H08S, H09S and H11S), are plotted for the flexural
strength (Figure 4.4a) and the compressive strength (Figure 4.4b). Each point represents the
mean value of three specimens tested for the flexural strength and the one of the six resulting
halves in the case of the compression strength. The error bars are the corresponding standard
deviations. The results follow the expected path: mortars with lower water/lime ratios present
higher flexural and compressive strengths. The flexural strengths of H08S and H09S are very
similar to each other, in coherence with previous observations for the same mixes that had been
studied at the age of 56 days [41].

Furthermore, the variability of results between mortars of different batches was checked for
compression strength of the reference mortar, H09S: it was found to be less than 5% at day 7
among mortars of this chapter and the natural hydraulic lime one of Chapter 5, meaning that the
results present good repeatability. Standard deviation of results, as shown in Figure 4.4, are also
within acceptable ranges.

In addition, Table 4.4 shows a comparison between results of different preparation methods
(values in brackets refer to the standard deviation). Here, (fs − fv)/fs(%) and (fs − fc)/fs(%)
refer to the relative difference of the strength of the vibrated and sealed (V) and compacted and
sealed (C) specimens, respectively, in relation to the corresponding standard (S) (beams). In
general, mortars that are sealed provide lower flexural and compressive strengths compared to the
standard ones. For example, for the reference mortar, H09 (at day 7), the flexural strength is
49% smaller for both mortars that are vibrated and sealed (V) and compacted and sealed (C), as
compared to the standard situation (S). Furthermore, in comparison to the standard situation (S),
the compressive strength is approximately 21% smaller in the mortars that are vibrated and sealed
(V) and 29% in the ones that are compacted and sealed (C). This could be, at least partially, due
to the fact that the sealed specimens (kept in the humid chamber inside two plastic bags) were
still wet during testing as they could not be air dried in the humid chamber as the unsealed ones
(just kept in the humid chamber in contact with the air). A similar phenomenon was observed in
[138], where brick masonry prisms and its components (bricks and three types of cement mortars
with different cement to sand ratios) were air cured at 30◦C and RH 90% for 28 days. After this
period, the specimens were divided into three groups and stored in oven-dry state (oven drying
at 105◦C), air dry (at 30◦C and RH 90%) and wet state (water imnmersion) for 24 hours. Then,
they were tested under compressive strength test, bond test and direct shear test. The results
showed that the compressive strength of the weakest cement mortar could be 15.9% less for wet
specimens in comparison to the air dried specimens (at 30◦C and RH 90%). Popovcics [139] related
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Table 4.4: Influence of the compacting method and curing conditions on the mechanical
properties and comparison with the corresponding standard mortars at day 7.

Flexural strength
(MPa)

Compressive strength
(MPa)

H08 H09 H11 H08 H09 H11

S 0.49
(0.01)

0.49
(0.01)

0.28
(0.02)

1.35
(0.10)

1.09
(0.07)

0.65
(0.03)

V 0.28
(0.06)

0.25
(0.01)

0.14
(0.01)

1.06
(0.04)

0.86
(0.03)

0.47
(0.01)

C 0.28
(0.01)

0.25
(0.02)

0.14
(0.01)

1.07
(0.06)

0.77
(0.06)

0.48
(0.02)

Decrease on flexural strength
(%)

Decrease on compressive
strength (%)

H08 H09 H11 H08 H09 H11
fS−fV

fS
(%) 43 49 50 22 21 27

fS−fC
fS

(%) 44 49 49 21 29 26

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

this variation between wet and air cured specimens to the increase of the internal pressure in wet
conditions due to a higher amount of water present in pores. Under this situation, the chance of
cracking in a mortar with lesser external load increases and therefore the compressive strength is
reduced. More detailed information on this phenomenon can be seen in [138].

Finally, it is worth remarking that the results of mortars that are vibrated and sealed and
compacted and sealed are quite similar, meaning that the compaction method may not have much
influence on the mechanical strength of NHL mortars at early stages.

In addition, the results of flexural and compressive strength of the mortars with the three
different preparation methods were normalized with respect to their respective values at day 7
(fflex/fflexD7

and fc/fcD7
, respectively). Then, non-dimensional evolution curves of flexural (Fig-

ure 4.5a) and compressive (Figure 4.5b) strengths with time were obtained as shown for the stan-
dard (S) mortar, as the kinetics of evolution was rather similar in all cases. Equations (4.4) and
(4.5) and Table 4.5 show the corresponding non-dimensional laws for the three mortars with the
three preparation methods (standards, S; vibrated and sealed, V; and compacted and sealed, C).
These laws can be useful to obtain the flexural and compressive strengths of the different NHL
mortars at early ages just by knowing their corresponding values at day 7, which can also be useful
for numerical models with NHL mortars at early ages.

fflex
fflexD7

= k

(
t

t0

)n
(4.4)

fc
fcD7

= o

(
t

t0

)p
(4.5)

Where t0 are 7 days.
To assess the impact of the three different variables used, namely - preparation method (S,

V or C), the time of testing (2, 4 or 7 curing days) and the water/lime ratio (0.8, 0.9 or 1.1), a
three-way ANOVA test was performed, using the software Matlab R2016 [140]. In Table 4.6, p
values lower than 0.05 indicate significance of the corresponding factor. Observing the results, it
may be concluded that both the preparation method as well as the water/lime ratio do not have
a significant effect on the non-dimensional evolution curves of flexural and compressive strength
(p value > 0.05), while, the time of testing does have an influence (p value < 0.05). In addition,
from Table 4.6, it may also be observed that the interaction of the three factors does not have any
statistical significance.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Non-dimensional evolution curves of (a) flexural and (b) compressive strengths
with time.

Table 4.5: Coefficients of equations (4.4) and (4.5).

S V C Mean (CV)

Flexural strength k 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.01 (1%)

n 0.83 0.71 0.80 0.78 (8%)

Compressive strength o 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.01 (1%)

p 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.52 (4%)

Table 4.6: Results of a three-way ANOVA of the influence of three factors on the non-
dimensional flexural and compressive strengths.

Factors Analysis on non-
dimensional flexural
strength

Analysis on non-
dimensional compres-
sive strength

p value p value

Preparation method
(S, V and C)

g1 0.13 0.24

Testing moment
(2, 4 and 7 days)

g2 0.00 0.00

Water/lime ratio
(0.8, 0.9 and 1.1)

g3 0.70 0.27

g1 × g2 0.09 0.20

Interactions g1 × g3 0.52 0.29

g2 × g3 0.92 0.21
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4.3. Experimental results and analysis

We have proposed the use of a single value for each of the coefficients p, q, r and u. This is
because the percentages of variation from the mean values were found to be low. Furthermore,
from the results of ANOVA, it was found that the method of sample preparation did not have a
statistically significant impact on the non-dimensional evolution of compressive and flexural. This
implies that the two general equations with mean coefficients could be used to describe the non-
dimensional evolution of flexural and compressive strengths up to 7 days of curing age, independent
of the preparation method and the water/lime ratio.

Ultrasound pulse velocity (UPV)

Before performing flexural and compressive strengths, discrete measurements of UPV were
taken in the transverse direction of the samples at day 2, 4 and 7. In this case, standard mortars
(H08S, H09S and H11S) were compared with mortars that are vibrated and sealed (H08V, H09V
and H11V) (see Table 4.7, where the values in brackets indicate the standard deviation). Results
from Table 4.7 show a similar trend as the one observed for the mechanical properties: mortars
with lower water/lime ratios present higher velocities than the ones with higher water/lime ratios.
For example, pulse velocity measured on average was 1750 m/s, 1530 m/s and 1300 m/s for
H08S, H09S and H11S, respectively, at day 7. Variability of results among mortars of different
batches was also checked for the reference mortar, H09S, and found to be less than 5% at day
7, confirming good repeatability of the tests. On the other hand, comparison of results between
vibrated and sealed counterparts of the standard mortar shows that the latter presents higher
values of transverse velocity than compared to the standard ones. For example, it was 2070 m/s in
the reference mortar vibrated and sealed, H09V,while for the standard reference mortar, H09S, it
was 1530 m/s. It is noted that this trend is opposite to the one described for compressive/flexural
strength (and even elastic modulus) described in the previous sections, where the “S” mixes were
systematically presenting higher values for mechanical properties than “V” mixes. This fact can
be interpreted by the influence of water present in the porous network of the specimens during
testing, which can play a role in the measured UPV. According to Lencis et al. [141] and Lafhaj et
al. [142], UPV measurements increase with the material’s degree of saturation. For example, for
concrete, UPV can be 19% higher in fully saturated specimens in comparison to the completely
dry ones [141]. Also Bungey [143] showed that UPV in wet concrete specimens was higher than in
the corresponding dry ones. Considering this, it is reasonable that UPV values may be higher in
the sealed specimens as they were still wet in the moment of testing, in comparison to the standard
ones that were air dried in the humid chamber.

Table 4.7: Results of UPV in the lateral and longitudinal directions for the standard (S)
and vibrated and sealed (V) mortars.

Transverse wave velocity (m/s)

Curing days H08 H09 H11

2 1430 (40) 1230 (80) -

S 4 1530 (20) 1300 (20) 1030 (40)

7 1750 (50) 1530 (10) 1300 (20)

2 1790 (20) 1800 (30) 1500 (60)

V 4 1970 (60) 2020 (60) 1550 (200)

7 2110 (50) 2070 (20) 1630 (80)

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.
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Density and open porosity

Relationships were also established among the physical properties measured on the NHL mor-
tars, such as wave propagation velocity from UPV, density and open porosity. Density was mea-
sured for all mortars at day 2, 4 and 7 just before performing flexural and compressive strengths
(the weight of each sample was divided by their corresponding volume). In general, the results of
density follow the same trend as that of mechanical properties and UPV (see Table 4.8 where the
values in brackets are the standard deviation): mortars with lower water/lime ratios present higher
values of density. For example, it is 2080 kg/m3, 2030 kg/m3 and 1940 kg/m3, respectively for
standard mortars H08S, H09S and H11S. On the other hand, for all mortar compositions, density
tends to decrease with time in the first seven curing days, probably, due to the evaporation of water
present inside the mortars. For instance, it is 2210 kg/m3 at day 2 and 2030 kg/m3 at day 7 for
reference mortar H09S. Furthermore, comparing mortars that are sealed with the standard ones,
it is observed that the former have higher values of density as their water content is higher due to
the sealed conditions. For example it changed from 2240 kg/m3 to 2030 kg/m3 when comparing
H09V with H09S.

Table 4.8: Results of bulk density at different curing days for the standard (S), vibrated
and sealed (V) and compacted and sealed (C) mortars.

Curing days H08 (kg/m3) H09 (kg/m3) H11 (kg/m3)

2 2250 (8) 2210 (4) 2170 (10)

S 4 2180 (10) 2120 (5) 2060 (4)

7 2090 (7) 2030 (6) 1940 (7)

2 2250 (8) 2250 (4) 2200 (14)

V 4 2240 (10) 2250 (5) 2180 (4)

7 2230 (7) 2240 (6) 2170 (7)

2 2310 (6) 2280 (9) 2200 (14)

C 4 2290 (7) 2280 (1) 2200 (10)

7 2270 (10) 2270 (7) 2200 (10)

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

As for open porosity, standard mortars were compared with the vibrated and sealed ones at
day 7, see Table 4.9 (again values in brackets are standard deviation). In general, as the water/lime
ratio increases, the porosity also does, measuring 26.1%, 27.2% and 29.9%, respectively for mortars
H08S, H09S and H11S. Comparing both preparation methods, it was checked that open porosity
was slightly higher for the mortars that are vibrated and sealed in comparison with the standard
ones, but in fact this difference is very low and in most cases it is within the margin of error, so
no clear conclusions can be extracted from this.

Table 4.9: Results of open porosity at day 7 for the standard (S) and vibrated and sealed
(V) mortars.

Curing days H08 (%) H09 (%) H11 (%)

S 7 26.1 (0.3) 27.2 (0.2) 29.9 (0.4)

V 7 26.5 (0.2) 28.0 (0.3) 30.9 (0.2)

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

Figure 4.6 shows some of these tendencies in relation to results of UPV for the standard mortars
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Figure 4.6: Relationship between open porosity, density and UPV at day 7 for H09S.

(H08S, H09S and H11S) at day 7. In general, it can be observed that, as open porosity increases,
density and lateral velocity of UPV decrease. It is logical that density decreases as the number of
pores increases and therefore open porosity also increases with a consequent decrease of the wave
propagation velocity. Similar trends of pulse velocity decreasing with porosity, were also observed
by Lafhaj et al. [142] for cement mortars.

4.3.3. Thermogravimetric analyses

The material was also characterized by means of free portlandite content through thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA). For this purpose, tests were performed at day 0, 2, 4 and 7 on the
corresponding lime paste, P09, of the reference mortar. The samples were sealed until the moment
of testing in order to study the evolution of hydration by measurement of free portlandite content
and to avoid carbonation reaction. Figure 4.7 shows the relation between free portlandite content
of P09 and the compressive strength of mortar H09V at the same curing age. It can be observed
that portlandite content increases as a function of the compressive strength. A similar trend was
also observed by Boualleg et al. [144] for cement pastes and mortars. They obtained a linear fitting
for different cement samples while we obtain a similar linear adjustment for the same sample at
different curing days. Lanas et al. [8] also studied the evolution of free portlandite content on
NHL type 5 mortars and they observed that it increased up to 28 or 91 days depending on the
lime/aggregate ratio.

In Figure 4.7, it may be remarked that the presence of free portlandite at day 0, is typical of
the nature of raw material itself. For example, in the work by Arizzi et al. [13], the raw NHL 3.5
presented a content of portlandite between 40% and 50%. This amount is coherent with results
of XRD of the NHL 3.5 of the present study (see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2), where a
range between 40% and 45% of portlandite is obtained.

4.4. Conclusions

In this research, properties of three NHL type 3.5 mortars with different water/lime ratios
and same lime/aggregate ratio are studied at early ages, such as density, flexural and compressive
strengths, stiffness evolution through EMM-ARM and CC, and the evolution of free portlandite
content with time. An exhaustive physical and mechanical characterization was performed on the
material under different fabrication and curing methods: standard procedures (compacting and
unsealing), vibration and sealing, and compacting and sealing. The results show good repeatability
in the tests, especially in EMM-ARM, flexural and compressive strength tests. The following main
conclusions can be extracted from this research:
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Figure 4.7: Free portlandite content as a function of compressive strength on the reference
sealed paste samples.

1. The EMM-ARM method has shown feasible potential of application to the study of NHL
mortars at early ages (< 3-7 days), with a very good repeatability and good comparability
with results obtained from CC testing (with both standard compaction/curing and non-
standard curing involving vibration and sealing). The initial dormant period was well cap-
tured, as well as the entire kinetics of stiffness increase, which was clearly different amongst
the three studied mortars. As time passes, and the standard curing condition allows speci-
mens to harden further, the results attained by EMM-ARM (in sealed conditions) start to
deviate from the CC results with standard curing (less stiffness assessed by EMM-ARM).
Therefore, if EMM-ARM is to be applied for longer durations, more than a mere couple of
days, adaptations to the test setup are necessary, so as to allow carbonation. These adapta-
tions will bring new challenges due to mass variations of the specimen during testing, which
will need to be monitored, so as to provide adequate estimates of elastic modulus (obtained
through the dynamic equation of motion).

2. Flexural and compressive strength behave as expected: mortars with lower water/lime ratios
presenting higher strengths. Comparing standard cured specimens (S) with the ones that
are sealed (V and C), it is observed that the latter have lower strength. These results
were unexpected since the sealed specimens were subjected to more humid moisture curing
conditions and therefore higher degrees of hydration. One possible explanation for this may
be that the sealed specimens were wetter at the moment of testing compared to the unsealed
specimens (subjected to air curing inside the humid chamber) and therefore exhibited lower
values of mechanical strength as discussed by other researchers [138, 139]. Further research
would be needed to study the effect of wetting conditions on NHL mortars.

3. Furthermore, the evolution tendencies of normalized flexural and compressive strength with
respect to their corresponding values at day 7 were obtained. These formulas could be
useful for numerical models with NHL mortars at early ages. It must be noted though,
that these evolution trends have been presented specifically with regard to mixes having
lime/aggregates ratio of 1:3 (by volume) and employing limestone aggregates.

4. Discrete measurements of UPV were also taken in the transverse direction of the prismatic
specimens just before performing flexural and compressive strength tests. The results showed
that pulse velocity increased with lower water/lime ratios. Furthermore, velocity also in-
creased in specimens that were more humid, such as the sealed ones. This is possibly related
to longitudinal waves propagating faster through pores filled with water than through the
ones filled with air [145]. Such tendencies appear to be similar to the ones found by Lencis et
al. [141], Lafhaj et al. [142] and Bungey [143]. This caused the sealed specimens to exhibit
higher UPV than the standard cured specimens, which is a different trend to the one found
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in other mechanical tested properties (strength and stiffness). A word of caution is thereby
issued on potentially misleading observations that might be taken when comparing UPV
test results of specimens cured under different conditions.

5. Density follows the same trend as flexural and compressive strength and UPV: it is higher
for mortars with lower water/lime ratios. Comparing specimens that are sealed with the
standard ones, it was observed that the former has higher values of density as they are more
humid.

6. Open porosity was measured at day 7 and, as expected, it increases with higher water/lime
ratios. In general, it was observed that density and pulse velocity decreased as open porosity
increased.

7. Finally, the evolution of free portlandite content was measured in the reference lime paste
at days 0, 2, 4 and 7. It was related to the compressive strength of the mortar with the
same composition at corresponding ages. This relation was adjusted with a linear fitting up
to day 7. Other authors [8] also observed that free portlandite content increased up to day
28 or 91 depending on the lime/aggregate ratio of NHL mortars.
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This chapter focuses on the advanced mechanical characterization of a natural hydraulic and
an aerial lime mortars. Seven properties, such as density, flexural, compressive and splitting tensile
strengths, fracture energy, elastic modulus from prisms and carbonation depth by means of the
phenolphthalein method, were measured at different instants. The results show that there is a
faster increase of the mechanical properties in both mortars up to 56 days, which ranges between
60% and 90% of their corresponding values at an age of 448 days depending on the mechanical
property and type of mortar. After this age, there is a more moderate but progressive evolution
up to 224 days. However, from this age to 448 days, the evolution of the mechanical properties
is very slow for the aerial lime mortar and shows a slight increase for the natural hydraulic one.
Furthermore, some empirical equations of such behaviors with time are proposed for both mortars.

Keywords: Natural hydraulic lime mortar, Aerial lime mortar, Long-term behavior, Mechanical
characterization, Fracture energy, Empirical equations.

5.1. Introduction

Natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars are mostly present in historical masonry structures
for long periods of time. It is well known that the carbonation process of both lime mortars can
be long lasting [9, 58, 64] and it is therefore frequent that their strengths at early ages is lower
than the corresponding ones in the long term. Thus, there is an urgent need for quantifying the
corresponding increase of mechanical properties.

Up to present, most researchers have concentrated on the evolution of compressive and flex-
ural strengths or dynamic modulus of elasticity [6, 8, 9, 17, 21, 47, 65]. However, regarding the
evolution of fracture energy, which is an important parameter to characterize the ductility and
fracture behavior of mortars, it is still unknown. Thus, in the chapter, an advance mechanical
characterization of a natural hydraulic and an aerial lime mortars is performed in the long-term
up to 448 days. For this purpose, density, carbonation depth, flexural, compressive and splitting
tensile strengths, fracture energy and elastic modulus were measured at different ages and the
evolution of these properties were studied as well. Furthermore, some non-dimensional laws are
provided for all these mechanical properties with respect to their corresponding values at 28 days,
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which could be useful for numerical simulations of masonry structures with these materials in the
long-term.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the experimental
procedure. Section 5.3 presents the results and some analysis. Finally, some conclusions are
extracted in Section 5.4.

5.2. Experimental procedure

5.2.1. Raw materials

According to EN 459-1 [12], the limes used were a natural hydraulic one, NHL 3.5, and an
aerial one of class CL 90-S, the same ones as those used in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. The former was
supplied by “Socli, Italcementi Group” (France) and had an apparent density of 850 kg/m3; the
latter was provided by “Calcasa Calcinor” (Spain) and had an apparent density of 490 kg/m3.
Chemical and mineralogical analyses and particle size distribution of each lime are presented in
Chapters 2 (Table 2.1, Figures 2.1 and 2.2) and 3 (Table 3.1, Figures 3.1 and 3.2), respectively.

A commercial crushed limestone was used as aggregate. It had particle size distribution curve
as presented in Chapter 2, see Figure 2.3, determined according to EN 1015-1 [84]. Its apparent
particle density was 2680 kg/m3 in accordance with EN 1097-6 [85] (Figure 2.4b) and its apparent
density was 1820 kg/m3 according to EN 1097-3 [86] (Figure 2.4c).

5.2.2. Fabrication of the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars

Both mortars were fabricated with a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 by volume according to the
traditional historic mortars [26, 40, 146]. The water/lime ratio was 0.9 by volume as well, which
provided plastic consistencies according to EN 1015-3 [88] and EN 1015-6 [89]. That is to say,
the consistency of the natural hydraulic lime mortar was 150-155 mm and the one of aerial lime
mortar was 140-150 mm. For obtaining a convenient measurement during the fabrication process,
volume proportions of compounds were converted to weight by using their corresponding apparent
density.

The specimens were prepared according to EN 1015-11 [31]. They were cast in prismatic molds
measuring 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm. Natural hydraulic lime mortar specimens were just cured
since fabrication in the humid chamber (RH 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C) with the first two days
in the molds, while aerial lime mortar beams were cured initially five days with molds, then two
days without molds in the humid chamber and finally in the ambient laboratory conditions (RH
51 ± 10% and 17 ± 3◦C).

It must be remarked that this aerial lime mortar and those of Chapters 3 and 6 are not the
same materials as they were not cured under exactly the same conditions. All of them were
fabricated by following the same procedure: they were cured in the humid chamber for the first
seven days and then the rest under ambient laboratory conditions. The small variations on the
latter conditions should have an impact on the resulting mechanical properties. In fact, the initial
14 days of curing in the laboratory were especially favorable for the carbonation process of the
aerial lime mortars of this chapter (RH 60 ± 6% and 16.6 ± 0.5◦C) [54, 57, 59–61, 147]. In this
sense, several authors have already highlighted the influence that the curing conditions have on the
mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars [54, 59–61, 147], as explained in Chapter 3. Among
them, Faria et al. [59, 60] found that curing aerial lime mortars under 20◦C and 50% or under
20◦C and 65% provided corresponding compressive strengths at the age of 60 days 20% higher for
the latter.

The natural hydraulic lime mortars, instead, were all cured inside the humid chamber under
the same curing conditions (RH 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C) so as to favor the hydration process
[25, 61].
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5.2.3. Mechanical and physical tests on lime mortars

Seven physical and mechanical properties were measured on both lime mortars, such as, density,
carbonation depth, flexural and compressive strengths at ages of 7, 14, 28, 56, 112, 224 and 448
days; splitting tensile strength (the specimens were obtained from the remaining prisms of the three-
point bending test to obtain the fracture energy), fracture energy and elastic modulus from prisms
were obtained at the same ages but starting at 28 days due to the fact that the prismatic notch
specimens could be damaged during the installation process for the test before that age. Aerial
lime mortar was not tested at 7 days as the specimens were not hard enough. The mechanical
tests were performed according to the procedures indicated in Chapter 2. The carbonation test
method is explained as follows.

Carbonation test method

As for the carbonation test method, there is no standard for lime mortars. The aim of per-
forming such a test is to analyze the evolution of the carbonation state on the specimen surfaces.
Carbonation in concrete is not a desired chemical reaction because it reduces the pH value of the
material causing cracking and carbonation-induced steel corrosion [148]. However, in the case of
lime mortars, carbonation is one of the hardening mechanisms [9, 58]. In fact, the increase of the
carbonation depth is linked to the evolution of the mechanical properties [8, 17]. For this reason,
in order to understand better the hardening mechanisms of both lime mortars and their evolution,
carbonation depth was determined by the phenolphthalein method. This consists in spraying this
substance on a broken surface of the mortar sample [144], in our case, on the prismatic ones after
performing compressive tests. The phenolphthalein makes some central part of the broken surface
turn a purple color, meaning that this part remains uncarbonated. The part with no change of
color (usually on the borders) reflects that it has been carbonated. Carbonation depth is the
length between the external surface of the mortar and the end of the colored region [144]. The
tests were performed on the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars from 14 up to 448 days, on
the remaining parts of the prismatic specimens tested under compression.

5.3. Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the experimental campaign described in Section 5.2 for the natural
hydraulic and the aerial lime mortars are presented.

5.3.1. Evolution of density and mechanical properties

The evolution of density and some mechanical properties for both natural hydraulic and aerial
lime mortars can be observed in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1. In Table 5.1, ρ, fflex, fcpr, ft, GF and
Epr are, respectively, the apparent density, flexural strength, compressive strength from prisms,
splitting tensile strength, fracture energy and elastic modulus measured through prisms. Fur-
thermore, Std. Dev. and CV stand for the standard deviation and the coefficient of variation,
respectively. In Figure 5.1, the error bars are the standard deviation. It is observed that the
density and mechanical properties of the natural hydraulic lime mortar are higher than that of the
corresponding aerial lime mortar. This is mainly due to the different mineralogical composition of
both binders and different hardening process of both mortars. As explained in the Introduction,
aerial lime is mainly composed of portlandite, while natural hydraulic lime has calcium silicates
(mainly dicalcium silicates, C2S) besides portlandite (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1) [13–16]. The for-
mer hardens by carbonation (Eq. 5.1), while the latter also hardens due to the hydration of its
mineralogical compounds (Eq. 5.2) [17, 61].

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 → CaCO3 + H2O (5.1)

2(2CaO · SiO2) + 4H2O→ 3CaO · 2SiO2 · 3H2O + Ca(OH)2 (5.2)
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Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1a show that for both mortars the density decreases considerably since
the fabrication moment (apparent density of fresh mortar was obtained according to EN 1015-6
[80, 89]) up to 56 days. This decrease on density is due to the water evaporation of the mortars
during samples air drying process [55, 58]. At this age, the hydraulic lime mortar loses 8.88% of its
density compared with the value at the fabrication moment, while the loss is 9.76% for the aerial
one. This water loss is logically more pronounced for the aerial lime mortar than for the natural
hydraulic one, as the former is cured in the ambient laboratory conditions after seven days instead
of being the entire time in the humid chamber at higher RH conditions for the latter. After 56
days, the density of the hydraulic lime mortar remains almost constant, in the reference [8], the
similar tendency was also found for mortars fabricated with NHL 5 and low lime/aggregate ratios.
For the aerial lime mortar, instead, the density increases slightly after 56 days. This is due to the
transformation of portlandite into calcite that causes a weight increase as the larger pores are filled
with the expanding calcium carbonate without any appreciable change of the volume [54, 55, 58].

Regarding the evolution of mechanical properties (see Figure 5.1b-f), the results show that there
is a sharp increase up to 56 days for both lime mortars. In the case of the natural hydraulic lime
mortar, taking the mechanical properties at 448 days as references, the flexural strength (Figure
5.1b), compressive strength (Figure 5.1c), splitting tensile strength (Figure 5.1d), fracture energy
(Figure 5.1e) and elastic modulus (Figure 5.1f), gain 89%, 73%, 61%, 88%, 69%, respectively. This
increase of the mechanical properties is attributed to the hydration of several hydraulic compounds
that form hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H phases) [8, 149]. They can be mainly tricalcium
silicates, C3S, that can be present in small amounts in NHL mortars and have an influence at very
early ages up to 28 days [8, 17] and also dicalcium silicates, C2S, that start to contribute to the
hardening process after 28 days as explained in [8, 17] (Eq. (5.2)). Also, within 14 or 28 days,
the beginning of the carbonation process can play a role (Figure 5.3a-b) [8, 17, 46, 61]. In the
case of the aerial lime mortars, also taking the mechanical properties at 448 days as references,
the flexural strength (Figure 5.1b), compressive strength (Figure 5.1c), splitting tensile strength
(Figure 5.1d), fracture energy (Figure 5.1e) and elastic modulus (Figure 5.1f) gain 83%, 88%, 75%,
75%, 89%, respectively, at 56 days. The aerial lime mortars start to set and then harden by loss
of water, once their pores have reached an optimum moisture content (for Portland cement with
hydrated lime it is around 50% of its pore volume [54]), the carbonation process is maximized
[55, 58, 148]. If the pores are saturated with water, carbonation is not developed as the diffusion
of CO2 is not allowed; only when the specimens start to dry, the carbonation begins to play a role
[55, 58, 61, 64, 148]. As mentioned previously, this process usually starts within 14 or 28 days,
see Figure 5.4a-b [9, 17, 61] (Eq. 5.1). Then, carbonation increases considerably up to around 2
months of curing after which it increases more moderately [46]. This increase on the carbonation
process of aerial lime mortars is reflected on its mechanical properties.

After 56 days, the mechanical properties of both lime mortars present a more moderate increase
up to 224 days. From this moment and up to 448 days the evolution of the mechanical properties is
more or less constant for the aerial lime mortars and with a slight increase for the natural hydraulic
one. For example, at 448 days for the natural hydraulic lime mortar the flexural strength reached
1.45 MPa, compressive strength 4.45 MPa, splitting tensile strength 0.64 MPa, fracture energy
13.6 N/m and elastic modulus from prisms 8.3 GPa. In this mortar, this moderate increase is
mainly due to the fact that the remaining C2S continues reacting in the long-term [8, 17, 150].
The own carbonation process, as evidenced by Figure 5.3d-f and observed in [8, 146], can also
have an influence on the development of mechanical properties. The evolution of flexural strength
of the natural hydraulic lime mortar at 448 days is irregular. At this age, the flexural strength
tests performed on three specimens according to EN 1015-11 [31] provided quite inclined crack
paths in the three cases, which could cause a reduction on the flexural strength at this age as
observed in Figure 5.1b. For the aerial lime mortar, at 448 days the flexural strength is 0.75 MPa,
compressive strength 2.03 MPa, splitting tensile strength 0.20 MPa, fracture energy 5.2 N/m and
elastic modulus from prisms 3.5 GPa. In the case of this mortar, the increase on the mechanical
properties is much less pronounced as it is only due to the own carbonation process [17, 61].
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Table 5.1: Physical and mechanical properties of both natural hydraulic and aerial lime
mortars at various ages.

Type of mortar Age (Days) ρ
(kg/m3)

fflex
(MPa)

fcpr
(MPa)

ft
(MPa)

GF

(N/m)
Epr

(GPa)

Natural
hydraulic lime

Mean 2160 0.37 1.10 - - -

7 Std. Dev. 10 0.03 0.07

CV (%) 0.5 8 6

Mean 2140 0.51 1.53 - - -

14 Std. Dev. 20 0.01 0.02

CV (%) 0.9 2 1

Mean 2060 0.89 2.41 0.30 7.6 4.7

28 Std. Dev. 20 0.20 0.15 0.01 0.8 0.8

CV (%) 1 22 6 3 11 17

Mean 2050 1.28 3.24 0.39 11.9 5.7

56 Std. Dev. 20 0.10 0.10 0.02 2.0 1.0

CV (%) 1 8 3 5 17 18

Mean 2060 1.52 3.36 0.49 12.5 6.7

112 Std. Dev. 10 0.05 0.16 0.04 2.0 0.5

CV (%) 0.5 3 5 8 16 8

Mean 2040 1.75 4.35 0.53 12.5 7.3

224 Std. Dev. 10 0.03 0.50 0.04 1.0 1.0

CV (%) 0.5 2 12 8 8 14

Mean 2040 1.45 4.45 0.64 13.6 8.3

448 Std. Dev. 10 0.10 0.13 0.04 2.0 0.9

CV (%) 0.5 7 3 6 15 11

Aerial lime

Mean 2050 0.27 0.69 - - -

14 Std. Dev. 10 0.01 0.05

CV (%) 0.5 4 7

Mean 2010 0.57 1.27 0.13 3.7 2.5

28 Std. Dev. 20 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.4 0.3

CV (%) 1 12 6 15 11 12

Mean 2010 0.62 1.79 0.15 3.9 3.1

56 Std. Dev. 10 0.04 0.15 0.02 0.5 0.2

CV (%) 0.5 7 8 13 13 7

Mean 2020 0.73 1.88 0.18 5.3 3.4

112 Std. Dev. 20 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.8 0.2

CV (%) 1 4 5 6 15 6

Mean 2030 0.76 2.02 0.18 5.6 3.5

224 Std. Dev. 20 0.05 0.09 0.01 1.5 0.1

CV (%) 1 7 5 6 27 3

Mean 2040 0.75 2.03 0.20 5.2 3.5

448 Std. Dev. 10 0.05 0.12 0.01 2.4 0.1

CV (%) 0.5 7 6 5 46 3
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.1: Evolution of the physical and mechanical properties of both natural hydraulic
and aerial lime mortars: (a) density, (b) flexural strength, (c) compressive strength from
prisms, (d) splitting tensile strength, (e) fracture energy, (f) elastic modulus from prisms.
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5.3.2. Non-dimensional evolution of density and mechanical properties

Non-dimensional tendencies of the evolution of the mechanical properties of both lime mortars
with respect to their corresponding values at 28 days were obtained by the least square method,
see Figure 5.2. Moreover, empirical equations are also proposed, as shown in Eq. 5.3 and Table
5.2. The mechanical properties at 28 days were selected as references, due to the fact that they are
measured in general according to the standard [31]. It is worth noting that the natural hydraulic
and aerial lime mortars of this research have only reached at this age 54% and 62%, respectively,
of their corresponding compressive strengths at 448 days.

From Figure 5.2, it is observed that the relative increase of all mechanical properties tested
is higher for the natural hydraulic lime mortar than that for the aerial one, especially, after 28
days. For example, at 448 days, the non-dimensional compressive strength is around 14% higher
for the natural hydraulic lime mortar than the aerial one, while the splitting tensile strength is
26% higher for the former. This is mainly due to the hydration of dicalcium silicates, C2S, that
contributes to the strength of natural hydraulic lime mortars after 28 days [8, 17]. The tendency
of the flexural strength for the natural hydraulic lime mortar is obtained up to 224 days. As
explained in Section 5.3.1, the corresponding results at 448 days were irregular, so they were not
included in the fitting to obtain the empirical formula. For such a reason, the tendency is estimated
according to the expected regular behavior after 224 days (green dashed line in Figure 5.2b). It is
obvious that these empirical equations would be useful for the numerical simulations of the long-
term behavior of masonry structures built with aerial or natural hydraulic lime mortars presenting
a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3 and limestone aggregates.

Y

Y28
= q

(
t

t0

)r
(5.3)

t0= 28 days.

Table 5.2: Coefficients for Equation (5.3).

Natural hydraulic lime mortar Aerial lime mortar

Y q r q r

fflex 0.99 0.27 0.88 0.19

fpr 0.94 0.28 1.00 0.21

ft 1.08 0.25 1.05 0.15

GF 1.18 0.18 1.05 0.11

Epr 1.05 0.19 1.10 0.10

5.3.3. Evolution of the carbonation depth

The evolution of the carbonation depth on the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortar samples
by means of the phenolphthalein method can be observed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. The
results of this method must be treated with care because the carbonation front is not sharply
defined as the reaction tends to proceed along cracks and voids beyond the front; however, it
is still a suitable method to study the progress of carbonation [61, 146, 151]. For the natural
hydraulic lime mortar, the carbonation depth was also measured at 7 days but it is not included in
the thesis as almost the whole surface turned a purple color meaning that the specimens were not
carbonated at such early age. From Figures 5.3 and 5.4, it is observed that the carbonation process
does not start until 14 or 28 days (shown by a narrow unstained area in the sample borders). Due
to the fact that the carbonation process only begins once excess pore blocking water is evaporated
[55, 58, 61, 64, 148]. Thus, little carbonation can occur before 14 days. For the natural hydraulic
lime mortar, the carbonation process continues progressively from the outside to inward [54] up
to 448 days, as shown by the increase of the unstained depth in Figure 5.3. It shows that the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.2: (a) Density loss of both natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars with time.
(b-f) Non-dimensional graphs of the evolution of the mechanical properties of the mortars
with respect to their corresponding values at 28 days: (b) flexural strength, (c) compressive
strength from prisms, (d) splitting tensile strength, (e) fracture energy, (f) elastic modulus
from prisms.

shape of the carbonation front can be irregular, especially as the time passes and it usually gets
wider at the surface where the specimen is laid as the atmospheric CO2 is prevented from getting
inside [146]. For the aerial lime mortar, instead, it can be observed a configuration similar to the
Liesegang pattern from 112 to 448 days (Figure 5.4).
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(a) 14 Days (b) 28 Days (c) 56 Days

(d) 112 Days (e) 224 Days (f) 448 Days

Figure 5.3: Carbonation degree of natural hydraulic lime mortar at different days.

(a) 14 Days (b) 28 Days (c) 56 Days

(d) 112 Days (e) 224 Days (f) 448 Days

Figure 5.4: Carbonation degree of the aerial lime mortar at different days.

This phenomenon is a “quasi-periodic self-organised precipitation of a sparingly soluble product
in the wake of a moving reaction front” [64, 152, 153]. This pattern consists in concentric rings of
stained and unstained material. The pale rings represent areas with a higher level of carbonation
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than the purple ones [64]. This phenomenon is more typical of calcium lime in the putty form,
specially the aged one that is stored for long time under water, but it can also happen, more rarely
and not so clear, in calcium lime in the form of powder at long curing days [134, 146] as in the case
of this research. More information about Liesegang pattern can be found in [64, 146, 152, 153].
At 448 days, it is observed that there are still purple areas in both mortars, in the core of the
sample of the natural hydraulic lime mortar and in the form of Liesengang pattern, as explained,
for the aerial lime one. This shows that there is still some remaining portlandite in the mortars
and therefore the carbonation process could continue beyond 448 days [58, 64].

5.4. Conclusions

This chapter studies the evolution of some physical and mechanical properties of a natural
hydraulic and an aerial lime mortars, with a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3, up to 448 days. Seven
properties, such as, density, flexural, compressive and splitting tensile strengths, fracture energy,
elastic modulus from prisms and carbonation depth by means of the phenolphthalein method were
assessed at different instants. The results show that for both mortars there is a faster increase of
their mechanical properties up to 56 days. Then, the increase of their mechanical properties is
more moderate but progressive up to 224 days. From this age to 448 days, the evolution of the
mechanical properties is very slow for the aerial lime mortar while it shows a slight increase for the
natural hydraulic one. At this age, still some portlandite remains as shown by the phenolphthalein
method. Furthermore, some empirical equations were obtained to describe the evolution of the
mechanical properties, which could be useful for numerical simulations with natural hydraulic and
aerial lime mortars presenting a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3, as they are the most common in
historical masonry constructions.
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Loading rate effect on properties of steels and concretes has been studied extensively, but
for lime mortars such information is scant. This chapter presents the rate effect on the fracture
behaviors of a natural hydraulic lime mortar and an aerial one, under three different loading rates
(loading-point displacement rates, 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s, 5.0 × 10−1 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s). The
results show that the peak load and fracture energy are rate sensitive. The maximum dynamic
increase factors of the peak load are 1.4 and 1.6 for the natural hydraulic and the aerial lime
mortars, respectively, whereas it is 1.9 for the fracture energy for both mortars. Moreover, the
increase in the peak load and fracture energy of the natural hydraulic lime mortar is mainly due to
the viscous effect of free water in the mortar. However, for the aerial lime mortar, the rate effect
is related chiefly to the crack growth and velocity.

Keywords: Lime mortars, Fracture energy, Loading rate, Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF).

6.1. Introduction

The studies on the dynamic mechanical behavior of lime mortars are scant, especially for
fracture energy, though it is an important parameter to characterize ductility and fracture behavior
of the material. Thus, in order to disclose the rate effect on the fracture energy, in the chapter, a
natural hydraulic and an aerial lime mortar beams were tested at various loading rates by using
a servo-hydraulic testing machine, from the quasi-static one, 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s, to rate sensitive
ones, 5.0 × 10−1 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s. The results show that the peak load and fracture
energy of both lime mortars are rate sensitive. Moreover, the morphology of fracture surfaces
was analyzed by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis, and the intergranular failure was
observed at low and fast loading rates. Furthermore, in order to check the mechanism of rate
effect, some specimens were dried at 105◦C and tested at 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the experimental
procedure. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 6.3, in Section 6.4 some
conclusions are extracted.
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6.2. Experimental procedure

6.2.1. Raw materials

The same natural hydraulic and aerial limes as those presented in previous chapters were used
according to EN 459-1 [12]. The natural hydraulic lime was a commercial one of class NHL 3.5, and
was provided by “Socli, Italcementi Group” (France). It had an apparent density of 850 kg/m3.
The aerial one was of class CL 90-S, and was supplied by “Calcasa Calcinor” (Spain). It had an
apparent density of 490 kg/m3. Their chemical and mineralogical analyses and laser particle size
distribution curves can be seen in Chapters 2 (Table 2.1, Figures 2.1 and 2.2) and 3 (Table 3.1,
Figures 3.1 and 3.2), respectively.

The aggregate used was a common commercial crushed limestone with particle size distribution
curve as presented in Figure 2.3 , determined in accordance with EN 1015-1 [84]. It had an apparent
particle density of 2680 kg/m3 according to EN 1097-6 [85] (Figure 2.4b) and an apparent density
of 1820 kg/m3 according to EN 1097-3 [86] (Figure 2.4c).

6.2.2. Fabrication of the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars

For both mortars, the lime/aggregate ratio was 1:3 by volume, following the traditional trea-
tises, and the water/lime ratio of 0.9 by volume was selected to obtain a plastic consistency from
140 mm to 200 mm, determined by the flow table test, according to the standards EN 1015-3 [88]
and EN 1015-6 [89]. That is to say, the consistency was 150-155 mm for the natural hydraulic lime
mortar and 140-150 mm for the aerial one. It is worth noting that the volume proportions of com-
pounds were converted to weight for obtaining a convenient measurement during the fabrication
process, as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Composition of mortars.

Type of lime
mortar

Lime/aggregate
ratio (by
volume)

Lime/aggregate
ratio (by
weight)

Water/lime
ratio (by
volume)

Water/lime
ratio (by
weight)

Curing conditions

Hydraulic 1:3 0.16 0.9 1.05 56 days in HC

Aerial 1:3 0.09 0.9 1.84 7 days in HC and
49 days in AC

Note. HC: Humid chamber (RH 97 ± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C), AC*: Ambient laboratory conditions (RH 50 ±
10%, 23 ± 2◦C).

Prismatic specimens (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) were cast and cured following the standard
EN 1015-11 [31] for the tests. For the purpose, a vertical axis mortar mixer with sufficient capacity
was used so as to cast one batch per mortar type within this chapter. Natural hydraulic lime mortar
specimens were just cured 56 days in the humid chamber (RH 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5◦C) with
the first two days in the molds, while aerial lime mortar beams were cured initially five days with
molds, then two days without molds in the humid chamber and finally in the ambient laboratory
conditions (RH 50 ± 10% and 23 ± 2◦C) until reaching 56 days for the tests (see Table 6.1).

6.2.3. Mechanical tests on lime mortars

Flexural and compressive strengths

As explained in Chapter 2, the flexural and compressive strengths were measured according
to the standard EN 1015-11 [31] at the quasi-static loading conditions by using an Instron 1011
testing machine. The loading rates were 10 N/s and 50 N/s for the flexural and compressive tests,
respectively [41, 80]. Moreover, they are also the minimum ones specified by the standard. Initially,
three beams without notch were tested for obtaining the flexural strength, and then, six remaining
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Table 6.2: Various types of tests for mechanical properties of each lime mortar.

Type of test Mechanical
property

Specimen size Notch/
depth

Loading
rate

Type of
specimen

No. of
test

Three-point
bending
test

Flexural
strength

40 mm × 40 mm
× 160 mm

- 10 N/s Normal* 3

Compressive
test

Compressive
strength

Remaining half–
prisms

- 50 N/s Normal 6

Three-point
bending
test

Fracture
energy

40 mm × 40 mm
× 160 mm

0.5

5.0 × 10−4

mm/s

Normal 3

Dry** 3

5.0 × 10−1

mm/s
Normal 3

1.6 × 101

mm/s

Normal 3

Dry 3

*Normal specimens: cured in the humid chamber (RH 97 ± 0.5%, 20 ± 0.5◦C) for 56 days in the case of the natural

hydraulic lime mortar, and for 7 initial days in the humid chamber and 49 days in the ambient laboratory conditions

(RH 50 ± 10%, 23 ± 2◦C) in the case of the aerial lime mortars.

**Dry specimens: specimens cured for 56 days as the corresponding normal ones and then dried in an oven for two days

at 105◦C.

half–prisms were used to perform compressive tests to determine the compressive strength at the
age of 56 days.

Fracture energy

Fracture energy is defined as the energy required to open an unit area of crack surface. It
was measured by a three-point bending following the RILEM recommendations [93] and the im-
provements proposed by Planas, Guinea and Elices [94–96]. A pre-cast notch in the middle of the
beam was made by using a cardboard piece (2 mm in thickness and 20 mm in depth) during the
fabrication. That is to say, the notch-depth ratio was 0.5. More detailed information on how to
determine the fracture energy can be found in Chapter 2 and in the references [41, 80].

The tests were performed in the displacement control. In order to study the rate effect on the
fracture energy, three various loading rates were applied during the test from a quasi-static level
(5.0 × 10−4 mm/s) to rate dependent (dynamic) levels (5.0 × 10−1 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s). In
such a way, it took around 30 minutes and 0.3 second to finish the tests for the lowest and fastest
loading rates, respectively. Three beams were tested at each loading rate, as shown in Table 6.2.
The corresponding strain rate, ε̇, can be calculated approximately according to the Eq. (6.1) [154].

ε̇ =
6(D − a)δ̇

S2
(6.1)

where δ̇ stands for the loading rate, D and S are the beam depth and span, respectively. a is the
notch depth.

Moreover, six dried beams for each type of lime mortar were tested at the lowest and highest
loading rates, so as to check if the movement of free water (viscous effect) would influence the
mechanical properties due to the fact that it is the mechanism of rate sensitivity of concrete under
such loading rate range [72, 98, 119, 154].
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6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Quasi-static flexural and compressive strengths

The properties measured for both natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars are shown in
Table 6.3, where fflex and fc are the flexural and compressive strengths, respectively. It is obvious
that the mechanical properties of the natural hydraulic lime mortar are more than two times of the
aerial lime mortar. This is mainly due to the different chemical composition and hardening way
as mentioned in the Introduction. That is to say, hydraulic lime mortars harden by carbonation
and hydration, while aerial lime mortars only harden due to carbonation. Moreover, the water
content in percentage of the specimens was obtained comparing their corresponding normal and
dry weights.

Table 6.3: Properties of the lime mortars.

Type of lime mortar fflex (MPa) fc (MPa) Water content (%)

Natural hydraulic 1.1 (0.1) 3.1 (0.2) 2.52 (0.24)

Aerial 0.54 (0.01) 1.30 (0.03) 0.32 (0.08)

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

6.3.2. Loading rate effect on the fracture behavior of the lime mortars

Figure 6.1 shows the comparison of the load-displacement (deflection) curves at different load-
ing rates for each lime mortar. From the figure, it is observed that the peak load increases with
the increase in the loading rate. The stiffness presents the similar tendency as well. It is worth
noting that each curve represents the average of three ones corresponding to the tests.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Load-displacement curves at various loading rates (a) natural hydraulic lime
(b) aerial lime mortars.

Table 6.4 provides detailed information about the experimental results of the natural hydraulic
and aerial lime mortars at various loading rates. The DIF is defined by the ratios of peak load
(Pmax) and fracture energy (GF ) to their corresponding quasi-static values. Herein, the lowest
loading rate (δ̇ = 5.0×10−4 mm/s) is set as the quasi-static condition. Moreover, an estimation of
the corresponding strain rates (ε̇) for various loading rates is also listed in the table, which would
be helpful for the comparison with experimental results in the literature under different loading
methods. Figure 6.2 shows the peak load and fracture energy at three loading rates for the natural
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hydraulic lime and aerial lime mortars. From Table 6.4 and Figure 6.2, it is obvious that the peak
load and fracture energy increase with an increase in loading rates for both mortars. The values
of DIF are quite similar though the natural hydraulic lime mortar has much higher mechanical
properties than that of the aerial lime mortar. For example, at the loading rate 1.6×101 mm/s,
for the peak load, they are 1.4 and 1.6, respectively for the natural hydraulic and the aerial lime
mortars. However, they are 1.9, the same for the fracture energy.

Table 6.4: Experimental results at different loading rates.

Type of
lime mortar

δ̇ (mm/s) Pmax

(N)
DIF for
Pmax

GF (N/m) DIF for
GF

ε̇ (s−1)

Natural
Hydraulic

5.0×10−4 99 (10) 1.0 12.2 (1) 1.0 6×10−6

5.0×10−1 120 (10) 1.2 17.3 (1) 1.4 6×10−3

1.6×101 140 (15) 1.4 22.8 (6) 1.9 2×10−1

Aerial

5.0×10−4 21 (4) 1.0 3.0 (1) 1.0 6×10−6

5.0×10−1 26 (3) 1.2 4.0 (1) 1.3 6×10−3

1.6×101 32 (2) 1.6 5.7 (1) 1.9 2×10−1

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: (a) Peak load and (b) fracture energy of the lime mortars at different loading
rates.

The tendency of the rate effect on the peak load and fracture energy is also presented in
Figure 6.3. Moreover, a curve fitting of the DIF for each lime mortar in regard to the peak load
and fracture energy is derived from the experimental results as shown in Eqs.(6.2, 6.3) by using the
least-squares method. The correlation coefficient is over 95%. Though the format of such equation
was original for plain and steel fiber-reinforced concretes considering rate effect on mechanical
properties [72, 98, 119, 154], it is still useful for lime mortars.

DIFP = 1 + s

(
δ̇

δ̇0

)u
(6.2)

DIFGF
= 1 + v

(
δ̇

δ̇0

)w
(6.3)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Loading rate effect (a) on the peak load and (b) on fracture energy of the
mortars.

where δ̇ is the loading rate in mm/s, δ̇0 is set as 1 mm/s. Thus, the adjustment parameters s,
u, v and w do not have units. The adjusting values of the parameters are listed in Table 6.5.
Such equations may be used to predict the rate effect on peak load and may also be helpful in
performing numerical simulations involving fracture of these mortars.

Table 6.5: Values of adjustment parameters of equations.

Type of lime mortar Peak load Fracture energy

s u v w

Natural hydraulic 0.19 0.29 0.44 0.25

Aerial 0.28 0.25 0.41 0.30

6.3.3. Failure pattern and morphology of fracture surfaces

(a) 5.0 ×10−4 mm/s (b) 5.0 ×10−1 mm/s (c) 1.6 ×101 mm/s

(d) 5.0 ×10−4 mm/s (e) 5.0 ×10−1 mm/s (f) 1.6 ×101 mm/s

Figure 6.4: Morphology of fracture surfaces of the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars
under various loading rates. (a-c) natural hydraulic lime mortar (d-f) aerial lime mortar.
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All beams tested present flexural failure pattern. Figure 6.4 shows the morphology of fracture
surfaces of both lime mortars at various loading rates. All surfaces are similar in spite of the
fact that there is a difference of five orders of magnitudes in the loading rates. Moreover, no
broken aggregates are found by naked eyes. That is to say, the crack path passes around the
aggregate (intergranular fracture), not through it (transgranular fracture). In order to confirm this
phenomenon, SEM analysis was performed by using a microscope Quantta 250 on two samples of
the natural hydraulic lime mortar, corresponding to the lowest and highest loading rates, due to the
fact that the natural hydraulic lime mortar has better mechanical properties than the aerial lime
mortar. Figure 6.5 presents such photos at the loading rates 5.0×10−4 mm/s and 1.6×101 mm/s.
It is clear that the intergranular failure is detected for both cases.

(a) 5.0 ×10−4 mm/s (b) 1.6 ×101 mm/s

(c) 5 ×10−4 mm/s (d) 1.6 ×101 mm/s

Figure 6.5: SEM photos on the hydraulic lime mortar: (a) and (c) specimen broken at
5.0×10−4 mm/s, (b) and (d) specimen broken at 1.6×101 mm/s. White squares show
evidences of intergranularity.

6.3.4. Mechanisms of the rate sensitivity

In general, at low loading rates, not impact condition, the rate sensitivity of concrete is usually
ascribed to two causes. One is the viscous time-dependent movement of free water through voids
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and pores, the other is the time-dependent nature of crack growth relative to loading rate [117].
However, for lime mortars, the mechanism of the rate effect on mechanical properties has not
been studied yet. Thus, in order to check the influence of the movement of free water on the rate
effect, six beams for each lime mortar were dried for 48 hours at 105◦C in an oven, then, tested at
quasi-static loading rate 5.0×10−4 mm/s and the highest one 1.6×101 mm/s, respectively. Three
tests were performed at each loading rate.

The detailed experimental results at two loading rates are presented in Table 6.6. Moreover,
the comparison of the maximum DIF between normal and dry lime mortars is shown in Figure 6.6.
It is obvious that the rate effect of the natural hydraulic lime mortar is mainly related with the
movement of free water in pores. For example, for the dry natural hydraulic lime mortar, the peak
load is almost constant at different loading rates, a 30% increase in fracture energy. However, for
the normal hydraulic lime mortar, the DIFs of the peak load and fracture energy are 1.4 and 1.9,
respectively.

In Figure 6.6 and Table 6.6., the DIFs of the peak load between the normal and dry aerial lime
mortars are the same as 1.6. Thus, it is clear that the movement of free water in pores does not
influence the rate sensitivity of the aerial lime mortar, it would be related with the crack growth
and velocity. That is to say, the crack path is altered with higher resistance under high loading
rates. It is also worth noting that the free water content of the hydraulic lime mortar, 2.52%, is
much greater than that of the aerial lime mortar, 0.32%.

Table 6.6: Mechanical properties of the dry natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars at
quasi-static (5.0×10−4 mm/s) and the highest loading rates (1.6×101 mm/s).

Type of lime
mortar

δ̇ (mm/s) Pmax (N) DIF for
Pmax

GF (N/m) DIF for
GF

Natural hydraulic
5.0×10−4 110 (20) 1.0 17.9 (2) 1.0

1.6×101 110 (10) 1.0 22.5 (7) 1.3

Aerial
5.0×10−4 19 (1) 1.0 3.3 (1) 1.0

1.6×101 30 (4) 1.6 3.7 (1) 1.1

Note: values in parenthesis are standard deviations.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of the DIF obtained for the different lime mortars.

Furthermore, comparing Tables 6.4 and 6.6 (rate effects on normal and dry specimens, re-
spectively), it is observed that the peak load of the natural hydraulic lime mortar at quasi-static
loading rate increases from the normal to the dry specimens, that is to say, from 99 N to 110 N.
This tendency is similar with observations in brick masonry and concrete ([138, 139]), due to the
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fact the internal pressure in pores decreases with the reduction in water content during the drying
process. For the aerial lime mortar, instead, this phenomenon is not appreciable as the water
content in the normal situation was already very low (0.32%) compared with 2.52% of the natural
hydraulic lime mortar.

6.4. Conclusions

This chapter focuses on the fracture behavior of a natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars with
a lime/aggregate ratio of 1:3, under three various loading rates, 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s, 5.0 × 10−1 mm/s
and 1.6 × 101 mm/s. The results show that both lime mortars are rate sensitive, that is to say,
their peak load and fracture energy increase with an increase in loading rates. The DIFs on the
peak load and fracture energy of both mortars are quite similar although the mechanical properties
of the natural hydraulic lime mortar are much higher than the ones of the aerial one. The DIFs
of the peak load are 1.4 and 1.6 for the natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars at the highest
loading rate, respectively, while it is 1.9 on the fracture energy for both mortars. Moreover,
according to SEM analysis on the fracture surfaces of both lime mortars at 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s and
1.6 × 101 mm/s, the crack advances around the aggregates due to the fact that the strength of the
matrix and the bond zone are much lower than that of the aggregates. Namely, the crack path is
intergranular regardless of the loading rate.

Two empirical equations for the rate sensitivity of the peak load and fracture energy are
provided for each lime mortar. They would be helpful in numerical simulations that evaluate the
loading rate effect on the fracture behavior of these mortars.

Regarding the mechanism of the rate effect, through the comparison of experimental results
on the dry and normal beams at loading rates 5.0 × 10−4 mm/s and 1.6 × 101 mm/s for both
lime mortars, it is inferred that the rate sensitivity of the natural hydraulic lime mortar is mainly
because of the viscous effects caused by the presence of free water in the porous structure. However,
it is primarily due to the crack growth and velocity for the aerial lime mortar.
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In view of the difference obtained in the compressive strengths of prisms and cylinders for the
natural hydraulic lime mortars, an advanced mechanical characterization of two NHL mortars,
with water/lime ratios of 0.8 and 1.1, is reported, including direct measurement of the compressive
strength on both types of specimens. The results are significantly lower for the higher water/lime
ratio. Besides, the compressive strength depends very much on the type of specimen used. A
cohesive simulation is performed to prove that such variations in the compressive strength are
due to the effect of the shape and size of the specimen. Furthermore, a numerical simulation of
the three-point bending test (TPB) on such mortars show that they behave as cohesive materials.
Their corresponding softening laws are adjusted to a bilinear model.

Keywords: Natural Hydraulic lime (NHL) mortar, Water/lime ratio, Mechanical characteriza-
tion, Fracture energy, Size effect, Cohesive simulation

7.1. Introduction

Once the mechanical properties of the natural hydraulic lime mortars presented in Chapter
2 are obtained, the aim of this chapter is to model the mortar’s failure behavior using cohesive
models. In particular, we focused on the two mortars with extreme water/lime ratios, such as the
ones with 0.8 and 1.1, respectively. Then, we numerically reproduced the load vs crack mouth-
opening curves of the fracture tests, simulated the compressive tests on prisms and performed a
size-effect study. It shows that the differences in the values of the compressive strength from the
two types of test stem from the effects of the size and shape of the specimen. The numerical model
is also used to obtain a reference value for the compressive strength that can be considered a true
material property. It roughly coincides with the value obtained from cylinders. Furthermore, the
numerical simulation of the TPB test show that the material presents a cohesive behavior.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Next section describes the experimental proce-
dure. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4 a thorough
numerical analysis and discussion are provided. Finally, some conclusions are extracted in Section
7.5.

7.2. Experimental procedure

7.2.1. Raw materials

The natural hydraulic lime used is the same one as in previous chapters, a commercial lime of
class NHL 3.5, according to EN 459-1 [12]. It has a density of 2580 kg/m3 and an apparent density
of 850 kg/m3. Its laser particle size distribution curve, chemical and mineralogical analyses are
shown in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.2, Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1, respectively).

The sand used was the same one as presented in previous chapters, a commercial crushed lime-
stone common sand. The particle size distribution curve, determined according to EN 1015-1 [84]
is presented in Figure 2.3. The sand has an apparent particle density of 2680 kg/m3 according to
EN 1097-6 [85] (Figure 2.4b) and an apparent density of 1820 kg/m3 according to EN 1097-3 [86]
(Figure 2.4c).

7.2.2. Mortar composition and preparation

Table 7.1: Mortars compositions

Mortar Lime/aggregate
ratio by volume

NHL
(kg)

Aggregate
(kg)

Water
(m3)

Water/lime
ratio by
volume

Water/lime
ratio by
weight

H08C04M 1/3 3.40 21.80 3.20 0.8 0.94

H11C04M 1/3 3.40 21.80 4.40 1.1 1.29

Two mortar compositions were studied by using two water/lime ratios: 0.8 and 1.1 by volume.
They were the same as those introduced in Chapter 2 as H08C04M and H11C04M, respectively.
The lime/aggregate ratio used for both of them was the traditional one, 1:3 by volume. Volume
proportions of compounds were converted in weight to avoid measurement imprecision on mixing
process (see Table 7.1). The mortars were made with consistence of the flow table test of 130-
135 mm and 238-340 mm, dried and fluid, respectively, according to standard EN 1015-3 [88] (see
Figure 2.6 c).

The mixture was performed according to standard EN 1015-2 [90]. We made 40 mm × 40 mm×
160 mm prisms and 75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height cylinders using steel molds, which
were lubricated with mineral oil to prevent adhesion of the mortar to the mold walls. The mortar
was poured in two layers when using the prismatic moulds and in three layers when using the
cylindrical ones, each compacted with 25 strokes of the tamper. In total, 18 prismatic and 6
cylindrical samples were prepared for each type of mortar. They were demolded two days later
according to standard EN 1015-1 [84]. Curing was executed in the humidity chamber until the day
of testing (RH 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5 ◦C) so as to favor the hydration process of such hydraulic
mortars [15, 57, 61].

7.2.3. Test procedures

The characteristics of the mortars were evaluated by laboratory tests. For fresh state the con-
sistence was measured. For hardened state the flexural, compressive and splitting tensile strengths,
elastic modulus, fracture energy and characteristic length were evaluated at 56 days as well as the
open porosity. Carbonation depth by means of the phenolphthalein method were assessed in the
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long term (at 614 curing days) in order to study the possible different carbonation process of prisms
and cylinders.

The flexural and compressive strengths were determined according to EN 1015-11 [31]. Splitting
tensile strength (ft) was measured through quasi-static splitting tests (Brazilian tests) on four
40 mm× 40 mm× 80 mm prismatic halves resulting from the preceding bending test to measure the
fracture energy and adapting the procedures recommended by EN 12390-6 [102] to lime mortar.
The details of the observed fracture mechanisms are indicative of the test validity and they can
be studied through the crack pattern, which is a single crack [106] (Figure 7.1). The elastic
modulus was measured from the stress-strain diagrams of the compressive tests carried out on four
cylinders which were 75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height by adapting the recommendations
of EN 12390-13 [92], which is intended for concrete. The fracture energy, GF , was measured
through three-point bending tests adapting the procedure recommended by RILEM [93] and the
improvements proposed by Planas, Guinea and Elices [94–96]. Finally, the characteristic length of
lime-based mortars was also calculated in this research as already explained, Eq. 2.6 [107]. More
detail information on the experimental procedure to obtain such mechanical properties is provided
in Chapter 2 and references [41, 80].

Figure 7.1: Example of crack pattern in the Brazilian test.

Furthermore, open porosity measurements were carried out according to standard UNE 83980
[109] for concrete as a reference, determined by the water saturation test with a hydrostatic balance.
Carbonation depth method was measured at an age of 614 days by means of the phenolphthalein
method following procedures explained in Chapter 5. The purpose of such a test was to check
possible differences in the carbonation process between prisms and cylinders.

7.3. Experimental results

7.3.1. Flexural and compressive strengths

The obtained results are presented in Table 7.2, where CV is the coefficient of variation and
fflex, fcpr and fccy are, respectively, the average flexural and compressive strengths from prisms
and from cylinders. Similar results of flexural and compressive strengths were obtained by other
authors [8, 21, 25].

The results disclose how the water/lime ratio affects the mechanical response. Comparing the
results for a water/lime ratio of 0.8 and for 1.1, it can be seen that the flexural strength decreases
by 33%, the compressive strength from prisms by 61% and the one from cylinders by 48%. This can
be attributed to the fact that both the carbonation rate of calcium hydroxide and calcium silicate
hydrates in NHL paste present a downward trend with an increase in the water/lime ratio [48].
Comparing with the obtained results of open porosity, it can be observed that as the water/lime
ratio increases, the open porosity also increases with a decrease of the mechanical properties of the
material.

As observed in Table 7.2, a significant difference has been found in the compressive strength
from prisms (fcpr) and cylinders (fccy). Their ratio can be as high as 1.6. Considering that the
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Table 7.2: Mechanical properties of two different NHL mortars.

Mechanical properties
H08C04M H11C04M (1)−(2)

(1) (%)
Mean (1) CV(%) Mean (2) CV(%)

Flexural strength, fflex (MPa) 1.33 7 0.89 5 33

Compressive strength of prisms, fcpr
(MPa)

4.2 6 1.7 4 61

Compressive strength of cylinders,
fccy (MPa)

2.7 12 1.4 8 48

Splitting tensile strength, ft (MPa) 0.51 1 0.24 12 54

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) 5.4 10 2.8 25 49

Fracture energy, GF (N/m) 12.7 9 4.9 16 61

Characteristic length, `ch (mm) 260 24(∗) 240 50(∗) 10
(∗) Calculated from its error as a derived magnitude.

variations of density and open porosity of both specimens are around 1% and 0.4%, respectively
(see Table 2.6 of Chapter 2), the fabrication process should not result in a such large difference.
Our hypothesis is that this difference is mainly due to geometry and size effects [78, 80]. This
assumption will be verified through a numerical analysis in Section 7.4.

7.3.2. Splitting tensile strength, elastic modulus and fracture energy

The obtained results are presented in Table 7.2, where ft is the splitting tensile strength, E is
the elastic modulus obtained from the compressive test on cylinders and GF is the fracture energy.
Also in this case, the influence of the water/lime ratio can be observed. Comparing the results for
a water/lime ratio of 0.8 and for 1.1, it can be seen that the splitting tensile strength decreases by
54%, the elastic modulus by 49% and the fracture energy by 61%.

7.3.3. Characteristic length

The characteristic length was derived from Eq. 2.6 and the results are presented in Table 7.2.
The CV of this parameter was calculated from its error as a derived magnitude. The results were
24% for H08C04M and 50% for H11C04M. These values are reasonable as the characteristic length
is an indirect magnitude.

7.3.4. Open porosity

The obtained open porosity for the two NHL mortars of water/lime ratios of 0.8 and 1.1 at 56
days was 25% and 30% respectively. It can be observed, how as the water/lime ratio increases, the
porosity also increases and the mechanical properties decreases due to a weakening of the structure
of the material, as already explained in Chapter 2.

7.3.5. Carbonation depth

As observed in Figure 7.2, no significant differences can be observed in the carbonation depth
between prisms and cylinders in the long-term. Considering that both specimens are cured under
high humid conditions (RH 97 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5 ◦C) for the entire time, hydration has pre-
sumably been favored [57, 61]. Under such conditions, a possible different carbonation process
between prisms and cylinders it not expected to have such a significant role so as to cause such a
large difference in the compressive strengths of both specimens. Therefore, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 7.3.1, our hypothesis is that the difference found in the compressive strengths of prisms and
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cylinders is due to a possible size and geometry effect. Anyhow, further research concerning the
performance of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and carbonation depth measurements through
the phenolphthalein method in prisms and cylinders of natural hydraulic lime mortars at different
curing periods and under different curing conditions would be of interest.

Figure 7.2: Carbonation depth by means of the phenolphthalein method in prisms and
cylinders at 614 days.

7.4. Discussion and analysis

7.4.1. Numerical analysis

The composition and manufacturing process of NHL mortars lead to the hypothesis that their
behavior in fracture corresponds to a cohesive material. The mechanical properties measured in
this study would correspond with a cohesive material that is quite sensitive to the geometry size
of the specimen, as the differences in the compressive strength from prisms and cylinders indicate
[78, 155]. In particular, the characteristic length is quite larger than the depth of the prisms and
than the diameter of the cylinders, which may mean that the extension of the fracture processes
before failure are commensurate with the dimensions of the specimens.

In order to verify this and further improve the understanding of this material, an exhaustive
numerical analysis was carried out by modelling two of the experimental tests: the three-point
bending (TPB) test for measuring the fracture energy (GF ) and the compressive test for measuring
the compressive strength on prisms (fcpr), as described above.

7.4.2. Numerical model of the TPB test

The consideration of a NHL mortar as a typical cohesive material means that the appearance
and propagation of cracks must be related to the progressive damage generated in what is known
as the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ), directly governed by a softening law, that is a constitutive
function that relates the tension transmitted across the lips of the crack with the crack opening,
σ(w). A numerical model of a TPB test needs this function as input data. By setting the proper
softening curve, a good fit of the results yielded by such a model with the experimental ones would
confirm the existence of a FPZ and a cohesive behavior.

The numerical simulation of the TPB test was made through a model successfully used in
previous works [155–158], based on the smeared crack-tip method of Planas and Elices [77, 159]. It
considers cohesive fracture, where only one discrete crack propagates. The numerical formulation
consists in an improvement of the influence method of Petersson [160] by a triangulation of the
system of equations which can be solved by direct substitution.

From the many expressions available in the bibliography, the bilinear softening law proposed
by Guinea, Planas and Elices in [161] (Figure 7.3) was chosen, as it provides a good fit of the peak
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load and the tail of a load-displacement curve. It is defined by four parameters: two of them are
experimentally measured for both types of NHL mortar, the tensile strength ft and the specific
fracture energy GF , and the other two are inferred as explained as follows. The slope of the initial
section is defined by the intercept with the horizontal axis at w = w1, see Figure 7.3. For the
specific case of the beam geometry with S = 2.5D and a = D/2, w1 can be obtained as detailed
as follows, while for a general case with S = 4D and a = D/2 as in [161]. First, a coefficient β is
interpolated from the model in reference [159] according to the value of the non-dimensional load
P ∗, defined as:

Figure 7.3: Bilinear softening law.

P ∗ =
3SPmax
2ftBD2

(7.1)

where Pmax is the maximum load obtained in the TPB test. Then, the variable l1, with a nature
similar to lch, is computed as:

l1 =
D

β
(7.2)

With l1, w1 is obtained as:

w1 = 2
ftl1
E

(7.3)

The rest of the defining points of the bilinear cohesive law is determined with the abscisa of
the centroid of the area under the softening function wG (Figure 7.3), which is computed as:

wG =
A

GF
(7.4)

where A is the constant obtained by fitting the function defined with Eq. 7.5 to the tail of the
P − δ curve to obtain the fracture energy. Such a function describes the asymptotic behavior of
the curve approaching a load P = 0;

P = A(
1

σ2
− 1

σ2
u

) (7.5)

where A is a constant, as already mentioned, P is the load, δ is the displacement of the load
application point and δu is the displacement of the last point of the experimental P − δ curve
to obtain the fracture energy. These measurements are referred to the axes labelled as Pm − δm
in Figure 2.8, which are placed after the correction of the initial linear ramp of the experimental
curve and making that P = 0 at the point δ = δu.
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Finally, the critical crack opening wc can be obtained from the previous defined parameters of
the softening curve as:

wc =
3wgGF − 0.5ftw

2
1

2GF − w1ft
− 2w1 (7.6)

The obtained parameters for both mortars to define the softening curves are shown in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Parameters of two NHL mortars to infer their softening curves.

Type of mortar ft (MPa) GF (N/mm) w1 (mm) wG (mm)

H08C04M 0.51 0.013 0.036 0.055

H11C04M 0.24 0.005 0.025 0.046

With the model adapted to the specific specimen dimensions and implementing the proper
mechanical properties, the load-displacement and load-CMOD curves were obtained and compared
with the experimental ones. The results for both NHL mortars are shown in Figure 7.4. In both
cases, the numerical curves fit very well the experimental results, especially attending to initial
slopes, maximum loads and curve tails, with even long overlapped sections. This validates the
applicability of a softening law for this material and its cohesive fracture behavior.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.4: Experimental and numerical (a and b) load-displacement and (c and d) load-
CMOD curves of (a and c) H08C04M and (b and d) H11C04M.
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7.4.3. Numerical model of the compressive test on prisms

The interest in modeling the compressive test for prisms emerges from the difference observed
between the values of compressive strength measured with these prisms and cylinders. Specifically,
the strength given by prisms of the H08C04M mortar is almost the double of the strength obtained
with cylinders. This could be due to improper curing throughout the specimen in the case of the
cylinders [21], which are more massive than prisms, although the curing time in this research (of
56 days) should be enough. Presumably, it is not neither due to different carbonation processes
as explained in Section 7.3.5, nor due to possible differences in the compaction of the material as
the densities of both specimens differ by less than 1% (see Section 7.3.1 and Table 2.6 of Chapter
2). Instead, our hypothesis is that this type of mortars presents a strong size and geometry effect,
which could justify the observed difference in the compressive strength measured from prismatic
and cylindrical specimens of different sizes. This phenomenon can be analyzed through a numerical
model, which also offers the opportunity to study the damage in the mortar matrix in the form of
crack patterns.

The model was made with the commercial program ATENA [162], already used before for
modeling laboratory tests [163]. ATENA uses the Finite Element Method and has non-linear
constitutive material models implemented, especially aimed for cohesive materials. It also models
fracture in an explicit way by representing cracks, determined with the crack band model [164],
taking the crack band size Lt as the projection of the element size on the crack direction, see Figure
7.5. By default, the program uses a Rankine failure criterion in tension combined with a plasticity
one of Menétrey and William [165] in compression (Figure 7.6a). In such a failure criterion f ′c

ef

and f ′t
ef are, respectively, the maximum compressive and tensile stresses. Figure 7.6a represents

the failure criterion for two dimensions, while Figure 7.6b is the translation into an equivalent
uniaxial law. Cracks initiate when the tensile resistance is reached. Prior to cracking, the material
is treated as isotropic with a modulus of elasticity derived from the equivalent uniaxial law using
the lowest principal stress. Then, after cracking, the material is orthotropic. The exponential
softening law proposed by Hordijk et al. [166] for cohesive materials is used (Figure 7.7), where
w0 = wc is the crack opening at the state of complete stress release.

Figure 7.5: Projection of the element size on the crack direction.

The geometry of the model consists of three piled bodies, see Figure 7.8. The one at the
bottom represents the supporting steel plate of dimensions 10 mm× 40 mm× 40 mm. The mortar
specimen with dimensions of 40 mm× 40 mm× 80 mm lies in horizontal position centered on that
plate. Finally, another plate the same as the first one serves as the element that transmits the
load to the specimen. Symmetry was used in order to reduce the number of finite elements and
the computing cost. Thus, only a quarter defined by the two vertical planes of symmetry of the
total geometry was modeled.

Therefore, regarding the boundary conditions, the displacements of the surfaces of each body
corresponding to the planes of symmetry are prevented in the perpendicular direction to those
planes. The movements of the bottom surface of the supporting plate are also restrained. The
load is applied as a prescribed downward displacement on the node placed in the intersection of the
two orthogonal symmetry planes, on the upper face of the loading plate. This node corresponds
to the central point of the complete surface.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.6: Failure criterion: (a) combined Rankine failure criterion in tension and plas-
ticity of Menetrey William in compression, (b) equivalent uniaxial law.

Figure 7.7: Schematic exponential softening law of Hordijk.

Figure 7.8: Geometry of the model.
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The material properties of the specimen element were taken from the experimental results (see
Table 7.2), for E, GF , ft and fc. Regarding the discrepancy between the prismatic and cylindrical
compressive strengths (fcpr and fccy, respectively), it was assumed the existence of a size effect
and, thus, fccy was chosen for the compressive strength in the model, as a value closer to the actual
intrinsic mortar strength. The other two elements were defined with a same perfect linear elastic
material, as their only function was to distribute and transmit the load to the mortar specimen and
their resistance was much greater than the mortar one. Its elastic modulus was set as 210 GPa.
The contacts between these three elements were also defined, with no adherence between them and
a friction angle of 0.45.

Cubic 8-node finite elements were employed, owing to their accuracy with a relative small
number of elements in comparison with the 4-node tetrahedral ones, as the regular prismatic
geometry allowed it. In order to determine the appropriate finite element size, a mesh-sensitivity
study was performed. Figure 7.9 shows the peak load obtained with different element sizes. The
curve defined has an increasing tendency with the size of the elements and it seems that it would
only converge for very small sizes. Furthermore, the peak load in that size range is under the
experimental band. The dependency on the band size is a common drawback of the crack band
model [167]. However, each material has its optimal band width, which is commensurate to the
maximum aggregate size [77]. Regarding the crack pattern (Figure 7.10), the main cracks are
the compression arches on the sides of the directly compressed zone, which start from the same
locations for the element sizes of 2 and 5 mm. However, for the size of 8 mm, that arch is placed
further from the edge of the loading and supporting plates, which is not the real behavior. Then,
the finite element size of 5 mm was chosen, as it provides a peak load within the experimental
range and yields proper results for the crack pattern.

Figure 7.9: Mesh study: peak load vs. element size.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7.10: Mesh study: crack pattern. (a) Experimental specimen and numerical simu-
lation: cubes of size of (b) 8 mm, (c) 5 mm and (d) 2 mm.
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The final results of load-displacement curves offered by the model for both lime mortars are
presented in Figure 7.11. These results fit very well the experimental curves, which is especially
relevant because by using the cylindrical compressive strength (fccy) for the mortar in the model,
it is possible to attain the correct maximum load with a prism. If we divide this maximum load by
the corresponding loading area (40× 40 mm2), the result is the compressive strength from prisms
(fcpr), which is significantly greater than fccy. This proves the existence of a size and geometry
effect in NHL mortars.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.11: Experimental and numerical load-displacement curves of (a) H08C04M and
(b) H11C04M in compression.

In the case of the mortar H08C04M, the peak load lies within the experimental band, so this
result means that its cylindrical compressive strength is very close to the actual material strength.
In the case of the mortar H11C04M, the use of fccy (1.4 MPa) as the model mortar strength does
not provide a fit of the peak load as good as in the first case, as it results in a higher maximum
load than the corresponding to fcpr = 1.7 MPa. However, it is possible to set this parameter so as
to have in consideration both compression results, accepting the usual experimental scatter. This
way, with a value of fc = 1.3 MPa, a nominal prismatic strength of 1.8 MPa is obtained, which
represent each a variation of just 0.1 MPa with respect to the corresponding mean compressive
strength.

From the peak load on, the numerical models also provide an estimation of the post-peak
trajectory, which complements experimental information. Another interesting result is crack pat-
terns, which reproduce appropriately the real fracture observed in tests, comparing Figure 7.10a
with Figure 7.10c. All these results validate the models for representing the compressive test with
prisms and certifies once again the cohesive fracture behavior of NHL mortars.

7.4.4. Size effect in compression

The size effect in compression evidenced in experimental tests and verified by the numerical
model is studied in order to discover its influence in prismatic specimens and the relation with
the compressive strength obtained from cylinders of 75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height.
Variations in the crack pattern are also analyzed. This study is made by following the procedure
described in the work by Del Viso, Carmona and Ruiz [78]. Two additional numerical analyses
were performed for each one of the NHL mortars, where the dimensions of the original models were
doubled once (80 mm× 80 mm× 160 mm) and twice (160 mm× 160 mm× 320 mm), respectively, but
maintaining the finite element size.

With the maximum loads of each model, their corresponding nominal strength, σN , is ob-
tained, which has a decreasing tendency for larger sizes. By plotting σ2

N against the inverse of
the Hillerborg’s brittleness number, i.e. 1/βH or `ch/D (Figure 7.13), it is possible to deduce the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.12: Crack patterns of the numerical models. Sizes of (a) 40, (b) 80 and (c)
160 mm. Picture of half of the specimen. Relative proportions of 3/2 in the figure (of 2
in reality).

assimptotic value of the compressive strength when D → ∞ [78], in other words, the intrinsic
compressive strength of the material, denoted here as σinf .

(a) (b)

Figure 7.13: Regression for setting σinf and A for (a) H08C04M and (b) H11C04M

In Figure 7.14, the non-dimensional values of σN are plotted related to βH (with a logarithmic
scale) for both mortars. These results allow fitting the analytical curves that represent their
size effect laws. As shown by these curves, the size effect tends to disappear for large sizes. The
compressive strength converges in both cases to the value used in the models for fc. In other words,
these simulations prove that the experimental value for the compressive strength on cylinders can
be roughly considered as σinf , whereas the compressive strength from prisms is reproduced by the
model as a structural response and, thus, it cannot be regarded as a true material property.

Crack patterns have also been compared between the three scaled specimens (Figure 7.12).
For both mortars, the results are quite similar within each size. In the three different sizes, a
compression arch appears from the vertex of the loading element to the vertex of the supporting
one (denoting the presence of the main tension cracks).
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.14: Size effect laws for (a) H08C04M and (b) H11C04M

7.5. Conclusions

In this research, the mechanical properties of two NHL mortars have been studied extensively.
The water/lime ratios were 0.8 and 1.1 respectively. It has been observed that the water/lime ratio
has a great influence on the mechanical properties of NHL mortars. Flexural strength of H11C04M
was 33% lower than the one of H08C04M, compressive strength of prisms and of cylinders decreased
by 61% and by 48% respectively for the water/lime ratio of 1.1, fracture energy decreased by 61%
and the elastic modulus and the splitting tensile strength got around 50% less.

This experimental characterization has been verified with an exhaustive numerical analysis.
The objective was to further understand the behavior of NHL mortars and to verify the hypothesis
of a cohesive material. In the first place, the TPB test for measuring GF has been simulated with a
cohesive numerical model by implementing suitable materials’ softening laws with four parameters.
The compressive tests on prisms have also been simulated with a finite element model for both
types of mortars. In both cases, the results show good agreement with the experimental ones. This
confirms that NHL mortars behave as cohesive materials.

In the second place, the marked difference in the experimental results of compression tests on
prisms and cylinders, fcpr and fccy, could evidence the existence of size effects in NHL mortars.
This hypothesis has also been verified with a numerical analysis with two additional models by
doubling the size of the samples once and twice, respectively, but maintaining the finite element
size. The results show that larger specimens resist less in terms of stress than smaller ones. It
has also been observed that for big sizes the compressive strength in prisms converges to the
compressive strength obtained with the cylinders. Finally, the crack pattern has also been studied
in the three different scaled numerical models and compared with the experimental one when
appropriate, showing also a good agreement.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and main contributions

In the thesis, an advanced mechanical characterization of natural hydraulic and aerial lime
mortars has been performed. On the one hand, important properties not normally studied have
been measured, such as splitting tensile strength, fracture energy and static elastic modulus. They
are useful to define the fracture behavior, the ductility and the deformability of the material.
On the other hand, advanced techniques have been applied when measuring all the mechanical
properties in order to avoid the influence of the boundary conditions. For instance, it was used
anti-torsion supports for the tests to obtain the normalized flexural strength and the fracture
energy, ball-and-socket joint to reduce eccentricity in the standardized compressive strength test,
narrow wooden strips in the Brazilian tests to avoid size effects, application of the corrections of
Planas, Guinea and Elices in the three-point point bending test to obtain the fracture energy with
no influence of size effects and strain gauge extensometers in the middle height of the cylinders to
avoid the influence of friction effects in the compression test to obtain the static elastic modulus.
Furthermore, such mechanical properties have been related to other important physical ones such
as density, open porosity, UPV, etc. when possible.

Different aspects have been analyzed, such as: the influence of five factors affecting the dosage
and fabrication process of seven types of natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars on their me-
chanical properties; the evolution of some mechanical properties at early ages and in the long-term,
and the loading rate effect on the fracture energy. Furthermore, the shape and size effect on the
compressive strength of two natural hydraulic lime mortars was disclosed by numerical simulation
and experiments.

1. Regarding five influence factors on the mechanical properties, the results show that high
water/lime ratios produce structural weakening and reduce the mechanical properties. High
relative humidity (97 ± 0.5%) is more suitable than ambient laboratory conditions for the
hydration of the compounds of NHL mortars and for the increase of its ductility; however, in
the case of aerial lime mortars, such high humid conditions are less favorable than drier ones
for the carbonation process. Moreover, using wooden molds also improves these properties
as they absorb the excess of free water, although this effect seems to be local and results
in a non-homogeneous material. When maintaining constant water/lime ratios, introducing
aggregates with higher grain size (in this case a well-graded sand with maximum grain size of
4 mm) improves the mechanical properties. Mortars with river sand have lower mechanical
properties than crushed limestone aggregates as the interlocking among particles is not so
effective. Certainly, if the water/lime ratio also varies at the same time, the tendency would
be different. Furthermore, some empirical formulas are proposed for the first time among
several mechanical properties of the lime mortars and the compressive strength from prisms.
They can be useful to predict some mechanical properties just by measuring the compressive
strength from prisms due to the convenience of conducting the test.

2. Referring the study of the mechanical and physical properties of three NHL mortars at
early ages, EMM-ARM has been applied for the first time to measure deformability of
NHL mortars since casting. It is concluded that this technique has shown feasible potential
of application for NHL mortars, especially at early ages (up to 3 or 7 curing days), with
very good comparability with results from the cyclic compression tests from cylinders. The
initial dormant period was well captured as the kinetics of the stiffness increase. Also,
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different fabrication and curing methods were analyzed to compare the standard procedures
(compaction and unsealing) and the ones followed for EMM-ARM (vibration and sealing).
A general trend was observed: specimens with higher water content provided lower stiffness
and strengths. Moreover, evolution laws of normalized flexural and compressive strength up
to 7 days were obtained. Some relationships were also obtained among results of density,
UPV and open porosity on the one hand and evolution of free portlandite by means of
TGA and compressive strength of the mortar on the other. Such analysis enhances the
comprehension of the NHL mortars behavior at early ages.

3. Additionally, some important mechanical properties, such as splitting tensile strength, frac-
ture energy and elastic modulus were measured in the long term on one natural hydraulic
and an aerial lime mortars for the first time. It is observed that for both mortars, all the
measured mechanical properties increase considerably up to around 56 curing days. From
this period up to 224 days, the evolution is more or less constant and with slight increase for
the NHL mortars. Finally, up to 448 days, most of the mechanical properties remain almost
constant for the aerial lime mortar while they experiment some increase for the NHL one.
The main differences between both mortars are mainly due to the different hardening pro-
cesses: aerial lime mortars mainly harden by carbonation while NHL ones also by hydration
of its mineral compounds. The evolution of the mechanical properties was compared with
the development of the carbonation depth by means of the phenolphthalein method. Also,
empirical formulas describing the evolution of the mechanical properties up to 448 days were
obtained for the first time.

4. With respect to the loading rate effect, it was measured for the first time on the fracture
energy in bending of one natural hydraulic and an aerial lime mortars. The loading rates
were ranged from 5.0 × 10−4 to 1.6 × 101 mm/s. It is obvious that the materials are rate
sensitive. The DIFs of the peak load are 1.4 and 1.6, respectively for the natural hydraulic
and the aerial lime ones and 1.9 for both in the fracture energy. Additional specimens
were dried and tested at the lowest and the highest loading rates to analyze the possible
phenomena of such rate sensitivity. The results show that it is mainly because of the viscous
effects caused by the presence of free water in the porous structure in the case of natural
hydraulic lime mortar and due to effect of crack propagation in the case of the aerial one.
Furthermore, SEM analyses show that the failure is intergranular, which means that the
material breaks through the matrix instead of through the aggregates grains.

5. Furthermore, it has been observed a big variation on the compressive strengths from prisms
and cylinders of the NHL mortars, the ratio could reach 1.6. A numerical simulation of the
compressive test on prisms of two NHL mortars was performed to analyze such difference.
Three specimen sizes were simulated by doubling the standard size once and twice but
maintaining the finite element size. The results show that larger specimens resist less in
terms of stress than smaller ones and therefore the difference found between prisms and
cylinders is mainly due to geometry and size effects. It has also been observed that the
compressive strength from cylinders provides roughly the real compressive strength of the
material. Furthermore, the size effect laws of both mortars were obtained for the first
time. Another numerical model of the three-point bending test on beams was performed by
implementing suitable materials’ softening laws with four parameters. The good agreement
found between the experimental and numerical results confirms that NHL mortars behave
as cohesive materials.

It can be concluded that this thesis provides significant improvements in the techniques to
measure the mechanical properties of materials of the civil and architectural patrimony, such
as lime mortars. Different effects affecting the mechanical properties of the material have been
analyzed and empirical formulas have been proposed for the first time. Such analyses and formulas
could be useful to define with more realism and precision the numerical simulations of masonry
structures built with lime mortars.
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8.1. Future research

After the elaboration of this thesis, new research works can be proposed. On the one hand to
improve and continue with the topics already proposed and on the other hand to extend to new
ones.

In this thesis different aspects affecting the dosage and fabrication process of lime mortars have
been studied. However, there is still much work to do to develop a dosage methodology like the
ones present for other materials, such as concrete, with which it is possible to define a particular
dosage to satisfy a target compressive strength or consistency [168]. To start with such a concern,
it would be useful to define a function relating the obtained compressive strength according to
the water/lime ratio used. This would facilitate the fabrication process of lime mortars with the
consequently improvement of precision of the restoration works. Then, it could also be possible
to study the statistically significance of each dosage factor (water/lime ratio, aggregate type and
size, etc.) on the resulting mechanical properties. For such a purpose the software Minitab could
be applied, which has successfully been used for concrete [169, 170].

Regarding the stiffness evolution measurement of NHL mortar at early ages, another concern
already mentioned in Chapter 4 is the need of demolding the specimens used in EMM-ARM after
2 or 3 curing days. Such an objective was not within the scope of this thesis but it would allow
applying EMM-ARM to NHL mortars for longer periods of time and to pure aerial lime mortars
to consider other hardening mechanisms such as drying and carbonation. Related to the work
presented in Chapter 4, it has also been mentioned the need of further research on the influence
of the curing conditions (especially concerning different sealing methods that cause various humid
states) on the mechanical properties of natural hydraulic lime mortars at early ages.

As for the measurement of the mechanical properties of lime mortars in the long-term, in this
thesis two mortars were tested due to the limited time available, but this research could be improve
by increasing the number of mortars tested and the period of time studied. Furthermore, it would
also be interesting to perform other tests, such as TGA and/or SEM analyses to relate better the
evolution of the mechanical properties with the mineralogical changes of the mortars.

Referring the study of the loading rate effects on lime mortars, improvements can be done by
increasing also the number of mortars tested and by enlarging the range of loading rates applied,
for example by using a drop-weight impact machine. Also, a Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
with a high-speed video camera could be interesting to be applied in lime mortars to analyze
the displacements and strains near the fracture zone. Furthermore, having verified the cohesive
behavior of lime mortars, it would also be of interest to propose a loading rate dependent cohesive
model for lime mortars, similar to the one created for concrete by Rosa, Yu, Ruiz, et al. [156]. In
such a way, it could be possible to define a softening law and a corresponding constitutive model
for lime mortars by considering also loading rate effects.

Concerning the study of the size effect on NHL mortars, it would be necessary to perform an
experimental verification on specimens of different sizes, as the ones modeled within the numerical
simulation (specimens of 40 mm, 80 mm and 160 mm in depth), to check if possible different
hardening processes (specially different carbonation states) may take place on natural hydraulic
lime mortars at different ages and under different curing conditions. For the purpose, carbonation
depth could be measured through TGA and with the phenolphthalein test. In this sense, the pos-
sible different hardening processes could be considered together with the size effect in a numerical
model similar to the one created for aerial quicklime mortars by Oliveira [62] and previously on
masonry towers by Ferretti and Bažant [63]. The application of this study to hydrated aerial lime
mortars would also be of interest.

There are other topics beyond the scope of this thesis, which can also be proposed for future
analysis:

1. The application of the empirical formulas proposed in this thesis to numerical simulation of
historical masonry structures. Examples of such numerical simulations can be seen in [1–5].

2. The inclusion of fibers on lime mortars. The research on such topic is increasing in interest
as shown in [171–173].

3. The study of fatigue in lime mortars. To our knowledge, such topic is not already investigated
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and could be of significance as many masonry structures, such as bridges and towers, are
subjected to fatigue loads. Research of fatigue behavior of concrete can be seen in [174–176]
and we have found a reference about fatigue on brick masonry [177].

8.2. Work published in Journals

As a result of the work performed in the thesis, different publications listed below have been
produced.

1. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega, R. C. Yu. Advanced mechanical characteri-
zation of NHL mortars and cohesive simulation of their failure behavior. Construction and
Building Materials, 153:569-577, 2017. doi: 10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2017.07.127.

2. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega, Z. M. Wu. The effects of dosage and production
process on the mechanical and physical properties of natural hydraulic lime mortars. Con-
struction and Building Materials, 169:325-334, 2018. doi: 10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2018.03.016.

3. G. Ruiz, X. X. Zhang, W. F. Edris, I. Cañas, L. Garijo. A comprehensive study of mechanical
properties of compressed earth blocks. Construction and Building Materials, 176: 566-572,
2018. doi: 10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2018.05.077.

4. L. Garijo, M Azenha, M. Ramesh, P. B. Lourenço, G. Ruiz. Stiffness evolution of natu-
ral hydraulic lime mortars at early ages measured through EMM-ARM. Construction and
Building Materials, 216: 405-415, 2019. doi: 10.1016/j.conbuildmat.2019.04.258.

8.3. Work submitted to Journals

1. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega. Age effect on the physical and mechanical
properties of a natural hydraulic and an aerial lime mortars. Construction and Building
Materials, submitted on 29/04/2019.

2. X. X. Zhang, L. Garijo, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega. Loading rate effect on the fracture response
of natural hydraulic and aerial lime mortars. Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering,
submitted on 09/07/2019.

3. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega. The influence of dosage and production
process on the physical and mechanical properties of aerial lime mortars. Construction and
Building Materiasl, submitted on 11/07/2019.

8.4. Book chapter

1. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega, R. C. Yu. Mechanical behaviour of natural
hydraulic lime mortars. Sustainable Construction and Building Materials, 1-20, 2018. doi:
10.5772/intechopen.80852.

8.5. Work published in Conferences

1. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz. Advanced mechanical characterization of lime mortars.
Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura, 33, 521-526, 2016.

2. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz. Caracterización mecánica avanzada de morteros de cal
hidráulica natural. A cal no espacio Ibérico: um futuro con história. V Jornadas FICAL –
Fórum Ibérico da Cal. Livro de Atas, 419-428, 2016.

3. J. J. Ortega, G. Ruiz, L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, R. C. Yu. Size effect on the compressive
strength of natural hydraulic lime mortars. Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura, 34, 279-285,
2017. ISSN: 0213-3725.
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4. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz. Influence of dosage and production process on the me-
chanical properties of natural hydraulic lime mortars. Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura,
34, 256-263, 2017. ISSN: 0213-3725.

5. G. Ruiz, X. X. Zhang, I. Cañas, W. A. Fouad, L. Garijo. Advanced study of the mechanical
properties of compressed earth block. SOStierra 2017, International Conference on vernac-
ular earthen architecture, conservation and sustainability, CRC Press, 797-802, 2017. ISBN:
978-1-138-03546-1.

6. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz. Efecto de la velocidad de solicitación en el comportamiento
en fractura de morteros de cal. Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura, 35, 112-114, 2018. ISSN:
0213-3725.

7. L. Garijo, X. X. Zhang, G. Ruiz, J. J. Ortega. Evolución de las propiedades mecánicas de
morteros de cal aérea e hidráulica natural. Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura, 36, 120-123,
2019. ISSN: 0213-3725.

8. J. J. Ortega, L. Garijo, G. Ruiz. Simulación con modelos de fractura cohesiva de la rotura
de una losa de hormigón armado con un orificio. Anales de Mecánica de la Fractura, 36,
136-139, 2019. ISSN: 0213-3725.

8.6. Prize “Cátedra ECSA”

1. J. J. Ortega, L. Garijo. Prize “Cátedra ECSA. Cátedra de Construcción Sostenible y Avan-
zada”, 2018, competition organised by the Polytechnic University of Valencia and directed
to students of technical schools of Spanish universities and to national and international
professional teams. The objective was to analyse the mechanical behavior of a concrete
slab and to predict its failure load. The proposed solution was based on the techniques of
Fracture Mechanics.
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